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INTRODUCTION:

YOUR CHILD'S FIRST DAY
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It is a sunny day at the beginning of the school year.
John
and his mother are walking to school together.
Mamla is
holding
John's
hand and John is holding a piece of paper.
Three months
ago M.lama went to the preschool with John.
They looked at all the
toys and materials,
the bathroom,
and the playground.
They met
other mothErs anni children who wanted to see the preschool.
John
was
shy.
,John had never seen toys before,
except in t.e
shop
near
the
ce:,ier of the village.
John 'I:-.! lots of
colors
and
pretty thing's,
but John did not know what they were.
John was
curious
but shy.
M.<ama and John had sat in a group
ith soe
of
the other mothers and children and one teacher and
made what John
was holding in his hand.
!rama
had dra;n
iines down and across
to make boxes.
Then during the summer,
John and Maliia had put a
mark
in every bo-: and counted ho.; many days were left
till
they
could go to pres.chool.
Now John was bringing the chart to show
his teacher.
John
felt
proud because he had worked
hard
and
worked
with
Mama and had finished the chart the way
Miss
Rose
wanted.
John
could not only learn about the pretty new things,
he could also bring slomething of his very own to preschool
too.
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-- J h
-fe ont
dV '
o n
the n ..t
day,
and Mama
o
day with his

knew M ama would stay
but h akne.

t''day

andl
miaybe '
.
that
preschool was for
him"
et .. him
walk tho preschool alone 'soon
and
stay
all
new friends.
John knew Miss Rose would be
the're to

help him--nd that she and Mama
.would talk toqether to he-lp him.
Mama had told' him about all. this
as they were filling in the
c
-in
.artthe summer.
John had learned how to ask questions
and
listen
to h
.ers and to.follow directions too
because
summer, he wo-ked with Mama to
all
learn new; things. - John learned
one
;eek how. to wash his face and
hands.
Another week thev
worked on putting on and taking
off his jacket.
Another week
they worked on eating snack,
cleaning
up
spills
and crumbs,
Another week they worked on answering
questions such as: "What is
rfull name?",
"Ho, old are you",. "Where do you live?",
" s
many brothers and sisters do you
Another week they took walks and have?", "What are their names?".
and talked about their colors and named everything they could see
the sounds they made or what
they did or what shape they w.ere
or what they were made of. John
and Mama loved doing these things
especially because they were
• new.
'Sometimes *they went alone,
sometimes some of John's
brothers and sisters came.
Papa went alone sometimes toT.;ice Papa came and then John and
walkand talk to. : When they
-atched television, John now
everyone enjoyed answering them.' asked a lot of questions and
answers, they would look in specialSometimes when no one knew the
books at home or at the, big
school to find the answers.
John
liked
to share, this way and ,taas
sure that the other children 'would
share
what th y had- !ear ed
t ith
: him.
He could show wnat he had learned
and they could show
him.
Here they were at. the preschool.
John had been.
much on the way,
it seemed as thcugh they had just thinking so
e-t
the
house.
He saw
-t.
e
he
didn't.
knew
and
Rose
he
-iss
was at the door.
John recognized her.some'
right
away and was glad.
This was his own "eacher and she
would help
him and teach him and pla with
him. 'John went to hold Miss
v
Rose's hand and let go of Mama's.
Mama looked a little sad. S'e wantedJohn could not see Mama, but
her child to be independent
and to love his teacher, but ir
was hard to see it happen for
Sh. had known thi would happen
becau- e the mothers had
all
talked about it'in their meeting
and
she was glad she had
made and finisIhed the chart with
John because she Felt
prepared.
more
She accepted the sad
but she did not want John to know feeling because it was normal,
she felt vet.
If he knew right
now, child might feel cuiIt-y and
not
want
to
go
to Miss Rose.
-ama
really did ,w.,ant John to like
preschool,
so
whatever she
_could do to help, she would.
"

--.

iss

Rose pUt John's nametag on him
and held his hand as
they went to the playground.
She asked him if he would like
to
go play.
He watched -f;or a ew'.'seconds.
grasp
nd when she felt little resistance,She tried releasing her
she let go entirely,
and he let go as well.
O-iss Rose felt she needed to move
slowly.
away
John looked back at herandL-when
reassured by the smile
and the.calm confidence she
had walked into the playground.
Mss
4

Rose walk
back to Mama who was anxiously
peering
around -the
corner
of
the door.
Miss Rose asked how Mama was
feeling
Mama Said she was a littl
and
nervous.,
It
was hard for her to
her
see
child
grow up and move away from
her into a new
ife.away
from home. :and
also said she felt thatJ'n
%o Mama
e'.adju~scing
was
and ..
wes in i :good :hands
and seemed

to be adjusting wel, 1

would be a good experience

so she felt confident that

for the.,both of them.

it

A,
John went-to the row of old
tires., He looked at the
children playing there and after
they
started to walk across, two
started to walk on them too.
he
John

lifted his arms once in awhile
to keep balancing without
falling off.
John iooked down and up,
at his goal

and at where feet
It was a new
feeling, this feeling of strength touched tires.
and
achievement
of
a difficulty
overcome by willing it.
Before he had walked on the edges,
,he would walk on the insides.
This was, more difficult"' now
not
because it required balance, but
because
there
was
iko
springing
feeling in the ground the way there
was on.the tires.
john had
to hop up and down or his toes.
Walking
on
flat
feet
did not
work.
Child waited for the other two
children
to
start
before
attempting the third time, this
time
backwards.
Everything
was
going well, until suddenly he went
suddenly backi;ards into a tire
and'rolled over onto the ground.
and startling that he was not
At first the feeling was so new
Was he hurt?
Should he ciy? He did not know sure what to do.
that
Miss
Rose
was
watching and
waiting to see if he was really
hurt or just stunned.
She felt
sympathetic but also cautious
because over-protectig was not
good remedy for a fall. She was
a
he would have, but also ready ready to understand the feelings
to encourage him to get up alone
and calm himself down and keep going.
As it was he looked around
for her and when they saw each
other,
she smiled and made a
getting up motion with her hands
and
clapped
as John got up. The
problem somehow did not feel so
bad
with
Miss
Rose knowing and
caring and helping, even if at
a distance. John went to the sand
table.

.



All the aprons were in use so he
watched.
He saw one child
pouring sand into his favorite
child would do what he would do: container and wondered if the
pour it out to make a mountain.
The child did not, he took a
shovel and stuck it in the middle
with a strong push.
John
started
to feel impatient, so he asked
if he Could play. No one paid
this time others looked, but noattention to him. He asked ag'aini;
pulled on the child nearest and one took off their apron.
John
The reply: go somewhere else! voiced the urgent desire to play.
John ran to Miss Rose and told his
story of being rejected from the
sand table.
She came over and
told him to ask again only winth
a
loud
voice.
He did and since
she was there, all the children
stopped
anO
looked
at them. Miss
Rose explained that John wanted
already been playing and asked to play ar.d...that the other's had
if someone would leave.
No one
wanted
to.
She turned to John

and explained that sometimes
have
wie
to
wait for what we want because
others are too
involved,
and that
child would get a turn even
if not right now.
She then
looked

wou ld

over the whole playground with John
and'asked~
like to go.
He said to play catch with a group where he
that was
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thrb"ng,,several
beanbags -inside a circle of 'children.
over!
ask to play
and the children moved over to
went
make a He iaceSon

, r John had begun

to pay,
he lieard the tambourine.
stopped and took the beanbag-nearLy
and ran to the bo,,-ias for this
the beanbags.
which
. H looked at th e box and saw
eanbags?He'
balls in it.
"
"
. ... .. "
Wst
this for
g
He asked another child. They
..
.as the beanbag box nd
agreed it"
began

He

beaas in.

the

balls

to take
Then t-,iev looked for the the balls out and put the
ball box,; found it and'-ut
in

that one.

Whenthey had fin shed the

asked

the
them
'rePeatedly asked the children
and
-o gather around and stand
still.
Eventually
all the children did.
theymhad to check
She then reminded -them that
to see if eve rything
was properiy put Laway.
each box they counted the
In
number of toys slowly and
made sure
that all the correct toys were
in the correct box. It ;as
do that especially ,hen everything
fun to
was in the right place and
.finished.
John was
teacher'

all

o

see

what

they had

,done.

She

praised

then eager,to go inside.
The teacher asked
o.. them to look at their
nametags.
She
asked
for one group
time..
John was in the

at a
red triangle group.
Wherone group
was called,
John moved confidently forward
".,
and
tl
insid
w,±
. : ..
a Q le
John hung up John's coat, on
a hook with another red triangle
i,,mailoe
on i
n'the John went
Then
ofce,
to
the
,--crcup
of boxes
tO~
ilbo:es inthe ost office
.that
hat
eevlk
ere like
put his lunch in one of the nly these did not have dcors. John
red triangle boxes.
John took the
-t
.. chart and went to sit on the matt
where 'they all had a meeting.
As soon as all the children
were sitting and 'ready,
the
teachergot
all
excited
...
said good morning.
looked beu
when and
John
she was
thought she
excited and wantedto be
too.
excited
She took out the calendar
and
asked
the da-' s name ard
Yesterday's and tomcrr .One child put the leaf onthe
show that this day was 's.
today.
Then the% all counted how box to
days thewl:had been coming to
Mans'
school. The teacher asked
weather and .:hen they had
about
the
decided that there was no rain
or snow, one child put up the
or
wind
sun on the calendar. it. was
fun to decide the weatherbecause
always
every -time someone gave
opinion, the teacher had
an
them all
window.
Then if they all agreed, thecheck by looking -lout the
picture was put up. ,, Now
Miss Rose always talk"ed about
what hapoened that morning.
liked that' because he needed
John
tell the teacher a lot
things.
Sometimes he wanted tot0tell
of
what he saw,on the way and
Isome'irnas
how he had been grumpv
hen he woke up and
how he
sometimes
-to
brush
his
Sometimeshad heremembered
or dress himself alone.
wanted to tell her how te,.kh
he 'Thai tried something ne,
on 'the playground or discovered
something

K >,

game with a new friend.

:-

-hew or played
a
good
Somet-imes he liked,to tell
how he shared

.

something , ith another child.
Today one child was crying because
he had Wanted to take his
car to preschool
and his mother had
said
no'.
The

teacher

asked him what was

wrong and
wha-c
h 1i..
Then she asked -the children
what they thought they
could do to make this child
feel better..

mother said.
him

cars

One child said' to tell
bring it tomorrow and another
to let him play
with
the
in preschool.
The byv 'said he had wanted
to show
everyone
to

•l

the car, so H1iss Rose. said
maybe the two of them could draw
picture of it and then show
a
the children at the end of the
day.
That did not seem to help either,
so Miss Rose suggested that
they all act out what happened.
She
asked for children to be the
Mother and Father and the child
and
the teacher.
They stood up
in front and the teacher told
a story about it.
As
she told it
she encouraged the children to
act cut what she said.
it looked
real.
The boy looked a little
better,
but
not
all
better
and
when they stopped acting the
hoy started to cry again.
Teacher decided to sing.
As soon as the chilcoren started
sing
the boy,
to
now sitting
near the teacher stooped crying
w.;as
He
watching what the ch'idren did
with their hands to
act out
the words
of the song.
The child :..'-tched one child
who
different.
was
The
teacher said he could not hear
the singing or
talking,
but
the child still
did everything with
hands.
teacher
The
always had a drawing or pictures
of objects to show
of
them and this child liked
all
these very much.
He would always
pay very close attention.
After they had sung three songs
teacher said it was time for
the
Free Choice acirivities.
First
asl:ed who needed to go to the
she
bathroom and asked these
children
to wa.it by the door.
Then she asked who wanted to
pl ay in each
area and sent the children to
that area.
John chose the building
area.
All the children started
Each ar-ea was private and no to play in the areas ,.ith the toys.
one fromi another area could come
unless he had a ticket from the
in
teacher
Jchn had a ticket with
some blocks on it.
When he was all finished he
could go to the
teacher
and ask to change tickets with
any that she had
in
pocket.
her
You had
to wear the ticket around your
neck
like a
necklace.
John took out the wooden blocks
one by one the way the', had
been shown without really thinking
about
why he did.
He started
putting
one on top of another,
not
really
sure why he did one
thing and not another.
John discovered that he could
make some
shapes
fit on top of other shapes but
not all shapes
could
do
this.
Only certain
ones.
John wanted to know why only
the
certain ones, so he tried new.,
combinations.
Some worked and some
did
not.
When they orked he was excited
and when they did not
he
became
more eaoer
make them fit
With
ones
the new pattern to
that did.
he decided to see orif find
he could make a wall
and then a house inside the wall.
The wall worked but the house
was too small.
He looked for smaller blocks
and found some.
took these from a different set,
He
but they were the only ones that
would
work.
When he finished,
he locked up excited.
He had
forgot ten about everyone in the
room
until
he
was
finished.
he
Now
needed
to share his creation with someone.
Miss Rose
was
buS17,
so he told the child near him in
the blocks.
The other
child was interested and asked
what it was.
When John explained
his
discovery
the child near him was very interested
still
listened;
and
He was thinking of making s Jmething
new
but
decided
to
change
his ticket instead.
So he took all the blocks
and
put
them neatly
away in the two different boxes,
first
the house

7

;'lcsand then the wall blocks.
theiart area.
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miss Pose sa d'she had a ticket
from each area
child.had to choose
The child looked over the otherleft, so the
areas math
games,
play house, art, science, reading
readiness games, sand,
water and stories
He decided on art.
He changed his ticket and
play~~
heiel
looked over
the sheles
e
in
'n
the
art
area.
t
helie
John took the playdough off the
toL
shelf.
He was still not used to
the
playdough feeling but heliked

It felt
soft and warm and would do anthing to get used to it.
that he wanted it todo, not
li ke the blocks. He could mold
it as he liked. Sometimes it was
hard to scueeze it into th'e right
shape.
"Johnwas
learning how
to roll. it andmake balls and
poke
it
and
pinch
it
and how to
gather
it
all up and break it all apart.
.. ... on
. .
He
islh
..
was
pushing
so hard
on it to
.
..
o make
.
it flat that he
P
shirt.
saw his button in the playdoughleaned on it with his
He
and looked at his button.
looked backwards in the playdough.
it
He told Miss Rose ,.who was
still in the area.
She was all
'the same thing with other objects.excited and suggested they try
They did it with scissors,
crayons, a pencil, their hands,
a
coin,
.areas.
When they -finished one they put some shapes from other
it aside to
S differences later.
t looked very pretty to seecompare the
all the
, different things ne:-.t to each
other.
Then they guessed !,, here
each one had come from.,
t
Everyone loved 'his.
The teacher even
asked 'ot-her children
to look and
John put all the
. playdough
away
and asked the teacherg~uess.
f;or another ticket.
The
~te acher said that there Were oinly
a
few
minutes
left
to play and
sauggeasted that even though all
the tickets w-.ere used up he
go
* to the stories area 'to look at'
the books. The child did that.
All the children gathered in the
central
* meetings.
Miss Rose held up the job chart area where they , had
with all the ockets
in it.
She asked if anyone remebered what
their. jobs were.
* raised their hands.
Na
She called on one at a time to
guess
and
then come up and find their
name by matching it to the name
written on their nametag.
Then thev picked out the card inside
with the picture and the
na=me'of the area on it and went
to that
area.
They had all been taught wah
to
do
in
the
area
and would
keep their job for one month.
John remembered what needed to
be
done
and
after
gettcing his card, got the broom
: 'to
the "arland dustpan
.
.
, .
,ent
,
to ,the.artarea.
.
.
a
Ura'
, n
He told the child cleaning the
table that he
woul*d take all the chairs and
stack them.
-fter he did that he
swe.t the floor and picked up
pisydough stuck to the
-Floor.
carefully balanced thedustpan
He
to the waste-basket andthrew in
the dirt.
I!After replacing the broom
]i~rL..,o,
r0 lookinciat
the
and
" dustpan,
... the art card After
he presented
to MissRoe
l
a
e floor put his ~
card back in his pocket and asked
if he remembered where he
:houlda go nex::t.
He said he should hid
go to the bathroom' towash
his
hands. She smiled and patted him
on the shouldei and without her
saying
anything,
John knew that'sht was pleased
that he had
remembered.
He skipped into the bathroom and
talked to the child
ne..t to him as he washed his
hands.
He.reminded the child next
to him to turn off the water before
.
'he
the soap so as not to
Waste water.
Then he dried his hands took
and went to his, mailbox to
...; ..

....
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get his snack.
With his snack he stood in the
middle of the
floor and decided that he would
sit at the table in the math
area
because he wanted to look at
the toys there.
When everyone was standing in
place behind their chairs it
got noisy.
Some children started to open
their bags and many
were
talking.
Miss Rose came in and stood so
all the children
could see her.
John thought she looked very
strong
and kept
watching
her to find out what she would
do
next.
Many of
others started to do the same.
the
pretty soon all the children
were
watching except for a feu;.
1.iss Pose then said very quietly
she leaned forward that she was
as
She asked all
-the children o put their fingerswaiting for quiet.
to their
"ssss".
They all
did and then she started singing lips and says
the snack song in
whisper.
a
All
the children sang the same way.
As soon as they
finished,
she
again said,
"ssss" and acted
out picking
up a
chair,
looking around to see all were
doing
the
same with a real
chair.
If they were not, she motioned
to hurry.
All of them put
the chair down and sat in it.
Then
teacher
walked
to one table
and sat down.
She called one child from each
table
to
bring cups
of miik to their table fcr each
child.
John heard
reminded to collect the cups
them being
when all were finished.
He liked it
whn
ss Rose sat with him.
Today she did.
She
asked
what the
children
h::d
done the
day before w.hcn they did riot
preschoo.
come to
Joln told about ho,.. he had walked
to
the
next
village
to visit
family and help them plant their
garden.
She
asked
how
him
they planted the garden,
riot because she did not know
but
how,
because
s-:e knew that discussion w.,,as
very
important
developing, 1 a.,",' u a e e and
for
sequence
and
forminq
ideas.
John
described
the wa;y that they dug
Miss Rose asked if
thev had Iut mansre on the rou.d the ground.
before and he was not sure that
ther- had beencr
not.
She asked if he had seen goat
pellets or
straw.: on the ground.
He remembered he had.
She
asked
if
knew
they
why
it
.,ac good to put manure on the
ground
first.
The
children did not know, but they
said they thought it w
goo
for
the
seeds.
.Miss Rose said it was
had
protein in it !iLe our food had good for the seeds because it
protein in
it.
One
child
sa1
could they eat manure then.
Teacher
said no because it was
not for people to' eat.
She asked .There we did get protein.
Some
of the children said meat,
chicken, eJgs, yogurt, milk.
Teacher
asked
about
other
things such as what chickens
laid
and what
fishe-men caught and what said
"baa-baa" as other
examples
for
them
to gues.
they
•ile talked she sometimes poured
milk
the children
for
wonted more and asked cert-in
chidren
to Sit
Ci-n
r
pu their baa back on the chair
or to nod and smile at
cliIdren.
She
al.-ay s
looked around the room even
though
mostly looked at the children
she
at John'. table.
Before they could
finish the discus;sion, almost
half an hour had passed and Teacher
reminded
everyone
that they should finiish and
start
to clean
their places by going to each
table and reminding them.
He swept
all
the crumbs into his hand and
put them into the wastebasket.
Everyone
was moving around and it looked
very busy.
He checked
the ground
and threw the piece of paper
he
found
there
John
away.
took the cups and another ran
to get the songs to wash the
table
while another took the brush
and dustpan to sweep.
They

9

allput their lunches in their
boxes and stood at t.he.table
. checked
till
them.
The child's table was told.to
go
sit
at,
the
meeting area. When everyone
was there Miss Rose said, "sss"
then
motioned everyone to Stand up
and follow her.
They
w-ent
to
the
then asked each
playground
and sat
child
in to
a semicircle
go over, under,
where she
put them.
around,
Rose
through,mjiss
on top,
inside or next to something.
She
made
them
doit
quickly and
when they stooped, asked
the rest
right.
Child thought it was funny of the children if it was
to see
everyone rushing
around t dothe
'o
right thing.
Soon
everyone
had
had a turn and
even when someone did not do
right because she just repeatedit ri.ght the first time it was all
what she had said and smiled
gave hints with her hands.
and
When
you finally got it right, she
'got very excited.
Then she asked
they had done and everyone raised if anyone wanted to share what
their hand.
She asked one
child and then asked who else
had
done
the
same
to
hand.
raise their
Soon everyone calmed
raise their hand or. to tell down because they had had a turn to
her what they had done.
She asked
them were they ready to sing
one song before they left.
together they ^aid yes. One
All
child shouted the name of a
song
and4
he teacher started to sing it.
went
to each child and collected As the children-sang Miss Rose
the nametags after each child
had taken theirs off;
Miss Rose then motioned the
walkna
children to stand up and the
ones who were picked up or
home to follow after.
driven
John
stood in the middle. IWhen they got up with the second group and
got
to
the
mailboxes, he took his
bag and then got his coat and
got back into his group.
walked to the door.
They all
One child ',started to si
and others joined
a
2Xi as
did Miss
Rose.
a
i
s at
John saw h
iother
school.' ho,He~ ~ran upR to
the door of the
her
~
C
i,.
~
and
~ she
_,~
schoo
'e
,.ugged
smiled
h.e
how School
and hu
him
s
and asked
w.as.
h
Child, said he loved
ho-'
he had played wLth the plavdough.it and started to tell her
Mama ,said they should
cross the road to wait for
the
bus
to
take
them to the hospital.
John suddenly remembered this
was
the
day
he
had to go to the
hcspital for the special exercises
for
the
left
side of his body.
John asked if he could give
the
bus
driver
the
money.
sisters who were with them also
His two
said
they
wanted
too.
John said
he was the oldest (he had
learned that this summer),
he
..
as
seyen,
so he should take the money.
bus stopped
Nother.said
and all of them
could. The
John got on he
last and gave
the driver the morney, then got on.
sat down with his family.
He felt
very grown up and happy.
she
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EXERCISES: Your Child's ,F4-s

Day~

7

"Activity

Suggestions
ou
Before t i
break up into small groups
each, to
n
make
up and act out a "first da
of school"

2Read the story together in class
out
homne.,Llu

aouor s
rsAtv

.

.iscuss

q

ons or writeuTheanswthcers to

and
play

'lentl

them

as'
to,'

or, at
rat

and

then

4.

dis

Interview mothers,
children and/or teachers
s about ho
first da
Of..School was and compare
each of the fg answers.

their

Stu dy Questions
1.

-ow did you

feel when you found out that
John

o

tashhandicappe

2. When you found out he was
handicapped did you look back
the story to see ho you
r
could have known
hat from what into
he
was doing or how People reacted
to him?
3.

4.

Why do you

think the story

was written

this

wtiay?

n-id the teacher preparethe
mothers for the first day

of

school? Why did she do this?
5.
6.

What are oher possible
ways to prepare mothers
Why should you prepare
children fortschatol?

7.

What other

L
8

How

p r sc
ooe

lly

for School?

oud
sh - dth s

oas could you prepare
children for school?

did John feel abouteC going to
school? What phrases tell
you this?
9. How did John's mother
feel about lettingtgo of
John?
hat
phrase
te
ousisl
.
ow
do
you
think
mothers'
handicapped
of
children
feel

similar

and/or

different

mothers of nor mal children when they
children, to become more independent? havfe to let go of
10. How
Sthis?

11. How
tell

their"

did thenteacher feel about
John? What phrases tell
How would you feel the same, or different?
did the teacher feel about John's mother?
you this?
How
wouldyou

feel

the same

121

What

or different?

from

you

phrases

12.

How did John
and his mother feel about Miss
Rose?
What
phrases tell
you this?
How do you want mothers and children
to think of you?

13.

What kind of equipment and materials
are used in this school?
Why?
Would you feel comfortable using
these same materials?
Do you think Miss Rose is organized?
How can you tell?
What
does she do and or sa, to tell
vou this?
What else does she
do to tell
you this?

14.

15.

What
they

new things did vou learn about
in this story?
How do
differ from what you are used
to?
What things seemed
f amii
i 1 i aar?
16. How do
you
think the room is arranged?
Can you draw
a
picture of
it and share it with the others
in your class?
Are they all the same?
17. Write
down
,hat you think the class schedule
might be
for
this class.
Compare it with the others in
your class.
Are
they all the sam e?.
18. What mae:s schedules arid
room arrangements different from
one
teacher to another?
19. Write
what you think Miss Rose's main
goal is.
Write
what
Vou
think
her objectives are.
Urite
what
vou
think
methods
of teaching are7
Com-are I:hese with the others her
in
your class.

r.rite

20.

out
,hat you think your lesson plan
would be for the
first
day.
o, write down what ou 1hink Miss Rose's
How are they similar and different
Should the be the same?
'nat makes your lesson plan
differ nt from the others in
your
class?
is there a *right' way?
1.hat
.,ould make you change
your
lesson plan from one year to
the nex?
(not
use the
same one every year)

21.

What do you think John and his
mother did after they left
preschool? How did they act
towards each others?
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knw.fuare You
ready to teach handicapped
How do ,You
know if \7ou are
w.,ith normal children in the ready to teach handicap~ped
sam-e classroom?
ions
may
elo
cuto prepare yourselfP to find answversThs
questions
antoov
cuCniec
t
rpr
nt
a program:
adt
i,, o
ofdnet
rpr
n

Do , ou know you are unique?
that everyone is
different
from everyone
else?
that thispc
d
ifferencelis
our
most
orcOUs gift to each other?
Because youI are different
You are good.
DO

yo7u know that you are handicapped
irn some tw-ay?
that
eakness willb
orgets
strength
if
you
learn
to love it?
that the love
im-portant qualificatjion you of this weakness is the most
haVe as a teacher?

this
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Have you e:,:perie.ncd difficulties?
A handicapped person
e.xperiences a lot of difficulties.
If
you
you wi1l
accept the h:andicapped person's have coo, then
need to
solve
his own prcblems with as little
help as possible.
Do you
like to feel
Sucesful? Do you feel.
more successful when
you do something that is difficult
in
the beginning or is
always
eas, o vcD
Y
c'feel more success:.ul if
,ou
are
given not enough help?
too much help?
just enough help?
What
is everyone's right to
educati '?
Does
everyone
have a right to learn or only
some people?
Does
everyone
learn
in the same way?
is everyone ready to learn
the
same thing at the same time?
The
most important way to
look inside ourselves to .see how prepare ourselves to teach is
to
-.'e feel about teaching, teaching
handicapped,
teaching
normal
children.
Then accept
all
our
feelings, positive and negative.
Then ask ourselves, will any
of
these feeli.ngs prevent us from eaching fairly
to each child?
If
one feeling w
problem,
can
a helpful feeling?be E
we
work with it to become
to help us -:o form a cluse,
warm relationship
with every child,
especially !:he ones who need us
the most:
the
handicapped.
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B. EDUCATION
Do .ou" know an%,thinn about
Child Develooment?
Do you know the
sequenlces of
skills
in each area:
language
social,
small motor,
large motor, self-help,
emotional, moral, cognitive
(intellectual)?
Have you ever seen

an activit._centered
classrcomr? Do you
know where to go tc see
one?
Have
you ever know:n a handicacped
person or otserved
classroom for ,he handicace.
physically
cognitive>v
.tlI
scily, emo~tiona!i1.,?
Do you know places
you
could visit to cbserve?
-

" a ve

y4 o u

ny

u,
ow
eo
c
'.
~~ a -.- "
.r
G'!'
de-ira-1
t
_
W(3-1
these Or.?-children
the same
-hat would you like to
changc, to. keeo?
X-na

oroor0
....
Ippropriat
-

...

way'
Do

vu

*r ro;'.,",i

can

a lot

--

from

tel ev ision
about
about
how
it
feels
to
be
..a
n d_
-i
c a pe ?
Do
"'I
books of
wit
de---s fcr teachrs a
pare!-Cs.
D2cou know of
.c-;t
•
m
!?
construct your
Our
ee- .n. s .l
teach
. children about
rheir
..... ......
b,
ut do w. kr .'our o.r.

bo,t.,
bo

e
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Teacher

E

T-
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Feelings

:e

ar..aers tc these

vues tions;

be

honest

and

Discuss ans:r

to the
uestion
as a crou
Discuss
need
for teacherS to
or
tOgether
iu
in order -o ontinuL=1,1"
this
.n
way
of sharing honestly
dev elop. their
7
potential
and to grow.
. ie

s

difficuite
TList
saa
hand' =00
Nod
nadf.oppc

wi7h
in
oposite c

a

a

iur-

of

s that made vou feE
-t-l

£c
teec.i_
nor
- nar
tnes
D.
ZE

.

.
d1ri

--

'r

ce
mak..e
his negtive-L ee
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time

:andicaooed.

when

yu

had

n
teaching
teaching both together.
a
e gatie.
rom th
-wiahing,

r ;..
zould.
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-

teaching

how you could .rk
e
the
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES: Self as Teacher

-

Education

Activity Suggestions
1. Privately write answers to these
questions;
be
honest and
detailed, do not just write yes or
no.
2. Make lists of the following ways
available to you to increase
your education: STUDY, RESOURCES,
OBSERVATION, EXPERIENCE.
3. Under the same headings write
the areas that you feel
improvement.

need

4. Under the same areas write the
accomplishments you have.
5. View a film and discuss reactions
to seeing handicapped
children in action.
6. Using a card file of magazine pictures
of photographs, write
or discuss
reacticns to the handicap or situation
in the
picture.
7. Make
available to the class and easy to
use reference guide
to child development sequences
or have them research and
write out their own.
8. Assign visits to different resources,
asking the class to
bring
back
notes
and/or
brochures
describing
the
opportuni 'es available.
9. Assign a celevision program to
be watched and ask each to
summarize it, write study questions
for it, write a creative
story using the main goal of the program,
depict the
main
idea
in an art medium or act it out or
write
a
song
for
child,en about it.
They could make a list of children's
activities to be used from it or about
it.
They could make a
mothers' program from it.
They could make an area teachers
inservice about it.
10. Ask each teacher to go to a library,
get a book and present
the book to the class.
There are many short and excellent
books teachers can use as resources;
ones with pictures are
especially interesting.
They could make a poster
to
advertise the book, write the jacket
cover for the bool:.
NOTE: If the class follows up on the
resource suggestions follow
up the presentations by asking for
the barriers that had to
be overcome to fulfil the requirements
and how these barriers
created feelings.
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II. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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the ,iri- of occup ations
that most people
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lanc", p-lant lifem
. .
hav.e in

the area

Some possible objectives are:
to help the child to channel
the natural interests and
curiosity
a child is born with
to offer each child opportunities
to develop skills unique
to
that
child
to provide experiences that
will prepare the child to live
in his
own world knowing his unique
place
to offer a wide variety of
natural materials to play with
to offer opportunities for
incidental learning to take
place
to provide exploration time.
to
provide
language
development opportunities
by including
discussions as a group, time
for individual conversations
play,
during
by reading stories to the
children,
by discussing
television programs that children
usually watch.
The possibilities are endless.
Can you list
now your own goals
and objectives for you dnd
for yokr children'The difference is for example:
Child: to explore a material
on his own without help
Teacher:
to provide colorful,
working materials, time and
space
in .hich to use them.

It,:Inrer

OsP,
S

C P,jc

1VES

For every goal you have for
the child,
there is a corresponding
goal for you, the teacher.
If you do not reach your goal
child,
for the
do not blame it on the child;
look at your methods, your
intentions,
your manner,
and ask yourself if
they
are
all
coordinated.
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The
best way to begin is to begin
simply.
You
kno,: your
area and the concerns of the
people there.
So often the concern
is that the children -read ano .. :e.
Of
this .ish is
"-ften
esired
h-j
too early.
:Ls
pecple
do not realize ho; much must ce i e
happen
before you
-uIread
and write
T i
r eferabe to
the
teach
s-1 ILIsS--la
,
beause
aare:s.'bo
1
s no sense Init
. w"4eas other skis learned
n
cn
C.flL
taC.C
.0-Ll~l
t c o.
g~ u L t.o the child
Goa
s
are " e', imoortant because
th-.f are
fou n da ti n
"":
h a ,.',
rouse
C
'.
_17:n
coals and
1. ccannot
ive ch!-I,!, _Cn a s l ...a'""unclear
of knc..'iedge or objectives
a means
an c h
of
.
ie
.
to
use
in
anyC,
siuati,
n t
r a..
cr.

res.
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.
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INTEGRATION' EXERCISES:

Goals and Objectives

Activitv Suqaestions
I. Before reading the section,
read the questions to the
and discuss their written ans'.:ers.

class

2. As a whole class, read the
section and answer the questions
as
a group, recording al the
answers.
3. Break into small groups
and do same as No. 2 with a
sharing of
results at the end.
4. Discuss or write or draw:
the difference between the
objectives
listed and conventionai forms
of education. What are the
real
cultural
needs that caused these traditional
methods
used? Why
to
be
do you feel that your culture
needs to change its
methods
Of education?

5.

B e1or
ree ding the e:.:erci se,
each person w.rite out his ooals
and objectiveFs for his ideal
school snd draw a picture of
the
inside and outside of it.
Aiso draw and describe the
ideal
child that would
this
Leave school.
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A child needs to feel TRUSTED.
The
child must trust that we are
for
him and
not against him in all
things.
We must,
therefore, trust ourselves
and trust the
children. Trust is built through
love
and reliability.
Reliability comes from
organizaton ,.Jithin and outside.

-K

A child needs A CONTAINERP
FOR HIS
ENERGY.
Coi I
.nmhnt is
physically,
i1portant,
slcially,

emotionaily, and
morally.
ch 1 1id needs to kno.i you are
in
J cor7ntrol and
owing positive evcnts
to hanpen
'thn
limits that are
consistant. he needs to know
respect his privacy by keeping you will
details
]Dout him secret between you and him.

\

r

Scan

I-

A child needs AN INTERESTTNG
VARIETY OF MATERIALS to play
with
that will prepare the child
for
the
later difficult tasks. These
must be
presented in such a wayC,1
that the child
use them.
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tovenem .

eve nt s

IN

A. PROVISION OF NEEDS

Safety
is part of the environmenrit.
Is the class
daily in a Jcving way?
Are the objects in it free from cleaned
breakable, flamable
objects such as glass or matches, sharp or
broken
furniture? Are there clca, toilets
with sinks nearby? The rmessage
a child gets through his body
is very important.
If toilets
dirty,
are
smelly,
cold, and ugly then the child
will learn to feal
uncomfortable
with his bod- and dislike himself.
A child who
dislikes himself cannot ever
do well in school or relate
well
to

people.

Trust is learned in many ways,
but
Do you
believe in the positive skills mostly by being trusted.
children have?
Children
learn what they are taught.
Are you teaci-iing the child to
trust
Are you con .stant?
emotionally?
in how you treat the children?
in how you set up the class?
In how you structure the day?
you
In how
follo,. through on announcements
and promises?
In accepting
each child's differences.
In your approach to materials?
In care
of materials?
In iualir.y of interactions?
in your personal
and
classroom crganization
What does each part of the classroom
say to a child?
the room into area-.
Divide
;void putting all the shelves
against.
wal.
the
Ue-n.veS
L m. ke short walls.
If you have no shelves,
see materials
section.
Different levels speak
a child
sitting

on
the
floor is differenu from sitting to
at
a
table or
standing at the blackboard.
Decide which areas you would
and then look at what equipment
like
you have and how it can be
used
to create these areas.
Look at these sample rooms.
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES:

Environment -- Preparation

Activity Su_9_gestions:
1. Before

reading

this

section answer the opening
question
thoroughly in writing or by recording
a discussion.
2. Divide
into small groups and have each
group draw a picture,
act out or sing a song about
or make puppet show about each
of
the needs listed in this section.
3. Discuss reactions to these needs.
Are some missing or are
they included in the ones listed?
Which?
Study Questions
1. Which of the.s3e

needs seem most important to
your culture
because it is not being met?
2. hich of th s; needs is getting
the least attention in your
educational syste
h? How,. can you change this?
What
0.
is your reaction to these needs?
4. Which

of

these

needs

do you need met

teacher?

How can you do that?

N:TE-B2vION

EM[ERCISES:

Arct-ivity Suqcetions:
1. List the ways in
your classroom.

Environment

- Provision

yourself

as

a

of Needs

which the needs mentioned are
being met

2. Read the section and ans.;er
the quCst ions,
class.
3.

for

in

then share with the

Look

at the sample rooms and area
by area list
and negatives of each.

the

positives

4. How do you react to this new
kind of room arrangement?
5. If .someone asked you to defend
this kind of arrangement,
what
would you say? Role play this
in class or have the class write
a dialogue about it using half
the class to challenge and the
other to defend; then sw tch
roles.
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Play
mosttopeople is

soe
nun hn

e ,do bease,

l

to
peoule is fun, something wie do because
to do play
it. It most
usually
we like
enjoyable that-even if it requires
effort, we don't noticeis itso because
an
.ieare enjoying it.
Work has an overtone of being.distasteful
or more difficult
we want to do atthe time.
It
too
takes
effort, but the
implication is that the effort
is somewhat though 'not entirely
unpleasant.

than

For some reason all of
us value things that we
struggled to get.
have
if we save up money to buy something
whole year and we finally get
for
a
what we've worked so hard for,
are proud that we have overcome
we
the difficulty.
At the same time we wish w.;e
did not
anything.We hope that some day we will have to struggle to get
get everything free and
easily.
Wh'y
w-ork and
and the feelings that go wit h
them? Why notLnot marry
look forward toplay
work
by making play situations
vw.ay to learn something. Learninc
takes
ork, but if the learning
is.
" fun
-noldthen we'' .on't notice the ,ukrt4_rdt
r
re.uired to achieve the
knoledge and skIill.
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Toys are very educational if
interesting.
The toys that are
not interesting to a child are
the ones that really have not
to offer.
much
The ones that are interesting
even if difficult
will
be well used and sougi-t after.
A child will concentrate
oi
task
a
that is not too easy and not -coo
difficult.
If too easy,
the
child quickly becomes bored and
leaves the tv
is
too difficult
then the child tecomes too frustrated If the toy
with no
hope
of escape and abandons the
It is therefore important
to know what makes a toy a good toy.
one for learning.
It should
fun,
be
but
requi re work on the part of
the child
in
order to
understand the way to use it and
what he can learn from it.
One
thing
some of us have to let go of is
the notion
that
because
our
learning situation
was
painful,
all
learning
situations must be painful.
,Most of us are teachers because
want
we
a better education for others
than the one we
received.
Some people have been given an
education th at was ideal for them;
they therefore felt
successful.
What we want to do is give every
child
this same feeling of success and
acceptance of whatever he
has to offer.
Let's try to believe that work
is fun and that play can have
important consequence]s for future
success.
The essence of play is e:-:ploration.
The essence of work is
e;.;ploration.
Th.e
aim of e;-,ploration is
discovery
and
evey-v
C!iscovery
is important because discovery
is
new
knowledge.
So
-ork
is ,.ay
and play is work.
Perhaps substituting other words
untiI
we adults have truly come to
believe this is important
so
that
we teach
without prejud:Lce.
We can say experimentation,
experience,
activity,
ex-:plorati.,on,
creative use.
These terms
more accurately describe what
we want to have happen.
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES:

Play and l.ork

>d

Acti vity, Suggestions
,il.Before reading the section,
ask the class to make 10 sentences
each using the words work and play
ones for work and write on a wall then have them read all the
chart the simiar ideas
expressed or attitudes towards work.
Then do thc' same for
play.
Ask for
as to why there needs, to be a
separation or askdiscussion
if there does nee-d to be a separation
at
all.
2. Discuss ways in which work is fun and play takes effort.
Ask
the class to reflect on whether they
feel teaching
play or both.
Discuss the nature of most people'sis work or
attitudes
'
towards
their orofessions.

3. Discuss the nature of learning;
do we learn wh n we are
willing or when we-;
are forced?
D
thie class's own experience of school as work
or play
and how that may affect how
they teach.

5. Prepare an explanatory- experience
such as coliecting a sample
of every plant around the building
them out, classifying them as to you are in and then sorting
tree or flower or vine, name
them and paste, them onto a poster
to use as a teaching tool.
When you have finished, ask the
class whether or not this was
Work and/or play and whv.
.sk and list discoveries madJ
during the experience about
pla",S,
f -elings, teamw,,ork,
the'
nature of learning and discuss.
"Another similar type of activity
. u.d be finger oainting with
chocolate pudding or making and
u .i
playdough.
are
-hest
excellent
pre-reading, sensory and' artistic Both of
e_"
L -i
llearni
ea n n ,
experiences that are fun and the
line between work and play is
therefore hard to define.
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C. Communicating with children
thro_ug

environment

Environment is everything that
surrounds the child.
How do you talk to children?
How does what you don't say talk
to children?
How does the way you move talk
to
your children?
How does who you pay attention
to
more talk to the children?
How does the way ycu handle
problems talk to the children?
How does the way you set up the
room talk to the children?How does the schedule talk to
the
children?
How does your touch talk
to the child'?
1. YOU AND YOUR VOICE
When
someone
speaks in certain ways we
have different
responses.
If someone is talking loud,
we
pay
attention, or
mentally shut them out or get
scared or nervous or argue back.
We seldom just listen.
We feel pushed around, threatened,
hurt, afraid.
!e feel loud.
If someone is talkino softly,
it is li:e
a gentle caress.
We
want more.
We want to listen.
We feel listened to.
We
feel
loved, wanted.
We feel soft.
We listen.
We learn because we
are ready to listen.
!hat do we do?
e
relax;
we Lake in; we
get
comfortable with,
closer to this soft-spoken person
and
want to be with her and do what
she does.
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fsmone
.nside.

If%is.
we takn
can keep u Up and
,
If Z' we
no -cannot
and
keep up,: then we
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finds o'
confused,

we f eel as

f e 3 are r runnanr
then.we
nt
then
wand
un
retreat inside and hope no tone

tha-t we' do not 4 un'de:stand.
We feel
stupid,
left
out, scared, h, 0ple ss
and not answer back.
We may get very quiet,
We may e very active
and disruet:
class.
t
In either case, we did not
understand
what was wanted
of
us and
US.

<:~

. .

we will therefore frustrate
the person speaking

to

If someone is talking slowly
and repeating and making sure
that we understood the first
thing
before we start the second,
then we are confident that
the
person
really cares about us.
We are confident that we
are important enough to be
waited
for .
we -feel confident in our
ability because we achieved
smthing:
~
understa aing. -.
somethi.
-We also feel
that working together
With another is a areat way
to
learn something.
that trusting another person
learned
with my weakness is a We
good idea.
We now have a working relationship.
if someone is

talking mechanically

in a singsong way,
what do
we hear?
We get lulled to sleep by the
rhythm. We hear "the
same old stuff".
What do we do?
listen.
We Can't
It is not personal to us, so We turn off.
if we miss something, we
won't ask about it because
to break the rhythm is ",wrong

if someone is talking to me
in an excited tone of voice,
I feel excited. I want to
then.
share the excitement. We hear*that.
someone wants us to share it.
This is wonderfu!
and so our curiosity is aroused. e ea,
We
like
to
find things out,
so someone else has given us
something
that
w.,,e
love to do.
have a relationship we are
W-e
working c.sct.hirig
tcgether.
learn.
We
We help each
other.

of the thing that is

exciting.

We enjoy each other's enjoyment
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YOU AND YOUR WORDS
Now that your voice us modulated.
What will you say?
-ill you say it?
How you get your point across
in the
way.

Why
best

Why will you say it?
Why do we talk to children?
We like children.
We i *]ke their questions.
We love to
them excited about lea.-:ning
something new.
We knoi.: that we can help them
learn something new.
We love seeing the look of
a,,areness on their faces.
We enjoy talking about the
things that interest children.
like
to
talk about what shape this
is and why.
We love
talk about the differences
between animals.
We love to try
identify things.

see

We
to
to

,'e love to listen to what
children did when they weren't
school.
in
We
love to try to identify the
weather
and
season.
the
'e love to talk about colors
and how many
things
there are.
We

love to talk about ho,. th-ings
work and don't work and
people feel.

how

We
1ove to talk about problems
that come up and hot.;
find new ways to deal w..ith
them.

can

This is mostly why we wi.ll
talk to children.
we love children.

we

Mostly because

What will you say?
The best way to talk to children
is to try to get
them to
talk, to talk when they are
interested in something.
When
a child is not interested in
colors but you are and
try
you
to get
him to switch to colors when
he wants
to
learn
about shapes,
he will either resist
or do it because you want
him to and reatain verb little
or sit
passively and not talk
much and learn nothing.
When a child is playing with
a game that has colors in it
you
and
tal.k about t.he colors,
he will be interested.
If he
doesn't kno-; the names,
maybe he will ask you.
If he knows
them then
trying to retell
what he knows will happen in
the
conversation.

-'.3

'Let s, look at an. ex-ample.4
Randa is playing w-ith a toy that
is
hollow ringis that fit over it. Each a cone with different size
and each ring is a different width r*Ing is a different color
inside and out')ide so you
have to put them on in the right sequence
or they won't 'all
fit.
it is possible to put some on in
the
wrong oer
but
then others won't have room to fit.
Shehas
chosen
this
toy
herself and is randomlv'taking off
rings and putting them on.
* She is try:.ing to force them
'.all the way Lj dow,.n,
some
I'
w-.ill 'go,
but some of course won't
She is unaware of anything isgoing
y u
on
around her because she is concentrating
so w-.ell we would go
over and sit nex:t to' her and just
waLch until we feel *she is
Scomfortable.
if
she
looks
uip,
smile
. Ifshe seems to w.ant
~yfinvite
us,
say hello.
Let's assume she just looks up and to
we
smile and she goes back to what she
was doing w-,ithout talking.
*
After maybe five minutes,
we cudsfly and musically say
the name of the color of the ring
as she puts it onto the
cone, nothing else.
Or we could say "too big'" or "too
small"
after she ha=s tried one and is taking
it off.
Ti
syu
role in EXPLOR"E (see MA.-TERIALS).
After a f ew. minutes of-t his
i'f she doesn't respond,
she probably dfoesn't feel comfortable
sharing.
W-Ie would then cheer-Fully
doinca
greati job and working he rd, and get tell her- she is
ur. slowly and leave.
Let's say she gives us a
big smile and tells us to
play
her.
*

Teacher 7

,hat
are you doing?
cl -ring
Ch! (Pause)
hoW are you making this

Randa
Teacher

"

toy .work?
Randa - i'm putting these on, ut
some don't fit.
Teacher - On whv don't the fit?
Randa - I don't know.
v don't t'h 7it Yau do
t
* Teacher - No,
Randa, you are doing a good jrb so
finish.
you should'
Let's
see
if we can figure out why
some
filt
and
others don't.
Randa

- Okay.

Teacher
P.anda

-

-

See this one *doens't fit.

WIhy not?

Because it's

too small.
Teacher
I won't go all  the way down because
it is too
small.
Randar
Yes, even if
' push
it stays up here.
Teacher - Why don't we tryit,another
one.
This one is too
small.
(We would rearrange all the rings
to
make a line to
emphasize size because it is
the size that she is paying
attention to.) Which one do you
want to try? This one that
"ou have is tocold
small, right?
Randa - Ri.h.
Let's try this one.,
I'Is
smaller.
She
tries it but it1 doesn't work.)
Teacher - It didn't work. Why not?
Panda  i don't know. Why?
Teacher -\Here is the first ring.
Let's put them together.
:Which one
s smaler
1hich is the small one?
Randa - i
one (correct).

2a
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Teacher - Great!
So this first one is too small
and this one
is smaller, so it is too small.
Randa - Let's get a big one.
Teacher
 Let's try the biggest one.
Where Is the biggest
one?
Panda - Here!
Teacher - Okay (wrong).
let's try it.
(She does) Did it work?
Randa - Yes (it
went a lot further down)
Teacher - good let's
find another big one.
Notice that we on't always
tell
the child what is
happeni ng,
we
ask him to judge.
Ot:her times we tell
her so
learn what
she will
certain conditions mean in
words,
such as,
doesn't w.rk.
"It
"'otice also that the
oal
is
to
increase
a areness of
the
a-:cand their relation. h ip S
not
ihe
to
C,
nuicki'. - - cm corrC.ctl .'.
W- could get up and
le, vC
at
his po int or
to th e enci.
Eithor way we have
3ore
-I 1-1, , t C
11
4
c-d u.e w'e pic ,oCr , ue %-:er
a
sha
1
s and e:-:nanded it a
•,
.i...
and noa.
r'
,h
S
1
ill
curious
7
-I s
and
perha
a
little
mori
c
on se'~ u Coscious
o nL e s o ' s iaofe. D:a:'!
small
difA CfrAne
.,e
s
and
the
c s
a nt
h
-

,,©k
1',IL YOj

In
crci

e:'ann cr dur

IT?
IA

ee

atovea,

to cnce

could see a way to respond
tn

.

L

to

a

on her needs.

'.hi.sother
i.s 'hat was discussced earlier
about
voJc.n
the best way to tal:
to a child is
to
keep
goals
in mind and nars
..
nal e:,otions in control.
If it is
bad
Ca', telling the children
a
o.: .e feel prevents
us from
spendinJ
a21
day
shouting at them
and
cutting
off their
creativity
If
we
r:ep
the
child
uppermost
then we
in
'ill always behave for his gocd.
our minds,
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YOU AND YOUR SILENCE
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You .said.
.not
h w * "I ..m
don't
the care
.
.about
.
your
. • ... excitement because you
o
r
not
..
..
.g
me...e way I want you.
If you do it the right

.hat coud havebeensaid:"Excse
s-.ith
me, I need to finish
answer
your
okay?"
Of course you would say it quietly and question,
ith excitement
bcause
yu
are our
e..cited
or put
the
hand about
question.she And
on her shoulder,
we hold
will if
really
feelherthathand
we
are sincere.
this person and then I'li

To show me somet-hing,
"I don't
you to be unique,
want
you to be like me," being like want
you is not as good as I being
me,"
•ike
"You can't do anything right."
You have asked a question and
the child answered it and you
went on to the ne*:t child without
saying anything.
What did
sav?
you
"The most important thing is
what is important to me and
I
needed
to know if you knew the answer, "
"Do what I say so I'll feel good,"
"I don't care what you
need,"
"Learn because I want you to,"
"Learn what I want ,you to learn,"
"Your feelings are unimportant
to me,"
"Your feeling successful is unimportant
to me."

V

4. YOU AND YOUR MOVEAMENT
Howa do you come into the room?
How do you move from one child
to another?
How are you mo.tly in class?
sitting
standing,
walking,
a
mixture?
How do you move the muscles in 'our face.
How do you use
r
hands and feet?
How do your clothes make you uncomfortable?
Have you ever sat with a child
in your lap to teach him?
Have you ever allowed the children
to lie down to read a book.
Have you ever lain down to read
a
book?
If somjeone makes a loud noise
IZ the child you are trying to in the room, .hat do you do?
help
If
you had a dif icult morning and hits you, what do you do?
accident
and causes you to drop all one
you you
by
yourchild
work,bumps
whatinto
would

.5.
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MOVING QUICKLY

This

sug.gests
urgency.
If there is danger,
we must move
quiclwe
playing a sport,
qul ckly ty.
to succeed. are These
may want
to move
are t-w.'o ve'_v we
different moods.
fir.t
The
S Sudeln and suggesti-g pain.
'Jh
second is
-udden and
suggc'sting j cv.
'
can move ,ite
in our room,
but be
sure that the reascn fits
tihe
ay.
aIIp le:
If
a
ch.Ild
another, w.
hits
ant to move the second
a
n orer
to
handle
situation
the
th cx.:cto,-n_ and not anger.
We have to remain
objctive.
Example:
a child ,ho has scissors Is
pushed
gets
and
anc .
then wi thou: thinking about
the scissors goes to
hit the child ne:.:t to him .ith
the h
t:hat
"n
has the scissors.
We
would move suddenIy and seriou!y
-to
avoid
injurv
to the
other child.
After •~~~~~~
had
le
taen
tle
sciors
tC]
awa
E
from
aw
target,
y 1rur hCS
m It s
we
then m",ust calm suddenly because
the chi1d had no
real intention of seriouc!y
harm,..ng anycone.

I.,

rf
//

MO0V IN'G SLO -.,'EY: If wefee!1
peace fu ,
"7.:e i
move slowly but
w'.ith energy.
We will' be feeling no,.. the: children
are feeling,
we v:ill1
be s eei-'ng ~ha t J,'s go()i ng onr. in 4-he
ent
ire
rooii
will1
.
1e
be mTore
abl
1e
to re-act quickly t o te
n
e
e
ds
of
children.
the
lf a Child loo~ks into the,?
air vwith a puzzled look,
V;e

w ouL,1d

help..

it and
able to go over and as ih
If -w.e move too bequicrl',,,
wve %..oild Li ,iSs
]]is look
se-e

movin(.g toco fast to Stop an ,'

do an'-thing about it.
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ned

and be

People who are comfortable
in their own bodies make other
people comfortable with their
bodies.
if a child feel.s good
about his body, he is-readv
to learn and will lear"n ith
bodV as well as his mind. Think
his
back to a memory of the past.
Have one?
Why do you remember it?
What happened?
Did you
etanything?
Did you see anything unusual?
Did
DOU yme
anything? Did you feel something
or someone? Did you move or
sit a special way?,- JHow did
you
fee!?
involved?
it is Usually important because Were your emotions
there was a lot of
feeling and because your senses
were
involved: hearing,
seeing, tasting, smelling,
touching, and feeling deeply
large muscles and join4s of
in the
your body.
The more of these
senses were involved and 'the
deeper the feeling, the more
remember.
you
So it is with children.
When they learn with
several senses and are emotionally
invested in what they. are
doing, they will remember much
more than any other way.

pI
.

4

/

•%
5.

YOU :~DYOUR !.TTE.NTION,
Do
Do
Do
Do

you
you
you
you

like
like
like
like

clothes?

to teach girls more or boys?
blondes or brunettes more?
active children or
children?
children who dress quiet
with pretty cLothes or

averaoe

Do you like children who are
Do you like children who are creative?
org a ni.ed?
Do you want children to be dependert
or independent?
Do you want childre n to respect
you from a distance or be your
friend?

Do

you like having a lot of children
or a small grouo or just
one to one teaching?
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All these preferences will
influence what you look at
and
long you pay attention to
it.

how

Studies have proven that
in activity-centered room
teachers
noticed when boys moved further
than five meters away from
female,
a
teacher;
whereas girls were unnoticed
entirely,
and
can't move anywhere without
being looked at.
How is this finding important
to us?
A teacher who notices something
is more likely to do something
about what she notices.
She may say something to the
boy who
has just moved out of
her comfortable range, something
unrelated to his moving away.
If she does this many times,
will feel,
he
not understand, that she does
not want him to move
too far away from her.
We would see him moving freely
within
her range but not outside
it.
He would also be unaware that
he was doing this.
So would the teacher. She
probably would
tell us that the boy is too
independent.
Why?
because she
unconsciously fears his independence
and feels he is
always
trying to become so by moving
away from her.
Now what has happened to the
girl who when she moves away
unnoticed? Does she feel
is
independent?
Probably not.
Because it
Why?
is not the plan of the teacher
that she become
independent. She probably
feels unwanted or neglected
or that
the boy is prefered but does
not know why.
She
may
then
make
a virtue out of her isolation
by calling it independence,
really
but
inside she wished the teacher
would care about her as
she cared for the boy. How
does the boy feel? He is probably
afraid to move out on his
own and feels ashamed of that.
probably feels that the only
way he can become self-reliant He
to reject the teacher because
is
she is holding so tightly
to
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him.
If he actually does that,
she will feel hurt
and he
guilty, so he would find
it very difficult to move
away.
girl
The
because she feels hurt may
become defiant and determined
to be successful inspite of
being unhelped.
She too may feel
she has
to
reject the teacher in
ore
not
rejected.
so
The
teacher will not understand any ofto thefeel
Girl's
emotions bCecause ze
eacher has not
done
anything.
We tend
to think we cause :h.nes only
if .e activel, do so':
We are ezuaI
but
ial .
because Of what we do notethir1,
do.
If
you
feel uncomfortable with science,
you
.ill
te,d
to
ignore
science..,
and so ill
he children.
u
to
read,
you
will proCably notice if a
child
is
reatong
you notice, then act;
aria
if
may go
7ou over and ask to read with
him
or praise him.
:The
n Id p I,aving with the
science toys
however,
wil
-eel
ignored,
and that wha
he
is
unimportant.
doing
is
Your phy'ical Presence and
your verbal approval
are very important
to children.
Because you are afraid
feel stupid in science, :ou
and
won't sIt with the child who
to play with it.
likes
The child w.:ill not realize
that the Problem
is the Subject, he will tnk
zhat the problem is him.
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Are
you
the
kind of person that notices
details?
Do
notice when things become
you
disorganized or noisy or
If
tense?
you are the kind of teacher
that notices that the
toy on
this shelf is slightly
turned and you correcL
it.
If you are the kind of
person who notices that
a child-came in
with her hair done differently.
If
you are the kind of person
who notices that the room
feels
tense.
If you are the kind of
person who notices that
it is gradually
getting darker outside.
Then
you
will teach the children
to be observant as you
are
observant, IF you then
act:
You
must
turn the toy to its
correct
position.
You must
compliment
the child with the different
hairstyle.
You must
gather
the
children and discuss how
everyone feels
inside yourself and see
or
look
i± your own tension is
causing all the
children to become tense.
You must ask the children
their work and look outside
to
stop
and ask what they see,
why it is getting dark
ask
them
and what may happen soon.
You must do
all
of
these
and
do them because you
love
to
children's
bring
the
awareness to a higher level.
You must love
own observations and the
your
effects they will have.
Do
you notice the change
in the child as you are
sitting
working with him? Do you
and
then wonder at the change?
If it is a
change that will be unhelpful
to him,
do you try to
the reason, by asking him
or searching inside yourself discover
first
for the
feeling
that
told you something felt
wrong?
ignore it,
If
you
you are telling the child
something just as loudly
as
if you speak about it.
Give your attention
to
equally
problems
with
joys and look forward to
them
both.
problems
Without
no one would learn anything.
The
problem
solved
is
the lesson learned, and
the confidence gained.
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6. YOU AND YOUR EODY
Do you know that your body
sacred?
Do you
know that the body is
of the child you are
sacred?
How do you treat something
that is sacred?
With
love.
With reverance. With joy.

Your

person

life

teaching

is

must

be a continual changing
taking all the gifts that you to become
were born
them.

a better
with
developing
and
So too with this child.
Your work is to
help him to develop all the
parts of his body,
his
feelings,
his intelligence, his morals,
his religious expression.
Touching talks.
Do yoi like to be touched?
How? Where? When?
By whom? Why?
Touching
is
like talking but
it speaks
louder
;nd is
remembered forever.
The child who is having
trouble and feels our arm
around his
shoulder, has lea:-ned a
lot more about himself and
his
and his
body,
relaticnship to you than
if we had said paragraphs
about how we want to help
him.
The
child who is out of control
and kicking and screaming
feels our firm arms around
and
him
as
we hold him safe,
more that we love him and
has heard
want to protect him and
will
him to learn how than
help
any screaming or hitting
could.
doesn't like to be this
He
way,
but doesn't know how to
himself.
stop
We understand
this and tell that we
do bv the
quality of our touch.

by
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The
child
who has urinated in his pants
because he has
control
p'oor
over his muscles from cerebral
palsy
will learn* more
about
relaxing and coping with
the
the
teacher
whc feels with him the embarrassment problem from
he
must
feel
and lovingly
helps him to go quietly and
wash and change,
than the teacher
who
is disgusted, gets flustered
and
angry
because
she can't
remember
that
she did the same thing once.
How would
touch
she
him?
Would she touch him?
If she forced herself
to
touch him What message would
he feel through his hands?
What
about
the teacher who feels pity?
Do you like to
pitied?
feel
When we are pitied,
we feel helpless,
inferior
angry.
and
We
do not feel cared for or
loved.
The teacher who
feels
pity
most probably
feels
disgust
expresses
it as pity.
and
If you do everything underneath
for
the
then
child,
the child w.il not learn
anything
for himself.
reject the child, he will
If
you
not learn to do anything
for
himself
either.
Whatever you think you feel,
what you really
will come out through your
feel
touch.
The child will always feel
how you feel even if he doesn't
know it.
Look
at
the child's reaction to your
touch.
Does
he
pull
back, even slightly? Does
he become limp and helpless?
Does
freeze ?
he
Or does he ideally relax,
move closer, try harder
to
do what you hope for and
what he needs.
7. YOU AND YOUR PROBLEM
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How do you feel about problems?
What is a problem?
Usually a problem is something

that happens that we did not
expect.
Teachers have a lot of
expectations don't they?
So if
something or someone prevents
these expectations from becoming
real,
then we have a problem.
Since we have
a lot
of
expectations, we will have a
lot
of
problems.
The one expectation that most
teachers do not have, but should
have is ... that there will be
So if you decide to add this problems.
one to our list then we will
be a
lot happier.
Expect problems;
look for them; enjoy them; they
are the only
reason that anyone learns anything.
Without problems learning would
not exist.
Remember
what we said about
the
emotional
involvement? When you are confronted senses and
with
a
problem,
you are
confronted
with
making
decisions.
This is
a
highly
e':,otionally
charged
situation.
We all tend to retell our
problems at the end of the day
to our families at home, than
we do the time that just floated
easily by.
We
tell
them
either
because they are unresolved
and we still are seeking a
resolution cr because we solved
them and feel a great deal
happiness, satisfacticn, confidence
of
from our proven ability.
So now that we agree that we
are looking for trouble,
let's
look at
how
this can
be a real
nositive
force in
the
classroom.
Let's
look at a situation in which
we'can put this to use
in
the classroom.
A teacher has decided to make
paint with the
children taking advantace of
The children are involved in the k.:osene neater in the room.
all the centers in the room.
She
quietly brings out her materials
to make paint.
Some
interested children stop to
.atch and then continue
playing.
Some clean uO and Co over to
participate.
Some
go
over,
look
or ask
a question and return.
The teacher will
work with
those who are interested
to
read%,
because they have an emotional learn because they are
investment.
She would
love
everyone to see this, but she
kn.ows that not all children
will
be interested and that if they are not interested,
thn they
will. more likely dstract
the
process will be disrupted.
who are and
the
earning
The ones
children
ask questions
and she
answers.
She
also
asks
them cuestions
about what
is
happening,
how the cornstarch dissolves
into
the
water.
She
allows all to add things and
stir.
After ten minutes,
she
notices that
the mixture
is not
getzing
thicker
as
expected.
she
She tells the children and
asks them what
they
think the reason is.
They offer several possibilities.
She
looks
at
the container and reminds them
about
how
they
had
learned "co identify through
their senses.
She wants to check
the ingredients. They decide
it
locks
like
cornstarch, but it
also looks like flour and powdered
milk.
The children say to
shake the container to'see
how it moves because cornstarch
is
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in
between flour and milk in
how it moves,
not
smooth, not
suddenly.
They decide it moves too smoothly.
Then
one child
suggests tasting it.
So they do and discover -that
it
is milk.
They
are all excited~and even a
little
silly.
The
teacher
asks them what they should
do now.
They
look
at
the
container
and
decide
that
milk
was
accidently put
on
top
of
the
cornstarch.
They
decide to dig out the cornstarch
and
again.
try
They
do
but with a different pan.
After ten
minutes,
more
the cornstarch will not get
thick.
They decide
it
was old or ruined by sitting
with the milk.
The
teacher asks
what
they should do now.
One child suggests adding
flour to
it
because
he
saw his mother add that to
soup
to
make
it
thicken.
They try it and it works.
The
next
thing
was
to add
color.
The
children then asked what
they could do with
milk.
the
The teacher asked them back.
One
child suggested that
they
add some of the old cornstarch
to it so it would get
little
a
thick
and then they could add cinnamon
and drink
The
it.
children loved this idea
so they tried it.
By the
time
they were finished,
it was time to clean up for
snack.
They
decided to wait until snack
to give some to all the
children.
They
spooned it carefully each
taking turns and sprinkled
the
cinnamon
on
top.
When
they
started
this,
the
teacher
eixplained
that
she had to leave and get the
class
to
start
cleaning.
She asked them to please finish
alone
and
wipe
up
any
spills
or cinnamon powder with the
sponge and bucket
in
the art area.
They did spill and did clean
it up.
These
children learned how to take
responsibility
for
their
actions,
to
look at a difficult situation
in order to make a
useful conclusion.
They not only made paint,
but also made a
tasty dessert drink for winter.
No one's ideas were ignored.
The
teacher felt comfortable
not having to solve
herself.
The
children gained so much confidence the problem
that
they
finished
the
activity without
supervision.
The
teacher
trusted
the
children's creativity,
trusted her position
leader even while asking
of
for their opinions.
Everyone started
interested
and
became more so after
the
problem occurred.
Many senses were used: sight,
smell, taste, hearing, touching,
thinking creatively,
moving an arm to stir and
add.
Socially
the group became more unified
from having met difficulties
and
helping each other to overcome
them.
Intellectually they used
all
facets
of the scientific method:
decide on an expected
outcome, plan the procedure
and follow it accurately,
observe,
compare
present observation to past
experience
and
expected
outcome, make a new plan and
test it,
make conclusions and
test
them,
state the results.
At the meeting at the end
the day,
of
these children will also
"publish" their findings by
sharing
their discovery with the
rest of the class and
later
probably with their families.
The
teacher
next
the
day
she would sit with these children decided that
and ask
them
to
draw their experience and
tell her what happened so
she
could
write
down what they had learned
on the drawing.
Those
who
wished
could even make a book to
go into the reading
corner,
for others to read.
In this way the experience
would truly be
learned, remembered and treasured.
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What started out as a
practical art activity,
ended up being a
scientific e:-:perierce,
an occSson to recall
events accurately
in sequence for others:
a language activity.
full circle to the art
Later it came
corner and became an art
well
exoerience,
as
a reading readiness
as
ex rc se
relationship between
involving
th
the
spoken word and
the symbols
writing.
It involved some computation
for
in
counting spoons
added,
some
eve-hand
coordination in stirring
and
drawing,
listening to directions,
and following them.
The teacher in the meeting
asked the
initial
feelincs when they thought children to discuss their
their work
They felt disappointed
had
failed.
and confused and angry.
Some said they
felt stupid or that the
teacher made a mistake.
that because they had
Some said
felt these things they
had
silly,
wanted
to leave, to wiggle,
to be
to blame it on someone,fun of the teacher.
to
make
The teacher praised them
for not doing
any of these and asked what they had done
instead.
They
all
sa th
the same
had way
t:'ing teacher
helped
a different
them
see
and make to
they
a new thing could
out of make
the
old one
that didn't work.
She asked the children
if
thoucht
thev
miStakes were fun and they said
them
yes.
i
the
-re all like to share
Teacher
old
asked
their
hi
M
misas
akes andase theyi
agreed,
but
made a rule that ev ervone
had to make
good out
something
of trhe mistake and not
make
fun
of
made it.
the
person
The teacher suggested
that the bulletin board who
changed to be a mistake
be
board for
the month.
wanted
Arnyone
to share mistakes could
who
put the mistake on
with a story to e::lain
board
it or draw a p.cture about the
it
with
story
a
to e:-:plain
a
t.
Dur2ng the monthly
mothers
mee-Ing,
many of the chil
proudly pulled their mothers
their mistakes
and ho.,
initiallv :were sur-:ised,
the-over to see
had
! ved
but because
mothers
thethem.
teacherThe
had put
a
few
titles:
on mothers
the board to e:-:olain the
learning,
the
praising rather than shaming
value o luhing
compared the mistakes
r.4staes and
in
their children.
..

Another
major area for
problem-solving
conflicts.
in
personal
How
do we enjoy solving problemsis
here?
you do to enjoy one
What do
child hitting another
because he
accidentally
,.as
bumped?
You can easily know the
never been helped t.o solve
child who has
nis.own problems.
This child will
leadin
become
almost
_r e
hrste
and listen
C im
to .meazy
nothino
e.cept
hugs and oeradi
cfm
the
teacher.
not want to plead with
Of course you do
any child for any reason
not
and certainly
overprotect him.
What needs to happen is
feelings
an
e-change of
and
an
agreement created and
decided
future
on
for the
and
forgiveness given or
friendship
restored.
teacher should ask each
The
w..,hat happened.
The child not speaking
should listen and not
interrupt, be told he
will have his turn
to say
all he wants.
Then the children
should tell
teacher what the other
the
child has said.
if the child cannot
remember or doesn't know
put yourself in his placewhy he did what he did,
you have
to
to help him discover why.
Suggest
-me
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what you-think may have happened
and see if it strikes them as
true.
When each has had his say the
situation usually calms
down.
Now you nust ask what the solution
is.
It is far more
effective if they can think
of one,
but
the
child
who has
never cr ,.tively solved
his own problems won't be
able to
suggest anything, so you will
have
to
suggest
for
him
what
guess he would say for himself
you
if he could.
If one suggestion
doesn't work, try another.
When they both seem to like
one or
just have nothing to say.
Summarize what happened and
that all
say
have agreed to do this new
thing the next time.
Sometimes acting out the problem
again using the new way to
solve it is very helpful.
The children should then exchange
sign of forgiveness or friendship
a
such as shaking hands and go
back to play.
Some tried and successful suggestions
for the next time are:
For sharing the same toy:
play with it together or one
play
for five minutes and then switch
or time the amount of time
each can play alone with a
timer or bring out a similar
toy
for the second child.
For the child who hits and does
not speak;
practice shouting
with this
child.
He should shout what he needs
or doesn't
like.
For the child who gives up easily
and cries:
as for the child who hits.

This is the same

For the child who whines and
throws a tantrum: same as for
the
child who hits.
For the child who hits an innocent
bystander when frustrated:
tell her to go to you and express
your
frustration or just to
voice the
frustration out loud as she
works or to another
child.
She should then be encouraged
to
ask for help.
help given should be the minimum
The
so that the frustration turns
to pride in having solved the
problem herself.
For the child who is too quiet:
don't give up on him.
Keep
asking for his opinion or the
answer to the question or
his
feelings.
All of these solutions require
you feel you are ready to handle consistancy on your part.
If
only one child then work with
only one child until you have
succeeded.
The child will only
become confused if you change
your
advice
or ignore him
because you are too new at this
to keep up with him. It takes
time to be able to be aw.are
in the beginning, so charts of all that you need to remember
and records and patience are
very
helpful.
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8. YOU AND YOUR ROOM SET
UP
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What does your room say to
the children?
Does it
tell
them that you understand
their needs?
Does it tell them that you
trust
them
to
make choices wisely?
Does
it
tell
them thtat you understand
that each child is
uniCue
ano
would be read, to learn
something
at a
differernt
time from scenone else
in a different way?
Does it tell them tha and
learning is fun and that
you
love to
learn?
Does it
tell them -hat you love them
and are
intereszed in
them?
Does
it tell the, that you are orcan-:-- n
their benefiL?
u
oani ng the curriculum
for
Does it tell them they are
Does
it tell them that you safe?
expect creativity, concentration,
joyous
release in e.-.pression,
organization, cooperation,
Droblem-solving from mistakes,
social interaction, discussion,
sharing, caring, loving?
How could you say a]il these
things just by ho
the room is?
To sho.: care and concern
keep up
the maintenance of
the
room.
Just
as a mother shows care arnd
concern for her
children by giving them clean
clothes,
Cood food,
and clean
and order!. homie, and
the little
kinoness
that
shows
the
needs
shenw
of her ch- dren,
so you too as
children
in
your school shot.w vc,-r concern the mother of the
by., cleaning
room,
straightening the toy7s
fixing broken toys, making the
'
and
new
attractive games to play.
You can put plants, fish,
bird, a rabbit in the room
a
to make the classroom into
a home
away from home for your children.
As you watch
play, you will learn how
to tell if the toys that the children
you have put
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out are enough,
too many, too crowded,
too easy, too
difficult.
Keep watching and keep changing
in
order to keep
your children interested.
Interested children learn
more and
use all of their intelligence
to keep learning even when
no
one is asking them to learn
anything.
You have seen displays in
store windows that are pretty
enough to look at or attractive
enough to make you want to
in and look at what the store
go
has
to offer.
Your materials
and toys should be arranged
and colorful, clean and in
working
order so your children
will also feel that it
is very
interesting and that they
want to look at them and choose
one
to play with.
You know how pretty a cupboard
with
things looks.
Your shelves should look the china and special
same way. If the
materials are arranged so
as to be in a pattern, a line,
a certain number to a certain
rows,
area, it looks organized
feels secure.
and
Your children
for them, that you have spent will feel that you have a plan
time
have:
It is an enjoyable task, but for their benefit, and you
it does take time to plan
how to present materials
so that they are
fulfilling your
ideals of education.
Perhaps you are a person
notes or have someone remind who needs to write yourself
you that you have something
important to do.
Children are in more need
of being reminded
than we are. Now how can
we do that? We need to find
ways to
remind them so we are not
always nagging them.
One way is to
show them how to organize
the shelves by putting a marker
the places where you want
on
the toys. Another way is
to outline
the toys so they know the
exact
Another way is to draw a picture position of the toy as well.
of the toy or if you are
cut pictures from magazines
to represent the toy. Another able
is
way
to periodically call their
attention to throse kinds
organizations as a game.
of
Especially in the beginning
of the
year, toy identification
Take all the toys off the games are as much fun as any other.
shelf and one at a time ask
the
children to take a toy and
replace it to its proper place
name it or describe the place.
By saying the top shelf on and
left,
the
a child also gets a lesson
in language and directions.
So many of the tasks adults
think are routine are exciting
children
for
(we present them as exciting)
because they are just
learning them;
they are new and
We have also to
teach our children than routine exciting.
care is not dull;
it is care
and care is motivated by love
and respect.
Are you the type of person
who is too lazy to take
everything out of the cupboard
to get the one thing you need
which of course is in
the back?
Have you ever stored
something in the back and
then forgotten you even had
it
wished you had had one?
and
We all tend to do this.
The same
thing will happen in your
class unless you are ready
organize it.
to
How do you do that?
Set yourself a goal: every
month I will change the toys
on the shelves, every week
I will
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put something new in
the art area,
reorganize
the furniture in the room, every season I will
every month I will
change the science table.
If
things
are
not w;ithin easy reach
then usually we will not
use them.
If they are crowded and
disorganized they do not
look inviting.
Put just a few toys
out
for the children and then
way is to have enough shelves keep changing them.
The best
so you can see all the toys
the time.
all
Categorize them.
Put the ones for each subject
together and label them.
Do the same with the children's
toys.
In this way you will always
be able to glance over your
resources when you need to
write up your lesson plans.
Is the room safe? Do you
have toys without sharp
Make toys with smooth edges
and from materials that are edges?
and washable.
strong
A child needs to know using
a toy with energy
will be possible.
He needs to know his toys
are clean so he
won't get sick.
He needs to know that the
toys are well made
so he can't hurt them with
his child's lack of coordination.
He needs to know that you
know children are not adults,
your children can play
that
freely without the threat
called destructive or careless.
of being
Remember the aim of your
teaching is
learning and learning happens
through exploring
and exploring means mistakes.
Place
a
bucket
in the clais so
children can clean the
things that they get dirty.
broom in the room so they
Leave a
can sweep up sand that spilled
it will spill every day.
and
Leave out a dust rag so that
if
they
see
a shelf
needs
to be cleaned,
they will
Periodically let the children
it.
wash the toys that get do
dirty so
they learn proper care and
respect for materials.
Make sure
there
is a wastebasket in the room.
Make sure you have glue
and string
and wire and tape and anything
else that the
children might need
to
Teach them group care of fix something if they break it.
materials, as well
as individual
care.
At
the end of the period,
make sure everyone takes
responsibility for the cleaning.
Do not demand that the ones
who played with certain toys
clean them up.
Everyone should
clean a certain area daily
and when finished help others
clean their areas.
to
Teamwork is a very important
skill that is
learned early.
All children have the ability
to lead and to
follow if we give them
the chance to develop it
under our
guidance.
How can your room tell the
children that you want
to concentrate? Sitting
them
at a table tends to tell
a
child
contained.
to
be
Putting shelves
table shuts out distractions around an area with matts or a
and noise and tells the
that np can focus here.
child
Open spaces tell the child
quickly and all over.
to
move
Small spaces tell your child
slowly and carefully.
to move
If you want a child to concentrate
task
on a
don't put it in an open
area.
If you want a child to
build freely or make large
motions in P.E.
If you want
children
the
to relax in meeting make
sure
they
have
and not too much.
enough
room
Too much will cause them
to get up and
move.
Too
little will cause them to
fidget
and push each
other. In both cases you
will not have their attention.
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A room organized
center of attention, tells so that the teacher is always the
the children that she is what
will learn from.
they
A room organized so that the
materials are
the center of attention
will
teach the children that
materials are what they will
the
learn
from and that the teacher
is there to help them in this
exploration. It will teach
them
that they are capable
of the self discipline needed
organize themselves, solve
to
responsibility of choosing problems. You have given them the
so they will learn how to choose
you have given them the
,
responsibility of creating
exploring so they will create
and
and explore.
You have given
them the responsibility of
caring for other children and
materials, so they will comfort
for
others, help others to clean
and clean because they want
to not because someone has
them that they have to.
told
If you are the center of attention
and they can only learn from
you, then they learn only
passive
skills, listening, following
copying.
They learn that they
have nothing inside except
what you give them.
They learn
that they have nothing
to offer except what they
memorized
have
from someone else.
They do not learn about
uniqueness of each person,
the
they learn
done.
The organization and regulation only how you want it
they learn is on the
outside.
So when you want them to be
self-motivated
to solve
math problems and they can't
you
will
be
frustrated.
will be frustrated but have
They too
the problem or even realize no idea how to even begin to solve
that they could solve the problem.
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INTEGRATION

EXERCISES:

Communicating

With

Children

Through

Environment
Activity Suggesticns
.. Use
the questions that introduce
each section
as
guides,
discussion
recording
answers as a group or
assigning each group
one or two questions
and then sharing insights
later.
2. Use
the
questions
that introduce
each
section
assignments,
as
acting
asking
each
group
to create
a
situation
to
promote
discussion to answer the question,
folow the acting
with discussion.

sfti
3. Ask each student to
prepare a meeting such
as you would start
off the day with and
videotape it for private
the individual. Then have
discussion with
each teacher show his own
videotape
to the class and discuss
his insights.
4.

Videotape each teacher
in class.
Show one tape to the
and
have
class
them write observations
discuss
the differences
these observations and
in
which are more helpful
than others.

Study Questions
1. How do you respond
to the story about Randa?
2. How
does the teacher guide
and not tell Randa how
to
use examples from the
do
it;
story.
If you need to write
out how the
teacher could have spoken
so as to overdirect
Randa.
3. How
does the teacher accept
Randa's reluctance?
How does she
invite and suggest?
Use examples from the
story.
4. What did Randa learn?
What new words did she
How was this a math activity?
have to
define?

How was it a science activity?

How was it a reading activity?
How could you use this
to give

her a related art activity
or movement activity?
5. How
way?

do

you think you would feel
if you had to

respond

this

6. How
and

does mental organization
and the ability to think
make comparisons affect
ahead
the
kind of observations that
teacher is
able
a
to write down? Would
more
experience
different situation.- help
or hinder this ability?
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[Activity 5 - set up a'problem
solving activity such as:
a) People puzzle;
Have everyone stand in a circle
and cross
their arms in front of them,
then hold hands with the
people on both sides of them.
Now the puzzle is how to
get
everyone standing in a circle
this same way and
holding hands, but without hands
being crossed. And you
cannot let go of anyone's hand!
b) Blind walk;
set up an obstacle course of
furniture in a
straight line and have everyone
You
guide the first person through line up behind it.
and then each person
guides the next person through,
but the one walking is
blindfolded.
To make it interesting, once
the next
person is blindfolded, move
the furniture around so no
one can memorize where it was.
c) Stand±ng on the Island;
Have everyone stand as close
as
they can together and draw
a chalk line around them as
close as you can. Now ask them
to step out off it.
Draw
a new circle inside of it that
is about a hands
length
inside it.
Now ask everyone to
"island" without letting anyone return and stand on the
fall into the
sharks.
You can add one at a time to
prevent confusion.
Don't
give suggestions;
let them figure out how to
do
it.
After any or all of these
activities discuss feelings,
the need for teamwork, and
activities to problems i the the relationship of these
classroom. If teachers can
view classroom problems with
as much enthusiasm as
these
activities then a lot of teaching
would
be
more
fun.
Discuss what prevents or may
prevent teachers from seeing
the excitement in classroom problems.]
7. How does school administration,
personal standards, social
and peer pressure, parental
pressure
affect how we handle
problems in the classroom?
What about lack of professional
knowledge?
8. Discuss or write reactions
to the story about making paint.
Give examples of times seeming
failures were changed into new
discoveries.
9. Take a sample failure situation
that was left as a failure.
Break into groups and discuss
ways it could be changed into
a
success and ways it could
be used in other areas of
the
curriculum and in the final meeting.
10. Share ways in which the
class has solved personal conflicts
with children or between children.
Did all of these maintain
the dignity of each of those
involved? Were they fair?
Were
they creative? Who came up with
the solution, the children or
the teacher? What was the
role of the teacher:
guide or
judge?
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[Activity 6
Each teacher bring in a floor
plan of
his room
drawn to scale on overhead
plastic.
Using
an
overhead projector
show each classroom set up
and discuss the ways it communicates.
You
can ask thre class not to label
the areas and have the class
guess the names of the areas
by what is in them to see
how the
arrangement might 'speak'
to the children.]
11. Write the activi tJes ,that
you do every day.
Star the ones
you enjoy.
Now look at the one you don't
enjcy.
Which of
these must you do in the
classroom?
If you must do them in
front of the children or even
after school, what do you
think
you will 'tell' them,
12. How do you feel about
crgani zation? How does your
culture
feel about organization? Cive
example.
How
will
this style help children to
learn?
How will
confuse
it
them?
As teachers ;e often have
to cross cultural ways
of doing things in order to
be more effect.ive teachers;
what are
some of the ways you may hIve
to dou this? How do you feel
about
that?
Do you have support for doi
no it?
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SCHEDULING What are
the principles behind
scheduling?
Schedule
should
fit the needs of the
people and the
seasons,
situation:
beginning or end
of the
school
preparation
year,
vacation,
or follow-up,
rainy days,
weekly
concentration on skills,
themes,
monthly
or anything that is
important to us and
the children.
Do
you allow free chioce
time with an optional
planned
activity
run by the teacher?
Do you allow time for
physical education?
Free choice or teacher
directed?
Do you allow time for
toiletting as a pleasant
activity?
Do
you
allow ample time for
quiet and orderly transitions
that
help energy flow from
one activity to the
next?
Do
you allow for a whole
group meeting at the
beginning and
of
the day in order to
end
help the children prepare
and
the day's activity,
integrate
promote communication
and group unity.
How do you set up a
schedule?
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Preparation
First

start with the immovable items:
the toilet cr eatino snack.

meetings,

maybe visiting

Second take the remaining time
and decide how much time
each
takes.
If we want to schedule several
groups
for individual
instruction during free choice,
we should
time
to interact with the children freely make sure we leave some
ourselves.
Remember
that children learn more through
incidental
play than through
teacher directed
lessons.
A child knows what he is
ready to
learn.
it
is our job as teacher to know
what he is
ready to
learn.
Then we have to ready ourselves
to
teach
it
in
the
best
way he can learn it, not as we
would wish him to learn it.
It
is a good idea to have a beginning
of the year and end of the
year
schedule different from the usual
schedule to
allow for
extra time to learn routines and
how
to
use
the activity centers,
and to celebrate
all the skills and knowledge learned.
Here is
an example of the difference:
Beginning
no.

Regular
activity

no.

minutes

minutes

30
15
30
15

outdoor play
transition
meeting
p.e.
whole

15
30

introduce areas, choose
free choice

30
30
15
15

activity

30
15
15
30

outdoor play
transition
meeting
p.e.
2

45
30

classes 15
each
free choice
clean up/

clean up/toilet half
class each, switch
snack

30

toilet half
the class
each then
switch
snack

singing and music
transition to leaving

15
15

class

5.

singing and
music
meeting
transition to
leaving

V.

MATERIALS

< B PRESENTATION OF MATERIALS
ACCORDING TO LEVEL
OF USE

Children learn in sequence.
Some may take longer
times at each stage but
or shorter
everyone will go through
the same stages.
In presenting materials,
there is also a sequence.
naturally explores without
A child
any help and usually
goes through this
sequence
in meeting a toy for
the first time.
through
We can help
this
sequence by giving him
him
help at the right time
then
leaving him alone until
and
he needs more.
need none.
Sometimes
he
Sometimes he may need
may
constant attention.
to us to be sensitive
It is up
to when those times are.
resistance as
You can interpret
the "wrong" time

to help and "listening"

right time.
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Let's
take
a
few materials through
this
process.
Familiarity with it will allow
us to try new materials and
to be
patient with others attempts
to do the same.
LOTTO Lotto is a picture or
syrbol matching game. It is
a board
made of wood cardboard or
pa,er with squares on it.
In
each
square is a picture.
There are the same number of
corresponding
pictures on cards.
The GOAL is that the child
is eventually
expected to put the card
on
top
at
the
same
picture
picture on the board and name
in the
the objects of symbols or describe
what is happening in the picture.
INTEGRATION EXERCISES:

Scheduling

Activity Suggestions
1. Each teacher bring his
schedule written on a poster.
Post
them all next to each other
and discuss similarities
and
differences.
You could do the same one at
a time or two at a
time if the schedules were
written on plastic to use with
overhead projector.
an
Discuss rhythms of quiet
and active
times, group and individual
times.
of times for different activities. Discuss different amounts
Discuss the balance of
discovery time with directed
learning time.
2. What would be your ideal
schedule if you could do anything
you
want? Have the class write this
and compare it to the one they
have.
What is preventing the ideal
from being the real? Can
the real be changed to be more
like the ideal? If your ideal
is exactly like your real is
it because the teacher is making
an effort to be creative or
is just lacking in imagination
enough to envision another
way of doing it?
Refer back to
goals and objectives if need
be to stimulate new ideas.
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Presentation
INTRODUCE: The child chooses
toy and asked to play with the toy from a
The child
apart to see all the parts it.
and put it back
teacher may name the pictures
at this oint
desire to know.

shelf or is given the
will usually take
it
as he found it.
The
if the child shows a

EXPLORE:
The
ch4il
may make a pattern with
the cards,
cards in a pile, cover
put
the
the board with card,
name
the
cards.
(Teacher may reintroduce
names on pictures).
DISCCVER. The child may
look at the board and the
cards for some
meaning and notice zhat
some are the same.
He
may
put the cards
on top or next to the
corresponding picture.
(Teacher may
verbally review this new
idea).
REORGANIZE:
The child may try a different
way and if
refuse
corrected,
to o it the accepted way.
He
may
try putting cards on
top
if he had put them next
to or vice versa.
He may turn the
board over and line the
cards up on it.
He may put all of them
in the wrong place on purcose.
Teacher should allow this
to happen and at most
period
lust name what 1oe
the .=
- the
child
child
allows
does
if
t
tnterferes
eitc...
too much at this stage,
child may refuse to use
the
the toy and become disruptive.
REMEMBER:
The
child will
take the game
and immediately and
confidently use it correct!y
by putting the cards on
correct pictures.
top of the
He may still
make mistakes but it is
that he has remembered
obvious
a plan because he will look
picture
first at one
and
try to find its match.
Teacher may name all
the
pictures.
NA'ME:
Same as the previous but
the child will either
pictures as he matches or
name the
co to teacher to tell her
the names.
NOTE:
Sequence
of difficulty in symbol
and shapes ranges
from
simple to complex.
The easiest form of pictures
is a simple bold outline
color. The phozograph though
and
realistic
is more confusing because
of
the many details.
This is fortunate for teachers
encourages them to use pictures
because it
that they draw.
Diawing your own
pictures is more a personal
touch than buying commercial
it also teaches you how
tcys.
children learn.
You will notice some of
your pictures will be recoanized more thao
and that
il1
teach you how to
teach children
better.
After the child can match
simple pictures;
comple.: pictures
can be introduced. Here
the teacher will be important
questions about details;
for asking
size amounts
changes
sequences categories relationships:color patterns shape
functions
causes
feelings
and effects scientific
names.
Now there
sequence of difficulty of
is
also a
initial game organization.
The easiest
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form of lotto is not
The child should find even lotto: three cards, two being
the same.
two i:he same.
The
be a row of two or
three and then finally first lotto board could
very young or least
a board of four.
able child will need
The
of a skill than an
more
breakdown in steps
older or more capable
distractions the better.
child.
Often the fewer
Too many things to
the child may become
watch
distracting;
silly or angry or very
He is telling you
quiet
in
response.
that this is too much
presentations you
for him.
After
simple
can try complex shapes
Circles, squares,
or abstract symbols.
triangles, rectangles
them are iire complex.
and Jesigns made from
Letters and numbers
any meaning except
are symbols without
as taught by adults
so they are the hardest.
Handicapped children,
because they need greater
the particular aspects
attention to
of
how
they learn,
happens for all.
teach
us
how
learning
One thing you will
things you do for
discover is that the
extra
the
handicapped
Children you have
the children.
at age four who have helps all
the same easier less
never
distracting materials seen lotto will need
as an eight-year.
retarded child.
0 d
BLACKBOARD
Until
now this was for exclusive
teacher.
Certainly teachers
use by the
can make use of this
not so much in the
material,
old way.
but
If you are teaching
the story of the
a song, drawing
song
on
the
board as
before and pointing
to it as you sing ityou sing or drawing it
all the children,
is extremely helpful
but especially- so to
to
loss,
children
learning disabilities,
with hearing
immaturity
A child should be free
and attention problems.
to explore the blackboard.
is very expressive,
Colored chalk
but hard white chalk
is adequate for tight
budgets.
INTRODUCE:
The child should be
given
use a dry cloth,
no fingers, wash it any rules about the board:
after you finish.
the names of the
Tell him
materials.
Possibly tell him
the
goal
of
expression.
EXPLORE:
The child will try
various ways of scribbling:
lines, spirals,
circles, zigzags,
dots,
grids.
continue for a year
All
of these may
or
two
for
the child who has
chance
to draw.
never had
Never
object or that scribbling tell the child who scribbles to draw the
an
is wrong. The child
object
will learn to draw
from own unique awareness.
If you want to increase
drawing ability, increase
his
his awareness first.
Then you will see
his perspective of
the world from his
drawings.
DISCOVER:
The child may discover
symmetry, filling
space,
difference in pressure
or leaving
producing the mark,
versus the point makes
using the side
a wider line, drawing
up. Colors mix to
down is easier than
form other colors.
Chalk looks different
wet board, wet chalk
on a
looks different on
a dry board.
Blowing a
wet board helps it
dry.
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REORGANIZE: Once a discovery
is made, the child may try
alternate
modes of drawing.
If he discovers that colors
mix,
he may
mixing all colors or he may
try
make sure not to mix colors.
He may
also at this stage break
chalk or smash it underfoot.
He should
then be acquainted with the
excitement of the discovery,
but also
the destructiveness of having
wasted chalk for drawing.
REMEMBER:
The
child who has explored-and
discovered will return
to
the
board
with
a
plan
in
mind.
He
will
begin
determination, talk about
with
what he is drawing, erase
and redraw to
perfect the drawing.
IDENTIFY: The child at this
point will draw a scribble,
a
line,
dots, change colors, fill
the page, erase or follow
directions on
command
change colors.
Do not confuse this with
a higher level.
memory task - identifying
colors or shapes or drawing
objects
on
demand.
This will come at a later
stage.

COUNTER AND NUMBER CARDS
This
activity
should
already used to playing in

Counters can be stones,

be
attempted with a child who
is
a preschool setting with confidence.

seeds,

twigs, bottle tops.

Cups can be
shoe boxes or any
common object that need not be
bought.
Cards can be made with
cardboard or plastic from bottoms
of yogurt cups, shoe boxes, the
tin cans,

yogurt cups,

inside of food boxes.

holes in the ground,

Use a pen or marker to draw.

INTRODUCE: Tell the child these
are counting tools and give them
to him and name them.
Let him play. Later you can tell
names of the numerals.
him the
First let him realize that groups
objects
of
can be important
and a picture

so we give them each a

different

(numeral).

name

EXPLORE:
The child may fill and refill
cups,
ignore the
put markers in cups on the
cards,
cards or markers on the cards.
line up the markers or make
He may
them into a circle or pattern.
(Now
is
a good time to tell him the
names)
If the cards have dots to
show the number,
he may cover the dots.
This is better because
then he really begins to
associate the group of objects
with
the

numeral.

DISCOVER:
With your help he may discover
that each card has a
different number of dots
and that if he uses all the
cards
all the markers,
and
all the dots are covered.
He
may
realize
the cards are in sequence,
that
add one or that some have a
lot and
some have a few.

He may match the cards with the
cups.

REORGANIZE: He may deliverately
refuse

to put the correct number
on the dots pretending he
can't
see
or make a tower of the
markers or mix up the sequence
of cards. He may stack the cups.
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REMEMBER:
He will begin with a design in
mind and immediately
match the dots to the cards or
the cups.
He may sequence them
from smallest to biggest.
He may match the card to the
cups.
You should come
in to name the numeral, ask where
is
"two",
"three" etc.
IDENTIFY- Child will count "one,
two, this cup has two".
You can
ask an exciting question, "How
many are here?"
The child may
still be incorrect - if the
child has been to preschool a
playing independently this activity
year
may take three or four months
to be mastered with numbers one
to five.
But the wait is worth
it.
A child who knows and so loves
numbers will enjoy math.
B. PRESENTATION OF MATERIALS IN
ACTIVITY CENTERS
In activity centers in
shelves. The materials on che which tables are protected by
shelves should be available to
any
child desiring to take something.
the organization is specialized. Because of this arrangement,
There should be very few
materials on each shelf.
Toys should be about twenty to
thirty
centimeters apart;
for an average size shelf, this
is
three
toys
per shelf.
A piece of contact paper can be
put in txle correct
place so that the children replaces
materials correctly - on top
of the contact paper.
If you are putting certain toys
on each
table without letting the children
take them from the shelves,
use the same idea.
Space the materials and put few
out.
Put
some kind of mark so they know
where to return them even if it
is
a piece of paper taped on the
table.
The children should still
be free to move between tables.
In this case you can arrange the
shelves by category or in alphabetical
order.
Make sure the
materials are easily taken and
returned.
If
toys
are all piled
on top of each other, you will
tend not to use them because it
is
such a lot of trouble to remove
and return them.
We have looked at only
materials to use with children. a few representative examples of
Some of the basic principles you
need to use with them can be used
with other materials:
INTRODUCE:
A child is born curious;
it is our
the
curiosity.
We always have to be careful not job to guide
to do too much
for the child.
The child is on fire with interest
we have to
add fuel to their fire by enjoying
watching them explore and
learn;
we cannot show them how to do
everything. There are many
ways to learn things.
We do not have the best way.
We are
always learning from watching
how each child uses materials
in
his own unique way.
.ntroduce the toy to
visitor to your house and then the child as if the toy is a new
let the child get to know the
toy
as he would a person: slowly,
or quickly, by asking questions,
by
watching others play first,
by touching, looking, listening,
tasting, feeling, trying out an
idea, then
has become
involved or decided not to be accept whatever way he
involved and go on to
something else.
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EXPLORE:
This is so exciting.
Make sure you yourself
had time to explore
have
the toy first.
If you have not,
might be
too pushy in telling
then
you
the
child to try this
these are your ideas,
or that;
not the child's.
Exploring does not result
in
unless
for discovery
the child (see howthe
by himself.
it child
works?does
we do it
Likeit this.
not
), then theIf child
learn about
the toy;
will
he will
relationship to you:
learn only about
his
follower.
You w.:ant him to feel
explorer. You will
like
an
watch many children
discover the same idea
the way it works.
or
No matter how many times
you see it, you will
enjoy it by sharing
the newness of it for
that child.
DTSCOVER:
Aha!
I understand!
discovery.
I just learned something. This is the excitement of
i just now know that
is the way it is,
this
that this is how it
works,
This
is a personal e:perience
that this is true.
that happens within.
make
it happen.
No one can
We try to prepare the
will
environment
happen,
so
but the
that it
child is the only one
happen, so we
who
can make
have to be happy in
it
our part of bringin
this place and proud
him
to
of his independent discovery.
REORGANIZE:
it~~.
o e
oThis
s
. p •is a kind of rebeli
it is supposed
- C.s
n. I
I think
to ,or,,
I kno,..;
t
How many different thincs but maybe there is another way r do how,
it.
can I do with this thing?
brcak
it if I wanted to.
I
could
even
These are some of the
Child
things that the
could be thinking and
you need to be aware
because
of
it is very creative
and should be encouraged, this stage
also the
time
but it is
when toys can get broken.
punishing at all costs,
You want
to avoid
so you need to Prove
you
to the child that
will keep him safe
by guarding him from
destructive actions.
c;.;n possibly
You do this by be a...are his
the stages they are
of
the
children and
in and intervening to
help if need be.
REMEMBER:
Soon the desire to
test out the object
itself
;hen the same results
resolves
recur
repeatedly.
come
to
The child has
expect the same results.
He often waits
surprise for the anticipated
in expected
reaction
to
occur
in the
and
fact
takes
that his prediction
delight
repeatedly recurs.
learned a ne.: power,
He
has
a new independence,
something so
a being tuned in to
well that he could even
now teach it
child.
The child now plays
to another
w.ith
the
toy.,
"intelligently" that
he has a plan and follows
is
through on it to his
satisfaction.
ID ENT IY
Now the child has a new
can now explain
piece of knowledge,
it to you by naming
and
the order of the
names,
how to do it,
thing,
it
or what happens if you
ready
do this.
to be
He is now
able to teach another
child how
activity.
to do the same
If he has be assisted
and
not had things overdone
him then he will teach
for
manner in which we have in that same manner.
We all teach in the
been taught unless as
actively seek
with this manual we
to teach a different
way
in
order to change
something we feel is
not the most effective
way.
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MATERIALS
ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT

Adaptive
Equipment
is any furniture - like aid
you can
use
to
help
a child move or sit more comfortably
and in a more
healthy
position.
He can adapt to a situation
not normal for him.
Before making or using any new
piece of adaptive equipment,
make
sure
your child has had it prescibed
by a physiotherapist.
It
can
hurt
the child more than help to try
to use
any
equipment
when
we
do not have the special understanding
of handicaps
and
the results of the equipment
on every part of the body.
Some
kinds of equipment are e sy
to make and some would have
to
be made by skilled carpenter.
If a child need
extra
support
to
sit,
often
a
flat pillow behind him helps
a rounded
back
to
straighten.
If
a
child has poor balance and cannot
sit on a toilet
easily,
arranging
for
some kind of handrails will help
to
let
himself
lower onto the seat and stay
steady once there.
Also rails
can
be
attached to a regular chair
for easier sitting.
If that
is
not possible a seat belt may
help.
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Some ropes held by loops
attached to a wall can
walk along on his own
help a child to
without assistance from
anyone.
also a wonderful outdoor
These are
game.
If you string ropes from
trunks or anything about
tree
shoulder high and then
follow with their eyes
have the children
closed, you can make
them
body in space,
sounds around them, cooperation aware of their
sensing
with others,
the presence of others.
This idea of "guide ropes"
originally
a method used to reach
is
the
blind
confidence by moving around
how to gain
alone.
If you have a blind child
your class,
in
it
can be useful initially
for him to have a rope
from the back door to
an outside toilet or to
give him confidence in
a gate in order to
his initial entry to school,
a strange new
environment.
if
you eat snack in your
school there are a few
helpful aids
help a child eat more
to
comfortably.
Cutting up a sandwich
the
size piece just slightly
into
bigger than the easiest
child to eat can help
for the
a child who has difficulty
biting
chewing and
because of poor muscle
tone
child
who has difficult-v drinking or eye-hand coordination.
A
from a cup because
lean
his
he
head for-1-ard enough can
can't
be helped by
This cup has a section
a cutaway
cup.
cut
out
on
ore
side, the opposite one
the one he drinks from
from
in order to allow the
childs nose to fit
into
it.
The
-niid who cannot close
his lips at all to
from a cup, should first
drink
be encouraced to drin.
small-mouthed bottle such
from a straw or a
as the ones cola comes
in.
exercise
This will
the muscle -that encircles
the lips and eventuEll,him to drink from a cup.
allow
For the child with Cifficulty
his mouth
opening
a small teaspoon or a
baby spoon is the most
and of course the food
helpful
must be mashed 4nto chunky
If
type baby food.
a child ,th poor coordination
has dif-culty crasping
piece of food he wants,
the
puz them in a bo..l so
he won't push them
all over bv accident.
If you can find a way
to fasten the
to
the table,
bowl
for ex*aamze by putting
it into another
has been
- which
nailed onto a board which
can then be clamped to
table, it will remove
the
some the frustration and
allow the child to
concentrate his efforts
cn eating.
A corner seat or a
bolster are helpful to
the child who has
d4ic u1t
sitti-g up for normal
periods.
The
either however
child
w,;hQ uses
should have their position
changed often, say
-every fifteen minutes
so that he remains flexible.
is
A corner seat
easy
for a carpenter to make
and very inexpensive
places where wood is
even in
e.pensive.
A bolster can be a rolled
small rug or a cylindrical
up
pillow that is easy to
stuffed with rags or
sew and can be
,L
L
cotton or wool
en
expensive.
pA corner seat allows a whatever is plent ful and
a
child
to sit up right and
placed under the armpits
is
and chest allowing the
child to prop
himself
I
f up on his elbows to
olay on the floc..
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PRONE BO-RD

PRONE BOARD
(From View)

CORNER SEAT
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ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT
WEDGE  a triangular shaped pillow
leading to development of head
control
STANDING
TABLE
- a
cut
out table for those
leading to stronger leg muscles

who

cannot

walk

POTTY CHAIR - feet should touch
floor, knees same level or higher
than hips, deep pot, straps,
bars and headrest if needed
CORNER
SEAT
- (see picture) tailored to each
child,
leads
to
trunk control and turning out
of the legs.
PRONE
SCOOTER/PRONE
BOARD
- a padded board with wheels
that
allows
the child to move by pushing
with his hands and can
also
be leaned against a table so
a child can use things on the
table,
a special rest-stop allows it
to lean stably.
PLASTIC COATED SPOON
BUILT - UP SPOON  the handle
of a spoon is made larger and
round
by
wrapping
something around it or sliding
it into a piece
of
plastic plumbing pipe
SCOOPDISH
- The
shape of this dish is ideal
for
children
little arm control a plastic
dish can be heated and bent
to
shape or a special mold made
by a factory to produce it.

with
this

CUT-OUT CUP - described before
TWO-HANDLED

CUP - Usually available for babies
and comes with

spout that is not helpful.

A BENT STRAW - plastic is best
but glass may be easier
from a laboratory or clinic
CAR SEAT - for transportation
to and from school,
support. Some modls can also
be used as chairs

to

a

get

provided tunk

NON-SLIP MAT - for eating dish
or cup to prevent slipping, can
be
a piece of old (cleaned!) inner
tube or a sheet of sticky plastic
STROLLER - the cloth kind that
fold up and ideal for moving
around and can also be used around
the house like a wheelchair
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ADAPTIVE EQUIPIMENT:

VISUAL AIDS
Let's suppose that you'have
a deaf child in the
are your goals for this
class.
What
child? Perhaps you have
the resource of a
speech therapist who
can teach the child
to speak.
what
can you do?
If you don't,
You must assume,
even
if the child has
been to school and is
never
older than the other
children,
capable
that
of learning.
he
is
You have several ways
to communicate with
the child.
That is your goal:

child, you to him and him
to you.

to ccmmunicate two ways
with the

GESTURING
There

may be gestures already
If you never noticed, then in your culture for certain
watch pecple see what they
when they talk or for
do
instance
if
you
live where there are cars,
how do drivers gesture to
each other to communicate?
questions with a gesture?
Do they ask
If they do,
even if the gesture means
only "Where?", we can overgeneralize
it to mean "What?",
"Who?",
"Which one?",
"Why?"
even "How?"
Pointing of course is
universal and very helpful.
Try out gestures for directions:
right, left, up, down,
around,
over, through, on top of,
next to.
For paying attention the
under,
easiest thing is to remind
child which part of
the
the body should be paying
touching it on yourself
attention
by
and pointing in the direction
ears, eyes, face turned-the
expected:
right way, body turned the
feet to remain still.
right way,
A deaf child
things.

cannot hear the
kicking
foot
makes.
You may have to dramatize
it.
dramatic you are for
the deaf the better
off you are.

noise
The

his

more

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS/BODY
EXPRESSIONS
A good exercise to
understand the importance
turn
off the television
of these is
to
sound,
if you have a television.
.even better if you
It is
can go to a resource
center that has a
tape
machine and watch
video
a film you have never
whole
seen.
film
Watch
once
the
without sound.
Let yourself
frustration of having
experience
the
to wait and to try
to understand.
finish, decide what
When you
you think people were
saying or how they
feeling just from
were
having seen their
expressions
and actions.
watch the film again
Now
and compare.
Were your guesses
is often true that
accurate? It
we say "yes" and shake
our head,
We
often
no or frown.
give conflicting messages,
so
if
you
yourself
were
wrong
were
ask
you
correctly judging
what you saw
different from what
andwas
it
you heard or was it
just that being deaf
new experience in
is
a
which you are not
yet skilled.
naturally
S6me people are
expressive with their
faces and some are
tend not to be, you
not.
If you
will quickly find
out because your child
not respond to you.
will
You must exaggerate
what you might normally
do.
Usually,
for example, we ask
how someone is very
But
to
a
casually.
deaf child you may
need
to
exaggerate
expression
your
facial
to
really
show asking and then
"fine?"
whatever
"sick?"
emotion you are guessing
or
the child is.
may
not be exact translations
Your
gestures
either.
To gesture
might make a gesture
"well",
you
for strong or happy.
Remember the goal
communication not
is
accurate translation.
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MATERIALS TO USE
A blackboard, book, photograph,
drawing, object are all
extremely useful in communicating.
Whenever you sing a song or
discuss how to follow a rule or what
the weather is like or what
the
schedule
for
today is you
will
experience greater
participation from the children and
greater personal satisfaction
yourself if you include with it
some visuals.
Remember the
television exercise?
Try watching a speech or the news
without
pictures. How do you react when there
is no sound. If you do it
for a long time how do you react?
Do you give up? Do you express
your feelings to someone and ask them
to help you?
AUDITORY AIDS
What about the child who is blind
or visually impaired?
What can we do to assist him with
guides other than visual?
One
way is
through auditory aids.
A good way to experience the
"blindness" of your child is to wear
a blindfold at home.
Tell
your family not to treat you in any
different
way than normal.
They probably will find this difficult.
Keep track of your
feelings and reactions;
they are important in understanding
what
your child goes through.
When someone is doing something,
can
you tell what it is from the sound?
Sometimes you can, but other
times you can't.
What would help in the times that you
can't?
You feel frustrated.
What would help you to relax?
Try
asking
someone to describe what they are
doing as they do it. Sometimes
we do -this anyway for instance to
explain to a child the steps in
baking bread:
"First I get a bowl.
measure the flour in a cup. I spoon Then I put in the flour. I
flour into the cup until the
cup is full.
Then I turn the cup upside down and
pour the flour into the
bowl.
Now I put sugar into the measuring
cup..."
Imagine if
while you are having a meeting and
asking the children to discuss
the pictures in a book;
how could you help the blind child
here?
If the children identify a rabbit,
the teacher can ask how they
know it is a rabbit.
The children will identify the important
characteristics:
it is about the size of our heads,
it is soft
looking, it has long ears.
It has four short legs and furr all
over.
In this way we can draw a mental picture.
All children
who can draw mental pictures learn
better;
they have better.
memories than those who don't, so
encouraging all the children to
do this by telling all of them (not
directing the description to
the blind child) is more effective
teaching.
If you ask the child to draw
making an effort describe what or outline or build and he is
he does:
one big block, now
another big block...on top...now
a small, green block...on the
right side, no on top.
Or you could describe:
The pencil
is
going towards you straight and
stops, now to
the
right
and
curving and up and curving to the
left, getting close to the line
and on it... and stopping.
Or you could describe as the child
traces his finger around a circle:
"this is ro-o-u-u-nd", or
"feel your finger cu-u-u-r-r-rving",
or curve right,
or "curve
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down,

curve

left

curve
All of these make the
conscious of his actions. up and..."
child
To do the same for the
seeing child is
just as effective

for the same reason.
If you are acting
effects are very helpful out a story with the children, sound
expressions and verbal for all as well as well as exaggerated
instance when goldilocks descriptions of what is happening.
For
goes through the forest
house and walks, make
to grandmother's
noisy stepping sounds,
usual.
a little slower than
If someone is showing
emotions, encourage then
to make
sounds that fit the same
emotions.
Children often

figure out
they should do from
others.
To help the child who what
watching
can't,
you will have to give
directions verbally: we
more
wash hands, dry hands, will go to the bathroom, use the toilet,
and
stand at the door.
bathroom tell the child,
Once
the
sink is directly in front in the
can you find it? Turn
of you,
a verbal map for the a little to the left. In this way you are
child, so the child can
experience being
independent.
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TACTILE AIDS

"ORDER OF SENSORY DEVELOPMENT".
The senses of Homo spaiens
(man) develop in a definite sequence,
as (1) tactile, (2)
auditory,
and
(3) visual.
As the child
approaches
adolescence the order of precedence
becomes reversed, as (1)
visual,
(2) auditory, and (3) tactile.
It is much more
important to experience tactile
and auditory stimulation in
the early developing years than
it is to experience visual
ones.
As soon, however, as one has developed
through one's
tactile
and auditory senses the know-how
of
being human,
vision becomes by far the most important
of the senses. Yet
vision can only become meaningful
on the basis of what it
has
felt and what it
has heard.
Touching the Human
significance of the Skin by Ashley
Montagu.
Have you ever gotten up in the
night and tried to get your
slippers on and find your way to
thi bathroom or to get something
to eat?
Was it difficult?
Have you made up ways to be able
to
cope with it,
such as counting -Che number of
steps to the
doorway, counting the number of
hand in front of your face so as stairs to go down, reaching one
not to hit anything, feeling for
the door handle or the hole for
the key and putting the key in as
your other hand guides it,
reazhing gently to feel the shapes
of
containers of food or shapes of
food to decide the one you want?
These and others are also tactile,
touching, aids to you because
you are "blind".
In the classroom what are some
related kinds of aids?
We
have mentioned the use of ropes
as guides in the beginning before
the child has as idea of the relative
spaces between objects.
How do you teach him to play with
toys.
Let's take the stacking
rings we discussed before.
Obviously color will no longer
be a
factor.
Size will be the characteristic
to
concentrate
on.
The
child can be made to notice the
relative sizes
(after
initial
exploration) by measuring against
You
can
line them all up and have him pass her palm each ring.
his hand along the row gently
to feel
the gradual increase of size.
You can have the child
feel the size of the inside hole
by inserting fingers into it.
What about lotto which is all
If you must use a
lotto game, go back to the originalpictures?
goal?
The
goal is to match
by visual image, shape, color, size.
How can this be adapted for
the child who cannot see,
cannot know colors?
If you cut the
carts to be simple shapes of animals
being
true
to
relative size
then the child will still have
to match shape and size..,
by
feel.
The same goal is reached. He can
also learn the names of
the animals by having you name
the animal as he hoids and
feels
the outline of it.
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What about the blackboard?
Do you remember when
began to write, how
you
first
all the letters were
a different size
shape? Why were they?
and
They were because we do
small muscle ccntrol
not
yet
have
full
or eye-hand coordination
at the age when we
usually learn how to
write.
How
will the unseeing
how to write then?
Probably with more difficulty. child learn
his hand as he writes
You can hold
and say the name of the
letter as you write
it together to start.
Use an edge cf the blackboard,
bottom or hold a bar
either the
up at just below., shoulder
you can put pegs on
height.
Perhaps
either side of the board
Befcre getting to the
to
hold
the
bar.
blackboard stage, one
of the best methods
to teach writing and
the alphabet at the same
small rhyme about the
time is to make
a
say it while tracing names of the letters and their sounds
and
the letter cut out of
sandpaper and pasted
to cardboard.
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COMMON

MATERIALS

MOST

USEFUL

IN

A

PRESCHOOL

picture lotto
photto lotto
shapes lotto
numerals lotto
alphabet lotto
simple board games
stringing beads of various shapes
and colors and sizes
beads sequence pattern cards
number puzzle (self-correcting,
looks like dominoes)
dominoes
dominoes
dominoes
dominoes
dominoes
dominoes



-

number
color
animal
shape
tools
transportation

stacking rings
stacking cups - round
stacking cups - square
puzzles:
separate pieces with or without
knobs
connected pieces
jugsaw shaped
-with or without tray
sectioned with straight lines
-simple with bright colors
-photos

-without picture
-thick wood stand up
-three dimentional blocks
flip book
cars of various sizes including
trucks, buses, carts, planes,

push toys
pull toys

play dishes, cu:ps and saucers
play spoons, sorks, knives
play cooking pots and pans of different
sizes
cloth napkins and table cloth
blocks of different shapes and
sizes: wood cardboard, cement
colbred blocks
plastic connecting blocks: leggo
small toy people
doll house and furniture
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sizes

especially

rectangular

dolls: boy and girls,
mother, father, baby
stuffed animals
Puppets: any material
cards:
number
numeral
number and numeral
common objects-2 each
animals: mother and baby
object with scmething
missing and missing part
alphabet letters
alphabet letters and picture
alphabet letters and picture with initial sound
with final sound
same object in different
sizes
an object with another
object it must function
with
sets of related objects
and person goes with
sets of related objects
and season goes with
set of steps to make
something:
bread, honey, a
intersection of sets of
growing
sets of objects from fourcolors, shapes
perspectives

bed,

child

shape sorting box
color sorting box
size sorting box
small objects: stones
or clothespines or bottle
caps for counting
or categorizing commonly
used containers
common used up plastic
containers for waterplay
funnels of different sizes
squirting bottles
tubing
measuring cups and spoons
common used up plastic
containers for sand play
sifters

combs
shovels or different sized
spoons
sand or rice or dried
beans or small pebbles
water
large tubs for sand and
water/sand with water
large or several small
blackboards
chalk
cloth or eraser
paper
paint brushes
common containers for
paint
crayons
pencils
playdough
common objects to use
with playdough
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glue
scissors
variety of materials to glue on paper
string
xylophone
tambourine
shakers
drums
strikers
picture books
MATERIALS POSSIBLY NECESSARY FOR HANDICAPPED
plastic squeeze toys
toys that make noise when manipulated
or make one simple motion
rattles
cardboard books
various kinds of materials for sensory
stimulation:
soft, rough,
smooth
most
of the same toys are usable with handicapped,
but may need
adaption to simplify them
most of them will also require more
than usual supervision
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES:
Materials
Activity Suggestions
1. Before

reading

the

section ask the class
to play with games
they have never played
with before.
Do
this individually
in pairs, having
or
one

observe the other and
After having played
then
switching.
the game,
have the class write
different stages that
down the
they though they
learning how to play
went through
in
the game.
Their ideas could
with those who observed
be compared
them if they were observed.
2. Ask each
teacher to give one
child a new toy tc
either
play with
alone or with
another.
The
interfere and not
teacher
should not
with it till he does answer questions.
The child should play
not want to.
Then the next day and
day until the child
each
thinks that he does.
teacher has been writing
All this time the
observations
to the toy.
approach
How does the child try of the childs
to find out what to
with the toy and once
do
he thinks he knows does
he
always
do
it
the same way?
3. Write responses to
learning in this way.
4. Ask
if the class has ever
had the opportunity
experimentation without
for prolonged
direct
supervision
classes
(many chemistry
for
instance,
call
a laboratory experience
experiment, but it
an
is
not
a
true
experimental situation
many
situations because
in
there
is an
Discuss the effect of
expected outcome.)
experiencial education
will have on the
children as compared
Discuss the fact that to rote or teacher-directed
education.
before a teacher can
others
successfully give
an experiencial
education,
he must have
first
experienced it.
The discussion
could be recorded
as a sequence beginning
the
type
of
education
the teachers
had
experiencial
and
ending
education.

with

with
Ask the class to fill
they need to go through
in the steps
in order to reach the
goal of feeling
and believing in experiencial
education.
ROTE5. Use adaptive aids
-EXPERIENCIAL
to eat sit and walk,
hearing aids, etc.
observe others who
or
use them and discuss
responses to seeing
or
using them.
Studv Questions
1. How do you respond
to the idea cr

adaptive aids?

2. What is the purpose
of adaptive aids? If
you can't buy them is
there
a
use
to
trying to make do
with

together yourself?
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what

you

can

put

3. Why is getting the opinion of
a physiotherapist so important?
Why not be satisfied with a doctor
or a nurse or the local
teacher or another person who uses
the same type of equipment?
4. How can you use your own village
to make some of these aids?
5. How do you approach the rest
of the children concerning these
aids? Will your fears, repulsions,
excitement
influence the attitude of the children? acceptance,
How
can
knowledge
and
acceptance of one's own body help
in this process?
6. How do you
feel when you have to exaggerate
to help the
handicapped children in a meeting?
How do the children act
differently?
[Activity 6- videotape the teachers
in the kind of situations
in which visual,
auditory and tactile aids would
be useful.
Discuss the degree to which they
are being used and how they
could be
added to.
Use contrasting teacher styles
if
possible.
7. Give the class opportunity to
develop a lesson using aids they
have never used before and then
present the lesson to the
class.
8. Give
each teacher a photocopy
of the list of
'Common
Materials' and ask them to check
the
materials
that
they
have
in their classrooms.
Discuss the ways in which the
other
materials
could be made or brought for
the class - using
teacher,
parent and community resources.
Organize the
materials present in to general
categories or areas: art, math
etc. Decide which areas are in
the most need of materials and
work on those first.
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FOLLOW-THROURGH:

CURRICULUM

CU'fL
¢L, '
How do you organize what
you want to teach over
th-e
Of the year?
course
How do you know what subjects
to include or no-c include?
What skills
do you think your children
need to learn?
What skills are your children
ready to learn?
What are you interested
in teaching?
What Bre you ready to zeach?
',.hat are ,ou willing to
learn
Have you reviewed your goals how. to teach?
and objectives?
What subjects do children
like to learn from? about?
What subjects do children
like to learn from?
animals
people
how things work
how to make things
what is the same and what
is different
what comes nextC
nature
about my'village
about my family
human body and its parts
and systems
self-help skills
how to solve problems
how to find hidden things
(as in pictures)
how to find missing things
how to complete something
half done
how to change the shape
of
things
how to reproduce w..hat
I see and know and feel
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how to count (one number to one object)
how to &raw 'real' pictures
how to read and write
how to use my body in space
comparing things by characteristic, function,
change, make-up,
origin, place in nature,
importance in life or to family,
uses for, desirability of, complexity of

trees

flowers
transportation
machines
different professions
building construction
fixing broken things
weather
maps
measuring
growing things
caring for pets
rules
weighing
growing up
water
flying
climbing and walking
Now how do
organize them?

we

take all these goals

and

objectives

and

There are several ways in general that
are helpful to know
about, but the way you come up with will
be unique to you and to
the class you have this year.
Next year's class may require
an
entirely different curriculum.
You also will be different.
Every year you change and become more skilled
and curious
about
areas you would like to learn more about
and better ways to teach
the things you do know about.
Some of the ways to arrange the curriculum
is doing it by
the year, by the month and by the week.
If you have basic goals
you want met by the end of the year,
they are probably based on
what the public school expects of your
children when they. enter
school.
In many places these expectations are only
a fraction of
yours.
Sometimes they do not
agree with the major child
development models.
In this case you have to familiarize
yourself with what is reasonable to expect
of a child of the age
you have. Then you have to assess if the
child is ready to go to
this step.
If your children have never played with
toys or used
paper before, it makes no difference
how old they are.
You
should expect them to function as a one
or two year old would
when first confronted with these things.
This does not mean that
your children are not intelligent;
it means they have never had
the opportunity.
Once given the opportunity and with
your
patience to develop the skills at their
own pace, you will find
that -they develop skills quickly, often
making up for four years
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in two years.
What about the retarded
him?
child? How do you treat
The same way you go
back to -The stage he
and
is functioning at
then give him opportunities
to go to the next
Remember we said that
level.
you cannot skip stages,
them will only cause
so
trying
to
skip
Once you know what you a lot of frustration to you and the child.
want and where the children
need to fit -the skills
are,
then you
needed to be taught
What if it does not
your teaching time.
fit?
If you have too little
add the skills above
the level you have decided to teach, then
too much material to
on.
If there is
cover, then start from
and plan a reasonable
where the child is
amount of skills keeping
are flexible enough
to move slower or faster in mind that you
according to the
rate at which they learn.
Now what if you have
a lot of children
at the same level?
an you ignore this and and they are not all
teach them
all the
same thing at the samu
of
time
development;
anyway?
Remember
none of your children
back
the sequence
can afford to
to skip stages
and
that is exactly what vou would
ask them to dc if you
them all as if they were at
teach
passed
this level will be bored
the same level.
The ones who have
and
may
eventually
as
a way of drawing your
attention to their needs cause trouble
(which
they
don't understand as
yet).
Take one skill and
determine at which level
and then
each child is
put the children at
the same levels into
this for each major
groups.
Do
area: pre-math, pre-reading,
have your groups made
motor.
Once
you
up
look at them and see
also
if they are good
for social level of
development.
may be better off in
The very immature child
the group
you
can develop his cooperation a little less challenging so that
or expression.
forward, move him
When he moves
up.
All
these
groups
change.
should
be subject to
Suppose
a child does very well
until he encounters
in his pre-math group
sequencing.
The rest of the group
to i:ove on to numeral
are ready
recognition,
but not he.
next
lower group if they
Put
him
in the
are going to do sequencing
an individual lesson
or
give
him
if no group fits his
needs.
What do you
different groups for do with a child you find comes into
the three major areas?
three
Simple, put him into
the three separate groups.
How
do you manage this?
have six groups in each
Suppose you
separate skill area.
to teach
Will you then have
18 separate lessons
daily?
Of course not.
arranged your room into
You have
activity
centers..
.why? Because you know
that children learn
they know from incidental
teaching, experience most of what
that no one planned
available to them.
for except to make
it
So
have a lot of children why bother to have groups at 'all? If you
it is difficult to get
to take accurate
to know them all or
information about them
their freedom to choose
and still
allow them
activities in which
and use them at their
they are interested
own speed.
While some are engaged
type of activity,
in this
you can take the others
different activities
and
set
out
several
in
You will then organize different areas according to skill level.
the taskso that some
on their own while
will be busy working
you work with others.
They check with you
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when they are finished in order
to get the next task.
You would
have prepared a chart ahead of
time ,ith the names of all the
chi.ldren and the possible levels
of skills that they might
achieve so that when they show
you what they've
done you can
check it off or add a small note.
This method is called a lab
(laboratory) Activity.
Another method is to have a Planrr.'
Activity.
During the
Free choice
time, you would offer an activity
that is highly
attractive and expect any child
He would come in at his own level who would like to participate.
and you would take him as far
as he could go with his skill.
You would have already prepared
a
chart for this in order to keep
track of his ability and to
gather information from several
activities at a later date. What
about the children who don't come?
They would not have listened
if you had made them sit with
you or if they had would have
forgotten soon. What can you do
to ensure that they get an equal
education? Find out what this
child is doing during Free choice
and work with him first to assess
his level and then to bring him
to the next, but perhaps for the
time being he can only learn on
an individual basis with the toys
only he likes.
Even though you have determined
a series of skills, you can
still pick a monthly theme around
which to study everything in
general.
You
can do Free Choice, Lab Activity,
and Planned
Activity all at the same time and
concentrating on animals.
You
would put games out that had anything
to
do
with
anima.s.
You
would use animals counters in
premath.
You-would
use
animal
outlines in dots to trace for pre-reading.
You might read an
animal
story during snack or meeting.
You
could
sing animal
songs or visit some animals or have
some animals visit you.
You could work on a seasonal basis
also and have everything
coordinated according to seasons
and what happens in them.
You
could take a curriculum for a
season and change it at the next
season. The natural change between
seasons is one everyone feels
and so provides a break everyone
usually follows unconsciously.
Of course no matter how you plan
it, you can always change
it, especiall if a sudden exciting
opportunity arises to focus on
the digging in the street to
make
a well, or the sudden
appearance of rain or one child's
mother having a baby.
These
are great opportunities to teach
because interest is naturally
high so all you have to do is to
channel it and provide it with
something to grow on.
What about
therapeutic programs? Suppose that
a child in
your class needs to be wheeled
in a chair and given exercise or
that one child is very slow and
really doesn't fit into any group
or the child who never talks and
needs some time with you alone
or the child who seems to scramble
information inside his head
even though he's smart and needs
extra practice? These children
can all be given a specific program,
if possible with the help of
a specialist, during the free
choice time.
As long as you have
prepared charts and scheduled times
in for them, they will have
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their needs met.
Start. one at a time and
go at
too! There is nothing
that causes us to abondon your own pace
than overloading ourselves
a plan
faster
and giving up in utter
frustration.
Let's take an example
of each,
a Lab activity and a Planned
activity
because both are organized
differently and
organization is suitable
each
to different activities.
same theme:
Let's
use
Shape.
the
Shape is important for
reading as well
math. What is the sequence
as
of skill levels?
introduce
explore
discover
reorganize
remember
name
What

is the sequence of increasingly
more difficult shapes?
lines
dots
circle
square
triangle
rectangle
oval
many sided figures: pentagon,
parralellogram, quadrcahedron hexagon,
simple outlines of commonly
known objects
animals
simple solid color
pictures of commonly
objects or animals
complex pictures with
details
complex outlines with
details
simple objects with a
background.
complex objects with a
background.

t

Let's

suppose

know

CO

that you have twenty-five
childreh that
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or

you

want in a lab activity while
the other twenty-five
free choice play.
The lowest group knows nothing are having
about even
lines or dots.
There are three in this group.
The next group
knows what a circle is and can
draw a wobbly one. The next group
knows circle, square, triangle
but can't draw them.
The next
group knows the basic shapes and
recognizes simple objects.
The
last group can find simple objects
in a background.
The second
group has eight children, the
third group has four, and the
fourth group has six, and the last
group, four.
You

will have to arrange the space
for the different
of the groups.

sizes

Group One:
Goal-introduce lines and dots with
cards for matching
and naming of "dot(s)", "line(s)".
Group Two:
Goal-name if it is a circle or
not a circle with card
of
various
shapes
(simple outlines) and several
circles
categorize cards into two bowls
"circle" and "not circle".
Group Three:
Goal-trace simple shapes with cardboard
cut outs of
the three basic shapes (one for
each child) paper and a pencil
in
any pattern they like.
Group Four: Goal-find and draw
all the simple shapes you can find
in a drawing or photograph (one
for each child) with paper and
pencil.
Group Five:
Goal-put together a twenty-five
piece jigsaw puzzle
of a photograph of a house, as
a group.
How would you set up this
First gather or make
all your materials and put them activity.
on separate groups so you know
which things go with which, for
instance if more than one group
needs papers and pencils, put
a separate pile for each group
or
have pencils in separate cups.
Then before the activity starts,
put the materials on the appropriate
tables or areas on the
floor.
Now gather the children together
and send the ones to
free choice group by group according
to
the
area they choose.
Now begin with the most independent
group:
five.
Explain what
they will find on their table and
what you want them to do. 'Do
the same for Group Four and Three.
For group two take them over
and give them an example, then
return to the last group and stay
with them.
Keep looking up to see if the children
are doing as
you have directed them.
If you need to leave to remind
them of
their goal, remember to leave
your children with something to
do
while you are gone.
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'
0

0.

Now what about a Planned
Activity? All the children
option to come and
have the
play witih you.
They all have free
you
are sitting on the
choice and
floor or at a table
and have paper and
pencil
and cardboard shapes.
a
You are tracing shapes
picture.
if one child comes
to make
a
to you and you know
Five
you
he is from Group
might ask him to draw
(not trace) several
then turn them into
shapes
and
something els& he chooses,
in
a tree.
say a bird sitting
If a child from Group
One came you might
hand
to trace a circle and
hold
his
then ask him to make
lines outside and this
dots
inside
and
way introduce the next
way
level (circle) in a
that
is
not too threatening.
Each
child
entirely
would
unique lesson.
get
ali
You may ask some to
to
identify sh-apes or
make "not" shapes.
You might draw several
child to color in all
shapes and ask
a
the circles.
You might make a sequence
three
shapes
and
of
ask the child to continue
creative and demands
it.
It
is
very
your initiative and
also
flexibility,
so satisfying for each
but
t is
child to get exactly
what
him and what he can
interests
feel good doing.
Activity Sulgest ions
1. Before
reading
the
section,
have
the
questions
class
answer
at
the beginning of the
the
section
they
lists
could
and
make
compare
for
instance what they
would
children to learn and
like
the
what they are ready
to learn.
Compare
a
class made list of
"what children
like
to
learn
from" to the one in
the manual.

3. Ask

each teacher to hand
in their organization
of lessons for
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the year, each month and the
next week.
If possible, to do
the same for the previous
year.
Discuss
the differences
between last year and between
teachers.
List
the causes for
these differences. Stress
that uniqueness is desireable.
4. Present the Lab Activity
groupings and ask the class
to come
up with five separate lessons.
5. Ask each teacher to make
a sample Lab Activity for two
groups
and do it.
After the teacher should write
his reactions to
it.
6. Ask each teacher to write
up a lesson for a Planned
and follow it up by writing
his reactions to it.
Stud

Activity

Questions

1. What kinds of activities
make good Lab Activities,
but not
Planned Activities and vice
versa.
What kind of activity is
good for both?
2. How does this approach to
curriculum planning differ
from what
the teachers are used to?
3. What is your personal
response
to being invited to do
something and to being told
to do the same thing? What
is your
opinion about this kind of
child-centered curric:llum?
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THERAPEUTIC PROGRAMS
FOLLOW THROUGH: CURRICULUM

Occasionally. besides

provide

therapeutic

execrcises

using

exercises

can be physical,

adaptiv''e
for

certain

equipment,
children.

we

must
These

intellectual
Programs get the best
emotional or social.
results if they are
parents and with any
cocrdinated with
'specialist who has recommended
they have been prescribed
them.
If
by a specialist, a physiotherapist,
occupational,
therapist or speech therapist,
greater satisfaction
you will achieve
and
success if you watch
with the child doing the
the specialist
exercises you must do.
along with you. Both of
Take the parent
you try

out the exercise and do
you feel confident that
it until
you
can
do
it and understand why to
before you start doing
do ..t
it.
Don't leave any questions
unanswered
you havc
for
fear of looking ignorant.

No matter
years
or
how
children
many
you have
worked
with,
new
rev: r.ing
exercises
old ones. feels awkward
and
if it is not something
used to doing.
you
are
All of us feel strange
at first.
strangeness
We
overcome
through,
the
practice
and
through acceptance
feelings of being unable
of
our
to do it correctly at
first.
at how this would be
Let's
look
possible within the
activity centered class.

The
teacher
has finished her morning
meeting and sent
the
children
all
off to free choice in
various areas of
She helps those in the
the
room.
art corner get their
aprons on.
children in another
Reminds
area to take out one
toy
at
a
at
time,
the
and
remaining
looks
areas to see that the
children
are
gettin'g
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involved.
Once she sees that they are she goes
to one child in
the art corner.
This child has been told to exercise
one hand
which is partially paralyzed.
The child's hand does not work as
well
as his other so the child usually
tries to do everything
with one hand or uses the less useful
hand as a prop or a pusher.
The
teacher notices that the child is
She
would like him to play with playdrugh drawing a picture.
because she has in mind
kneading playdough the same way that
bread is kneaded. She knows
she cannot interrupt what he is
doing because he is involved so
she tries to become involved in
what he wants first.
Hopefully
later she can interest him in the
playdough.
"hello, what are you doing?"
"I'm painting."
"What are you painting?"
"I don't know. A house."
"Oh."
The teacher notices he is holding
the paper steady
with the fist of the less useful
hand.
She
notices
that he
continues to draw in a relaxed
way as he was before she came,
even though she is now sitting next
She decides to at
least encourage his hand to open to him.
up for the stretch of the
muscles.
She moves slowly to hold his wrist
and the paper with
one hand and to open his hand slowly
with
her
otherhand.
He
looks up briefly and she looks back
and smiles.
He looks back
and allows him to continue.
When she has opened his hand she
gently rests her on his, so he will
to hold the stretch and so she can fell that she is helping him
feel whether or not his hand
will become tired and possibly spasm.
He-continues to draw.
"What lovely colors you are using."
"This is purple and this is red like
the sun."
"Red like the sun?"
"Yes. See?"
"I see. Is the sun red?"
"Yes. Of course. Didn't you see
"Yes I have seen the sun every it?"
dry, but usually it is
yellow."
"But not at night.
At night before it goes to sleep
it is
red."
"Oh, you're right! I have seen
it red too." As she answers
him, he fists his hand. She keeps
hers over his.
"Was that too much stretching? Did
it hurt?"
"Only at the end."
"When you finish your picture, would
you like to play in the
playdough with me? I really want
to play with playdough today."
"Sure.
I'm finished."
Hegets up and takes his paper
by
the corner.
"Can you carry it in the other hand?"
"Yes, but I don't want to."
"Can you try?"
"No I don't want to." The teacher
now realizes that she has,
reached his limit of frustration,
so she
doesn't press it
anymore, but only says maybe he could
do it another time.
When he gets to the clothesline where
the pictures are hung,
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he puts a corner of the
paper over .the line and
uses his fist to
keep it from moving.
Then he takes a clothespin
and clips it
over the painting.
"Let's go to the playdough
now." They go back to the
and put the painback
table
on the shelf.
They take a packet of
playdough and put it
on the table.
The teacher encourages
child to use both hands
the
to punch,
squeeze,
roll and poke the
playdough, but she especially
emphasizes the
does not respond,
If he
she waits and tries again squeezing.
later. She does not
expect him to do all
she says because she knows
being frustrating, it
that besides
could also hurt physically
to do what she
asks.
The time from her first
going to him to her leaving
twenty minutes.
was
During that time she also
looked over the class
eight times, spoke
encouragingly to three
children who were
beginning to get noisy,
answered two questions,
children as she looked
four
around and told one child smiled at
to
stop,
before
he hit another child.
When she finished this
activity, she went to one
them to tidy it up since
area to ask
several
children had forgotten
their toys away.
to put
After that she went to
a shy child sitting
silently watching the others
build with wood blocks
cartons.
and cardboard
She talked to her about
what all the children
doing, but the child
were
did not respond,
although she seemed to
listen.
The
' acher assumed she did.
She then took her hand
slowly and ge:,cly,
but the girl quickly drew
it
teacher let that idea
back.
The
go by and decided to just
keep talking to and about
sit nearby and
the children in the area.
children moved nearer
Soon the
the teacher and wanted
her to
began to play and put some
play.
She
blocks in front of her
silent partner,
but the girls ignored
the gesture.
The teacher took the girl's
hand to put it on a block
and
the
girls
let her, but her hand was
lifeless.
After ten minutes, the
teacher
put her hand on the
girl's shoulder and looked
into her face and smiled
and thanked
her for playing with her
and left to work with another
child.
Ch1 had planned for two
children to get some extra
whole-part relationships.
work in
One
boy was a slow learner
was retarded and one was
because
he
memory tasks and copying functioning normally except where visual
were concerned. She had
decided to give
them aach a soecial book
to work on to try to draw
had got as far as.the circlespages.
shapes.
They
She
went
to
get
and two pencils and asked
their books
each child to come to her
finished what they were
when they had
doing.
One child
started.
This child could not remember came right away so she
what the book was about
so they went over each
page and traced all the
shapes
drawn with his finger
he had
and named them.
The second child came in
five minutes and did
remember that they were
working on circles
so they started. The retarded
child
was
not
as quick to realize
what the ideas were that
the teacher discussed but
he could draw
fairly easily even with
his stubby fingers.
The second child on
the other hand understood
everything expected and
to draw, but blinked
tried very hard
as if to try to get the
visual images to
clarify themselves and
squinted sometimes or looked
closely at
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the paper, none
of this helped
but she did it
she said when the
unconsciously.
one side and connected
Her circle started teacher asked,
all the dots, but
out
the other side
when she crossedround on
of the paper nothing
hand, her eyes,
over to
would cooperate
the

pencil or the
for her, her
time.
paper. It was
Vertical lines
the
were
same every
like circles,
easy
during the second but horizontal lines were
with her and
awful,
The teacher was
asked her to start half.
instead of continuing
patient
at the top for
from the same
the other
first child
line.
was gazing up
This was easier. side
at
what the second
nothing so the
The
child should do
teacher explained
and
she
the teacher had
worked well alone
finished with
till
the first child.
During this session,
the teacher continued
direction of
sounds louder
to glance
than usual or
continued to
quick movements. in the
speak to various
encourage others.
children and smile
She
at others and
All
this was Possible
Positioned herself
because she
so as to be
and because
had
she had already able to see all
materials dependently
taught the children the classroom
and to take responsibility
how to use
and others' education.
for their own
INTEGRATION EXERCISES:

Therapeutic Programs

Activit Suggesti
0 n5
1. Ask
each teacher to audiotape
several discussions
children who
with
are painting and
then
choose
the class after
one to present
he has written
to
it
out.
2. Ask
each teacher to
present the therapeutic
programs he needs
or is already
carrying out.
3. Review the
stages of emotional
reactions to trauma
personal reactions
and discuss
to specific kind
of handicaps.
S

Questions

1. How do you
chart progress
with programs?
you'have a wa.Is it effective?
to measure real
Do
progress or is
it subjective?
2. How do you
react to the teacher
in the Painting
sound realistic?
story? Does it
Would you like
to try this way?
3. Are you familiar
with the s :ages
of drawing? Which
difficult for
stages are
you to enjoy why?
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He

CHILDREN

ne','-"_

Inside each of us is
a child.

.,, b_,

How

e have been treated
has

developed this child
into an adult.
we want to find,
What our child has
what
lacked,
our child has received
Many
times teachers
we want to share.
are teachers because
understood some aspect
as. children they
of being a child so
share it with other
well
that they want to
children
if the something is
we want to give the
a hurt,
child we teach what
then
doing this, the
our child never had.
child in us learns
By
there.
to heal the hurt
This
is the gift that children
that
is
vulnerable and impulsive
are to us.
They are so
that
we
allow ourselves to
and impulsive
be v-lnerable
in a way we never
could have
handicapped child
been before.
even more so heals
The
old wounds for us.
the type
of handicap ,ie dislike
Usually
the
identify with.
one we most
Let's take an example. most is the
child in my class
Suppose
that
there is a
who is severely retarded,
control
and has very little
over his muscles in
his mouth.
that
He will drool
case.
For some reason I
in
don't know this drooling a lot
feel sick.
What should I do about
makes me
it?
and I can't.
T want to wipe his
I may be angry because
mouth
he doesn't do it.
feel sorry for him
because he can't do
I may
it.
and ignore him. What
1 may be scared of
is important is to
it
or notice
recognize these feelings
what I am doinc.
Once I am aware,
then I can change
we have to change
my
our behavior
our emotions catch
first
and
up with us.

behavicr.

Sometimes

then
change Ty behavior
But, you say, how
first; he will surely
can
the time to leave
know how I feel? This I
your feelings aside
is
concentrate only
on how the child feels for a little while
and
he is saying to you
inside.
inside.
He surely is telling Listen to what
Maybe he is telling
you something.
you,
"I love school and
you."
I want to play with
Maybe he is saying
he wants to learn
how to play like
the
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other children.
If we listen to these things while
we are with.
him and not our feelings and reactions
till later, we will soon
find .the feelings getting weaker as
the relationship grows.
But
the
two activities are absolutely essential:
recognizing
our
feelings as normal and putting them
aside temporarily to love the
child for who he is.
What will you discover about yourself
from this experience?
You
may
discover that you are repulsed
by
sloppiness,
helplessness, being physically unpleasant,
losing
control,
being
different, being laughed at,
being
stupid,
being
unwanted,
looking silly or a lot of other things
Now what
is the gift you will discover in loving unique to you.
this repulsion?
The gift of the sloppy person to
you is that you
learn
patience and acceptance of difficulty
while teaching him to be
consistant and organized.
First you must accept the need for
spontaneity.
The gift of the helpless child
to you is
that you earn
patience and acceptance helplessness
while you help him and help
him to become less dependent.
First you must accept and love the
need for dependence.
The gift of the physically unpleasant
child is
that you
learn patience and acceptance of imperfection
while
teaching him
how
to care for his appearance.
First you must accept the
sacredness of any body in whatever
unpleasantness it happens to
be.
How easy to love a pretty child who
is healthy.
How much
more love we show and service we
give to the child who needs us
to accept his body when it is sick,
dirty, soiled or wet
from
urine.
The gift of the child who loses control
is that you
learn
patience of helplessness and acceptance
while
teaching him how to
regain control.
First you must accept the need to
be controlled
by someone else.
The gift of being different is that
we learn patience and
acceptance of our cherished uniqueness
while
teaching the child
how to fit into a group.
First we must accept how we are
not
another and that others need not be
like us to be good.
The gift of the child who is laughed
at is that we
learn
patience and acceptance of sillyness
while teaching the child
that he has the inner strength to
stand up to others' uneasiness
expressed cruelly and that no matter
what others think about us,
we are basically good and made the
way we are for a special work
in this world.
It is our job to discover what that
special work
is and then do it to our fullest capacity.
First
we
must accept
that the price for upholding our inner
integrity
may
be
high
and
painful to pay, but that if we don't
pay it we will be miserable.
First we must accept ourselves as we
are!

The gift of the child
who is stupid is that
patience and acceptance
we learn
of inability while teaching
word really is meaningless
him that this
because we are all smart
special way,
in our own
as long as we work as
hard as we can to do
as we can.
as much
First we must accept
our own limitations
desire to develop our
and
our own
whcle potential as much
as ossible.
The gift of the child
who is uLn,.anted is
patience and acceptance
that
,.e learn
of the undesirable while
child he is wanted by
teaching
the
someone,
at the very least by
better by his own peers.
us,
but
even
First we must accept
want problems, but
that none of us
that problems are the
very and only reason
that we learn anything.
The
gift of the child who
looks silly
patience and acceptance
accepted forms of social of awkwardness while
behavior.
First we
vulnerability
in social
situations that
demanding.

is that we learn
teaching the child
must accept our own
are
strance
and
retan
en

We have tr apply our
own methods of education
of children to
ourselves.
We would not give a child a
toy because we think he
already knows how it
works. We give it to
new.
h-i to lear
We have to cee our inadequacies,
something
repulsions,
as
toys given to us to
awkardnesses
play with in order to.
them so that later
about
we can help someone else learn more
learn how
to
play
with them.

One day
for a four-year-old is exactly one week
for a
thirty-year-old.
a child? What does What
doesfor
:chat
it say
of how we
the mean
need in
approach
forterms
repetition?
For speed?
For scheduling? For example if someone told
you at the beginning
of the wee), and you were not reminded all
week. At the end of the
week, if your" friend got annoyed with
you because you had
forgotten, do you think you might be angry?
It is the same for a
child. So often we get angry because we
told the children at the
beginning
of
thethey
the day ofand
day forgetthat something
would
and when
different
theybe forget,
at the
end
we get
angry.
Imaine that someone has come in with
a computer and shown you
how to use it and one month later,
you sit down for the first
time
since then
and the person is
angry because you
don't
remember exactly what to do.
Wouldn't you tell him that it is
unreasonabl
te we eable to remembar something so new
after one
month? Yet when we teach something
one Monday and retur
next
Monday and expect the child to remember,
it
has
been
one
month
for him, one whole month
hAfter examples
without saying that repetition and patience like these, it goes
and constantly trying
to remember what it
feels
like for the child are vitally
essential.
We may think
that a lesson in math everyday is
sufficient so if we skip a day or two;
it won't matter, but we
are mistaken.
How unrealistic to hope that one lesson
mweek
from the child's point of view is sufficient.
If that is
true
then how realistic is it to expect that
after three days to us
but three weeks to the child, he will be
you left off!
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able to pick up

where

If

the time frame is such:

one lesson a day for us is
lesson a week to the child,
one
what kind of organization
We
do we need?
can't teach math six times
a day so the child experiences
as once a day!
it
No, what we need is to
recognize a new method
teaching:
of
activity-centered, child-centered
education.
learn
Children
best
when
they
are ready and so
often
a
child
instinctively
knows
what
he
wants to
play
with... why?
'knows' what he needs to learn
Because he
the

best.
Incidental learning is
the most common and the most
successful.
We don't
use a bank because we had
lessons in how to use one. learn how to
using it,
We learn by
by running into problems
having

new

and solving them there,
by
needs and trying to find
ways
to meet them.
One
of teachers when they

complaint
first begin to organize
activity centers and according
to
the
needs of the child is
a child

by

spends all his time in one
that
area.
What does that mean to
him?
It means that he wants
to spend an intensive week
area, and for just a part
in that

of the day.

One hour to us is seven to
a child.
Fifteen minutes is almost
two
hours.
say
How then can we
a child has a short attention
span
if
he can only attend for
fifteen minutes;
that is two hours almost
for him.
We all have
difficulry paying attention
for two straight hours
also.
We must keep the tempo
up,
allow no lags.
us is a quarter of an
Two minutes for
hour for the child!
We think we are
letting a little thing
just
go by when really we have
just wasted more
th.n half an hour, by
allowing five minutes
to go by.
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES:

Children

Activity Suggestions
1. Have each teacher write his personal reaction
to sloppiness,
physical
unpleasantness
(ugliness),
tantrums,
whining,
ridicule of someone else, stupidity, unwantedness,
silliness.
Then compare reactions and accept them as
real ones that may
or may not be good to act on.
2. Write reactions to the gifts section.
Share stories of gifts
received by those who were helpless because
either sick or
handicapped.
3. Write or share in discussion reactions
to the child's time
section. Have a chart to present or ask the
class to make one
comparing adult time to child time using
the ratios given
here.
Study Questions
1. Have you ever been criticized for being
any of the qualities
discussed such as sloppy? How did it make
you feel? What did
you do with the feelirg?
2. Have you ever been told by grandparents
or older people that
you are in too much of a hurry or that you
are so young when
you felt mature? How did you feel? How does
this relate to
child's time?
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PARENTS

•

D

T

I..

A
her

teacher who) works with children
only naturally identifies
children.
.Now,. what happens then
whilen she is
confronted
Wihaparent?
The
common tendency will be to
see
interests of the child from
only
the
the child s point of view.
This
is
nat~ural.
When we teach children
we have to
think
of ourselves
teaching the child in a context:
as
in his family,
in his village.
It w-.ould be useless to teach
a child how to use a bus if
there is
no
bus in
his
village
or anywhYere near
him.
It
would
make
much
more sense to teach him to
use -he donkey that is
available
and
first
then
later when his horizons can
be expanded to
teach
him
about
buses.
A parent iJs the same way.
There is no point
in
teaching
a child as if he lived alone
or as if his parents
vere
going to
act
!ikc you when he goes home.
We have to
reali-4ze that
we
are
serv;eina parents and children.
Parents
entrust
their
children
to
us in varying degrees of
willingness.
A
child's
first
!ovaltiv should
be to
his
p--e
ts
no
o u ,t
matter how much better
ah r .
N
with

we may think

we are, we are not better
than his p-arents.
We do not have as much influence
on our
children as their par ents do.
We
cannot
fool
thinking other.wise.
into
If
we
do then we drive a ourselves
wedge
between
parent and child and destroy the
family 'structure.
Since the
parent is the authority of the child,
we must primarily work I."ith
them... for the goo-d of the child.
There will be many frustrating
times,
but we have 4o remember
that
when we feel
frustrated
it
may
he
because
we
are
overidentifying with our children.
When
this
happens
w~e
actually
behave emotionally

their

parents.

happening,

vie

as if we are the children when vie
speak to.
cannot be objective.
When we feel this
have to separate ourselves from
the
We

chilidren
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and

identify with the parents. What do
they want for their children?
Is it so very different from what we
want? How do they feel? If
you cannot tell,
then why not ask them how they feel?
When
parents agree with us,
it is easy.
When they don't we have to
remain objective in order to come
up with a solution that helps
the child and the parent.
Let's look at two conversations.
Try to guess in which one
the teacher is overidentifying with
the child and in which one
she is keeping an objective concern
for both mother and child.
Situation;
A mother has brought her child to
school.
He has
received his nametag and gone to the
playground.
She
remains
to
ask the teacher about something that
is bothering her.
Conversation I:
M: May I ask you a question?
T: Please.
M: My child tells me everyday that he
has been playing with cars.
Is that true?
T: Yes, he does love to play with the
cars. He usually does play
in the housekeeping area where they
are
every day.
M: But how can he learn anything if
he is only playing with cars?
He should be learning the alphabet
and how to write numbers.
T:
He is not quite ready to do those activities
yet.
When he
plays in the housekeeping area, he is
learning how to let all the
things that happen to him at home and
in the neighbourhood
a part of him.
All children need this time to let things become
sink
in.
Some children need more time for it
than others.
Your
son
also is
learning how to make his own way with
other
children.
The kinds of arguments that happen in
this area are very good for
teaching more quiet children how to
stand up for what they want.
M: Are you saying that my son is weak?!
T:
No, I'm saying he needs time to be
more socially confident.
To feel he is important.
Once a child has confidence, he can
learn anything.
M: Are you saying that we don't love
T:
I'm only saying that all children him?
are different. This child,
your child, happens to be shy.
It does not matter to me why he
is.
What I am concerned about is that he
have the best chance to
learn as much as he can.
If we try to force him to learn things
he is afraid of, he won't learn them,
and he will learn to fear
them even more. This is a whole new
environment. There are many
children, many materials, a schedule
very different from what he
was used to before.
It takes time for all the children to
get
used to it.
Your son afte2 a short while will be
trying so many
things. Perhaps we could work out some
way for you to see how he
is
in preschool.
Maybe I could write a note home everyday
or
write out some way for you to see how
he is in preschool.
Maybe
I could write a note home everyday or
write an observation of hirr
while he is playing for you. Maybe
he and I could draw a picture
for you at the end of the week of all
that he
did.
Maybe yoa
would like to come and spend a day
with
him.
M:
I just want him to be happy and to
learn..
He is smart you
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know.
T:
I know he is.
M: Maybe
if you could draw the
picture then he would
begin to see
how to write his name
and
the letters.
T: Good idea! I'm sure
he'll pick it up quickly.
We'll do that.
Conversation II:
M: May I ask you a question?
T: About what?
M:
My
child tells me every

day that he has been
playing with
cars.
Is that true?
T: Why does it matter?
M: Because he should
be learning the alphabet.
T:
is happy doing what
to He
doi'
he is doing and he shouldn't
to do things too fast.
That
will only scare him and be pushed
afraid to come to school.
make him
You should just accept
that this
what he likes to do and
is
him alone?
M:
I am his mother and leave
I care for him.
If I leave him alone,
he
won't learn anything.
T: Children will learn
if we let them learn,
to learn, they won't
but if we force them
learn anything;
thev'I!1 just be afraid
and
resist.
M: But 1 want him to
learn his letters and
numbers.
T: He will but a little
later on, not right now.
M: When will he learn
them?
T: When I see that he.
is
ready.
M: I think he is ready
now. I'l start teaching
T:
Why can't you leave it
him at home.
to us to teach him.
one way and we another,
If you teach him
then you will only confuse
him and make
him more shy.
M: I am his mother and 1 can't hurt
him.
T: Then please be patient and you
see he wel
you hope for.
X:

I will wait and see.
Can you tell
which
is which?
The second one
productive than the first,
is
far less
In
both
you see the parent seeming
be defensive.
to
This is only natural
because she has had to
the care of her child
share
with
Mther have
you
and it is difficult.
22ierent
c-cer n
Teacher and
-h dif-
exeotations of how I-
to teach
goal:
education.
the same
The difficulty with the
teacher in the second
dialogue
is that she fails to
svmpathize with the
concern or
mother's
her feeling of losing
control of her
mother's repeated statement
child.
The
that she is the mother
clue
should be
that there is a power
a
struggle coing
as the prize.
We cannot let this happen. on here with the child
The child is the one
who then suffers.
We have also to be on
guard for the mothers
that
remind us of our inabilities,
because we
without
will suddenly
knowing it react to them
as if we are children
mothers and lose our
to our
objectivity.
We have to be careful
from getting defensive
to keep
and insisting that our
way is the best or
only way to teach.
Just as each child is
unique and should be
unique, each method is
We cannot insist eitherflexible enough to change for any child.
so as not to lose face.
The mother in
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the first 'tory was given a voice and not
only chose a method but
came up with a new idea that would get
both needs met, the
teacher's and the mother's.
The teacher accepted this way. The
second teacher would have refused it,
but the second teacher
never heard it because she was too busy
listening to what she
needed
in the name of the child and not listening
to what the
mother needed.
Remember that pdrents are people too,
like us.
They usually only get upset when they care
about their children
or have a need themselves. We must listen
to the need underneath
and so we will
resolve the issue in the best way for
all
concerned.
Now in the begin:iing of a relationship, the
main goal is to
establish trust.
How do you establish trust? What do you
look
for in someone else to be able to trust
them? They must be
honest, caring and knowledgeable,
sensitive and organized in
their relationship to you.
It is very easy to make promises, but
it takes a sincere, organized, caring person
to carry them out.
It is also important how they are carried
out... with sensitivity
and intelligence.

Practically now how can you prepare the parent to
trust you?
If they have an idea in advance of w;hat your philosophy
is,
they
will know what to expect.
If they understand or are excited by
the methods you use,
they will let go of their child easily into
your card.
Now what is an interesting way to do this?
The
experience of it is the most clear way.
You believe in activity
as a medium of learning,
so involve the parents in an activity.
Have them make a calendar in the Spring for the
following Autumn.
Have them choose colors of materials,
draw,
glue,
share,
cooperate,
just as you do with the children.
They will have to
follow directions, and by doing so learn first hand
how you treat
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those who make mistakes
or are slow to understand,
like participating.
They will learn the importance or don't feel
ahead,
of planning
of being *prepared
qualities sprang an experienceas you have been because from these
they enjoyed.
do it with their children
Perhaps they could
and
experience how you want
work with their children
them
at home.
If as in the opening story -Co
have them write in specific
you
tasks for each week,
about
they will learn
sequencing of skills.
If you have them act out
each other these skills
teachino
then you will show them
the value of
personal experience before
teaching an activity.
They will experience achievement
in the preparation,
unity
in
the group effor: and continuity
independently
filling the chart.
during
the time they are all
They will
learn how you want
them to work with their
child
by
actually doing it in a
and for a purpose they
fun way
thoroughly understand:
child for preschool.
preparing
their
will need to do is to You won't need to lecture them.
All
you
ask them how they found
the exercise in the
summer.
Promote grcup discussion
and summarize the main
on
the blackboard for them.
Now what about the parent points
handicapped child? Do
of a
they need to be approached
initially;
different;? Not
if you anticipate that
there may be special concerns
you will be ready to
them,
them feel exactly as handle
but initially you want
any of the other
t make
meet the needs
of their child whatever parents feel: that you
will
the
needs
the child cannot walk
are.
and needs special transportation, if because
is to help them to learn
your job
how to use the resources
them.
available
First of course you need
to
to be familiar with the
resources
available to parents
various
of
handicapped,
referrals,
from medical
to
the
local
carpenter who will
make
special
equIpment ,
s.
One other special
area
will
be
answering
people
questions
will
have.
t1at
you
know
some
queszions/fearsrepulsions Do
of
those
youself? Good if
not be
didn't you would
sensitive to
the normal feelings you
we all have
about
ourselves and our weaknesses.
1) Will my child become
retarded if she is e:x:posed
child all
to a retarded
day?
2) Will my child develop
seizures or oaralvsis
if they are close
to children who have them?
3) Will my child be held
back by having handicapped the
him?
children with
4) Will my child begin
to behave in strange ways
from being with
children who have handicaps?
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1) To answer the first question, no.
If the environment is varied
and meets the needs of all the
children, then the exact
opposite happens, the retarded child
follows the example of
the other children.
2) To question two, no.
Seizures are nct contagious.
They are
riot a disease.
They are the result of a disease or
a high
fever or brain damage.
3) To question three, no.
The environment in an activity 
centered classroom is tailored to
meet the needs of all the
children.
It is not like other forms of education
in which
all the children are expected to learn
the same things at the
same time.
In this latter form of education,
what usually
happens is not that the normal child
is held back, but that
the handicapped child is held back
because he is ignored and
not taught since he cannot keep up
with the others.
4) To question four, no.
The opposite effect will happen;
children want to adapt to the social
ways of other children
the same age and or in the same group.
Since
normal
the handicapped child will try to be the majority are
like
them since
they determine the social customs.
What should be addressed inside us
is the repulsion that is
normal for people to feel.
It is this feeling that causes these
questions to be asked.
It is good for parents to express
concerns if they have them so they
can see that we accept them as
normal.
They will feel our acceptance if we
truly do accept the
weaknesses, the handicaps that we
have.
If
we
don't accept our
own,
then we,
like these parents, will also feel
repulsed and
helpless to do anything about it.
The usual reactions to the
uneasiness are:
running from it,
for example by removing the
child from school,
denying it, for example by saying there
is no
handicap, making fun of it, pitying
the person, overprotecting
the person, hiding the handicap or
the feelings about it. All of
these are normal ways to react.
What you and all of us learned
is that once you know the person
handicap does not look so bad any more;behind the handicap, the
usually we don't even see
it.
Hopefully that is what we will teach
the children by having
them grow and play with other children
who have handicaps.
They
too will learn about the child behind
the handicap.
It is very important not to tell
the parents that they
should not
feel as they do.
If you want them to accept their
child as he is then you have to accept
his own handicaps, his feelings: anger, the parent as he is with
fear, repulsion, guilt or
shame.
Acceptance
is the thing that spreads quickly.
All
it
takes is one person to start the process
of acceptance and soon
everyone is accepting.
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Activitv Suggestions
1. Choose
two people from classes to
act out the two situations
of the parent interview-give
them
just the conversation, not
the whole section.
Discuss reactions to the acting.
professional
Discuss
behavior.
List
attributes of
professional
behavior.
2. Ask each teacher to audiotape
a conversation with a parent
write it up.
and
Discuss the teacher responses.
Discuss
the
feelings of the parent.
3. Read the section and answer
the questions in the text.
4. Suggest those teachers
who are not parents get some
experience
in a parenting situation
in order to understand both
sides.
5. Answer the last 4 questions
of the section before reading
it.
Research the answers and prove
them true or false.
$tudv Questions
1. How do you exoerience

being a parent as being different
from
being a teacher?
2. Privately list
some of the difficulties
you had with- your
parents.
Now list difficulties you
have
with parents at
school.
Compare the two lists. Are
they too similar?
3. Have
you made a home visit to
each of your children so
have
a good feeling for the home
you
from? This will greatly influence environment each is coming
their behavior in school.
4. Do you tend usually to
identify with parents or
children?
5. Have
you
taken the time to talk with
or read about typical
emotional struggles that parents
of handicapped children have.
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CHARTS FOR PLANNING
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PLANNING CHART No. 1

When you first start with

your class, you want to
everything will go.
know where
You plan this so that
you will fulfill your
goals
for the children.
Everything will have
You
will
a special
decide that special
place.
place most easily if
model
you
to work with.
have
a
This chart is an examole
of one classroom
In order to make a chart
like this of your room,
measure
you must
every angle and straight
first
line in the room,
the doors,
the windows,
how far the outlet is
from this corner,
window is etc. ther.
how far
the
draw the room deciding
on a scale.
paper to make it easier.
Use
graph
This chart was done
on graph paper and
copied.
One square could be
25 cm for instance.
window that is lm and
If you have a
30 cm count it as 5
squares.
to do the same for furniture.
Then you need
You only need to measure
looking
from
above the furniture.
the size
For instance if you
bookoase, just . easure
have
a
the width

and length not the height.
you want to remember that
If
this bookcase is high
can write high or low
and this low you
on it.
Next is to draw all the
If you can use colored
furniture.
it is easier to work with
or color the pieces in paper for this.
with crayon before you
cut them out. r<ake
all the same things,
chairs, bookcases, the
same
them out.
color. N>ow cut
Paste the floor chart
on a piece of cardboard,
can use it over and over.
so you
Play with different arrangements
furniture with your
of
model,
when you find something
good then use pins to
that
looks
keep them in place so
you can bring it
the room and change the
to
furniture.
Sometimes
not
the paper chart is
like the feel of the furniture
once you have moved it,
then you can change
but
the furniture to get the
(Remember to mark cn your
feel you want.
chart how the doors open
put any furniture there.
so you won't
Also remember to leave
room
for the
chairs to be pulled out.'

a Ji10
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ROOM ARRANGEMENT CHART
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PLANNING CHART No. 2
Lesson Plan chart was
developed over the course
and
felt
of two
to
be
the
most
appropriate

This

years
objectives and planning
for
space
and
schedule.
You can make your own
plan
to
be as unique
s your program.
ifyou do some things to keep
in
mind are:

p

r

I

y

- You need the name of
the goal is your most your lesson and/or the subject
important part of the
plan, so give it an
important place on the
paper
- You need a lot of room
for your procedure;
include things such
as how you want the children
to sit,
how they will take turns,
whether or not you will
demonstrate, introduce,
invite,
repeat, etc.
act,
It could look like this:
Greeting
Children sit in a circle
on the floor
Ask
children what the material
is in front
of them:
describe it
Each child take one piece
and look at it
Ask all
the children with same
kind to put it in the
center
Ask children are they
the same:
if yes take them back,
if no ask which is different
and
repeat (children free
to come and go at this
point, not in between)
- There should also
be a place
a child who would especially for reminders, such as the name of
benefit from this activity
preparation of a material
or the
that cannot be done ahead
that noting a certain
of time or
behavior is important.
The activity
described above could
be
materials,lego, shapes,
dcne with science
blocks or anything handy.
as a planned activity,
it is designed
that is any child can
to play in this activity.
come or go in order
This form would be used
activities,
for planned
lab activities, meeting
themes singing or P.E.
gives you an overall
picture of the day and
It
the week.
Times for
activities can also be
added.
individual
charts for activities
can be used in addition
or instead of this lesson
to
plan.
All of these are designed
help you be organized
co
and in control of the
assistance you give
the children.
Good planning and organization
are essential for
the children to learn
effectively.
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LESSON PLAN FORM
Planning Chart #2

Goal

LSubject

Materials

Procedure
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Reminders

PLANNING 'CHART No. 3
The Lab Activity Record is
used in addition to a Lesson
in
Plan
order to remember groups of
children what material
you
want
for
each
group and what skills the
child
succeeded
in.
This
allows
you
to
use
it to set up and spend
children
to
assigned
their
areas quickly.
It is designed for four groops
on
one
page
and allows for varied size
groups.
If
one
group
i.as
four
and another has eight and
another ten and another two
all can fit
on this chart.
If your pre-reading groups
are totally different,
then this chart can be used
for them also.
There is a place fcr the name
of each group,
the date,
subject, and the week number
the
knowing the week number is
sometimes
easier than just the date in
order to plan future lessons.
Below
are examples of two different
groupings of
the
class.
same
One
on one side of the chart and
the other on the other
side.
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ERIAL:

ROUP:

IA

GRRU.AL:

There is also a space below
each child's
in each
in which you can write information to be name
checked off square
For
instance:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R Y BL GR 0 PR PK BLK W
'In this way as you go from
table to table, you can quickly
off the skill achieved.
check
(Writing
this information in each box)
of course must be done b~fore
the Lab because you will not
have
time to do it during the Lab.
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PLANNING CHART NO. 3
WEEK NO.
-

LAB

ACTIVITY RECORD
-'JECT:

MgTEF >AL:

ZECHE R':

GRC. FP:

MA~TER:IAL;

CHILE:

CHILD:
---------

.---------

--

- - - - - - --



- 

-

-

------

--------

-

CHILD:

--

-

-

-

- - - -  -  -

CHILD:

~~~~~---------- -- -  -------- --MATERIAL:

C" . ,

GROUP:

- - - -MATERIAL:
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-  - GROUP:

PLANNING CHART No. 4
The

Planned Activity

as has been explained is an
lesson
open-ended
in which any child who
is interested and therefore
can
play.
ready
This chart is designed
as a planning tool,
taking
a
tool
note
and
an
evaluation
tool
for
the
evaluation
teacher.
is
The
done
after the activity
and
part
Attending: Observations/Performance
2:
Children
the activity.
as you teach.

is done during or right
after
This is one you can keep
in a clipboard near you

It has separate places
Duck, Goose, and the subject,for the title of the activity, Duck,
here either music or P.E.
epending
on your emphasis.
Part
2 has a row of numbers.
As the children come
directly after you finish,
list the names of the childrenup or
played in one column.
who
In the second opposite
each child's name
write any important notes
about
social attitude or performance behavior, language, body posture,
of the task.
Here are examples of
possible notes:
left-handed, but switched
to right to cut
participazed wivh concentration
but said nothing
uncoordinated cutting
knows red and blue only
came three times to look
finished prcject and took and left
it to children
slight
delay in following directics: to show them
hearing problem?,
attention?
balance on chair poor, get
used complicated sent ices footrest
to describe what he
did,
asked
many questions, good sequence
This chart can be used
in addition to or instead
of overall
Lesson Plan chart No. !.
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PLANNING CHART No. 4 PART 1

•

LITTLE PLOT OF EARTH, EMMAUS
Planned Activity During Free Choice
Teacher's Name:

Date

Title:
Goals:

Subject:
1)
2)
3)

Materials Needed:

Procedure:

Evaluation:

1)

4)

2)

5)

3)

6)

PLANNING CHART No.4 PART
2

Children Attending:

Observaticns/

1)

1)

2)

2)

3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)

9)
10)
Ii)
12)
13)

14)
15)

3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)

9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

14)
15)
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Performance:

6

PLANNING CHART No.5
Planning a visit outside of school
can be one of the
best
learning tools available to you. A visit
to the local carpenter,
store, field, animal yard, clinic
village can give you many ideas that or just a walk through the
can be followed through in
class.
It can also give real practice to
skills learned in
class.
It
is one of the best ways to encourage
conversation,
requires cooperation as a group, and
sharpens observation skills.
Think how much more exciting colors
are if you have learned the
names in school and now go outside to
identify them:
"who sees
something blue?" "What color is that
tree?" and more:
"Who sees
something square?" How many birds are
sitting there?" "What is
that goat eating?" "Why?" "What will
happen to it after he eats
it?"
Going to the store gives you the same
opportunity plus a
chance to count so many things:
"How many cans of this kind are
there on the shelf?" You can discuss
with the shopkeeper and
carpenter what their jobs are like and
how they do them. Perhaps
the
children will get a chance to touch
things, see things and
hear things that will heighten their
awareness in general.
Try going to a field closing your
eyes and asking the
children what they hear. Keep a list
as they tell you so you can
review it in the meeting and draw pictures
later.
Try going to a field and giving each
child a square piece of
ground.
Mark it with stones and make a line
in the soil with a
stick.
Ask each child to draw all the things
he sees there. Go
around and write what each child says
about his little plot.
Teaching P.E. at school may be difficult,
but outside it is
a different experience because many
things come alive in a
different way.
If you want the children
instance with fast and slow and different to learn directions for
kinds of walks, you can
take them under a tree,
around a rock, over a stick, through
a
bush, doing some of it fast and some
slowly, some walking, some
walking on tiptoes,
some running,
some frontwards,
some
backwards.
The possibilities are many.
Now what about those special children?
The one who can't
see,
the one who can't hear, the one who
walks
at all,
the one who cannot stay still? One way so slowly or not
of walking is ':
use a rope that all the children can
hold.
The rope needs to be
strong
and it must have knots or tape or something
on it to show
the children exactly where you want
them to hold.
This way all
move as one body.
The blind child knows where to go.
The deaf
child sees what the directions are especially
if
you
are
in the
front, where you should be, and being
very dramatic. The special
children are better off at first near
you.
The overactive child
can hold the rope and you hold her hand
and the rope together so
she feels
extra control.
Keep up the pace of interest, not
necessarily the speed.
Remember the slow walker.
He should be
near the front to set the pace.
The expression "The chain is
only as
strong as its weakest link," is here
very appropriate.
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There
is nothing more frustrating
than struggling to keep
being left belhind. Most
up or
of the time the children
why they are going the
won't
even
know
pace
If they complain, just
encourage them to go slowly they are.
so they can learn and
The
slow-learner or retarded
notice more.
child is better off near
can ask them one extra
you so you
question for every one
to -the group.
The child who cannot walk,
may be put in a stroller
pushing him.
with you
Suppose you have a child
with seizures, who has
in public?
one
What do you do?
First of all be concerned
child and not for the
for the
way other people may react
lose
or that you may
time
from your plan for the
walk.
This
event
lesson too,
will
be
a more important one than
a
any
other.
caring
Through
for this child, all the
your
children will know what
them
feel for
and their weaknesses.
They
will know that if
helpless too, you will
they
feel
care for them with just
as much love as
for this child.
Stop the group and ask
for their help and
understanding in staing
still
;;hile you wait for the
pass.
seizure
Once over resume your
walk with the same cheerfulness to
in
which you began it.
If you can get parents
to help you
will help you.
Put one parent at the by coming with you, this
end and space :he others
along the line.
Everyone should hold the
rope.
will learn about this new
Your parents
way of teaching more by
experiencing it
with you in this walk than
through any lecture.
If you are travelling with
public transportation,
also places on the form
there are
for the prices of this
and anything else
you may have the chance
to see.
The
your goals.
You should not go on a important thing is to know
field trip to escape
boredom cf school.
the
If your school is boring
when ycu left,
will
be boring when you return.
it
Decide where the problems
and
fix them so that when you
are
return to the rearranged
schedule that everyone
class or
is fresh and ready to begin
experience.
a
new
learning
Often we feel the need
for something long before
understand why.
we
Don't ignore the feeling
start looking
for why you are dissatisfied.
around
Sometimes it could be simply
change of season, and that
the
is a good reason to reorganize.
The world around you is
changing:
why should your class stay
the
same?
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PLANNING CHART No. 5

Destination:

Out-Of-School Visit:

Travel time:

Means of travel:

Cost of travel:
Other costs:
Chaperones:

(names)

How many children:
What children need to bring:
Overall Goals:

Cognitive:

Social:

Motor:

Language:

Self-help:

Plans for preparation:

Follow-up:

Comments:
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PLANNING CHART No. 6
Now that you are acquainted
with charts, this one needs
less
Again as always the goals
are the most
and so they are first in
important
the order of the plan.
includes
This chart also
a section for taking notes
during the visit or
them directly
writing

explanation.

after.
There
is no section
for your opinion
because
your opinion should not be
included.
What you need to
concentrate on is the parent
and hisneeds, not what you
think his
needs are.
if
you need to make a referral
to a doctor or a specialist,
the place to write it is
under special considerations.
There is a long section for
materials.
If you are fortunate
enough to have a toy
lending library or want
to leave an
occasional
toy with someone to practice
or if you make something
with the parent to use during
the week, there is a place
this:
materials left.
to write
Often while you are working
with a child,
you may think of something
that you would like to use;
there is a
place for this: materials
desired.
This form is for a teaching
Other forms may be
more apprepria a for information home visit.
gathering and these are found
in
other sections.
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PLANNING CHART No. 7 TEACHING HOME
VISIT PLAN
NAME

.OF CHILD

DATE

No. OF VISIT

AGE
YR

TIME

__________

GOALS OF VISIT:
1.
2.
3.

PERSONS PRESENT:
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION:

MATERIALS BROUGHT:

MATERIALS LEFT:

MATERIALS DESIRED:

OBSERVATIONS RESULTS:

ISSUES FOR SPECIAL CONSIDERATION:
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CHARTS FOR RECORDING AND
OBSERVING

ar
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RECORDING AND OBSERVING CHART
No. 1
This chart is designed to
give you immediate information
about the kind of observation
that you are doing and the
of it. Under "I observed"
results
only one line should be fi).
.ed in even
though several may apply.
This is your goal.
You may be
watching John is the art
area painting during a planned
with another teacher and
activity
also watch him clean up.
categories are covered. Which
All the
one are you observing? Do
to learn something about
you want
John? Do you want to learn
if the new
paint recipe is smooth enough
and not too watery?
Do you want to
see if the other teacher
interacts well with children?
want to see why the art area
Do you
is
you want to see how effective so popular with the children? Do
the planned activity is
class? Do you want to see
how art clean up goes because in your
usually something left
there is
undone?
Do you want to see how
the
children are painting, at
which level in general?
Once you know why you are
there, you will be better
able to
collect the information you
need to answer your question.
The sections at the end are
for following up the next time.
RECORDING AND OBSERVING CHART
No. 2

ijjR5 you SEEIvc, oivx /

Pmr

This is the actual
about what you have seen running record from which you will learn
and experienced.
Make sure the only
place you put your opinions
are on the other form, chart
no. 1.
Here is the' place to write
down exactly what you see.
following are examples of
The
observations.
The first is objective
and the second is opinionated.
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John lo6ked at the paintbrush
as it circled blue on
paper.
Still looking at the blue
his
cir
lcs,
he lowered the brush
to the pots,
slanting to the left instead
of straight down where
the
blue pot was.
The brush hit the edge
looked down. He started
of the pot
and he
to put the tip in the
red pot continuing
the motion to the left
and stopped suddenly,
blue to the red.
looking from the
He put the brush in the
blue
covered
pot.
The paint
the metal part of the
brush as John pushed the
the bottom of the pot
brush to
and swirled it around.
He looked up at the
painting, then lifted
the brush dripping with
paint to the
at which he was looking.
spot
He bent his head lower
brush
and lifted the
up and off the paper
as a drip fell and slid
paper.
down
Quickly he put the brush
into the red pot and watched the
he wiped the brush part
as
on the edge of the pot.
and watched it for a few
He held it up
seconds. A drip was forming
fall
from the metal part.
but did not
He looked at the picture
brush
and put the
at the
spot where he had begun
and continued to pzint
circles.
Insight:
The paint jars are too
full of paint and the
are too close together.
pots
If
the
pots
were cnly full
cover the brush and not
enough
to
the metal
less drips would occur
because
it is difficult to wipe part,
off paint
There would also
be less mixing of paints from the metal part.
if the pots were
farther apart because
since children are mostly
interested in the
picture
they often
forget to look at exactly
should go and miss the
where
pot.
If the pots were farther the brush
the child missed the
apart
and
pot,
he would only hit the
tray with his
brush.
John did not pay attention
to the directions for
paintbrush and spilled
wiping his
paint.
He
look
at where he put his paintbrush also was too absentminded to
and put it in the wrong
pot
and mixed up the colors.
Insight:
the paints are available
and useable, but the
children are too young
to understand the right
way to use them.
What was
being observed?
A material:
observation seems more
paints.
Which
caring of children and
concerned for
learning?
Which
true
observation
shows
a knowledge of
development? Which
child
observation shcws a
self-centered teacher
being pushed over her
limits of endurance?
Which teacher would
you like to have as yours?
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RECORDING AND OBSERVING CHART No. 1
Teacher's Name:

Date:

I observed:

a child
an activity

interaction of children
a routine

an area

a

teacher

a method
a
Form

of

material

observation:

anecdotal

(please attach)

chart
checklist
Amount of time observed
Reactions/Opinions:

Insight:

Follow -u2:
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RECORDING AND OBSERVING
CHART No. 2
RUNNING OBSERVATION
Teacher's Name:
Time finished:

Date:
Place from which observation
was taken:

Time started:
Total:

Notes:
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RECORDING ANG OBSERVING CHART No.3

C(en,

Every once in awhile it is a good
idea to find out how
you
spend your time and how the children
spend theirs.
This
chart
and
the one following are designed for
that purpose.
It is too
often the case that we spend more
time with the children we
feel
most comfortable with.
Of course all of us feel more comfortable
with some children than with others.
What we have to discipline
ourselves
to
do is to spend time with all the
children
and to
realise
that the children who make us uncomfortable
are the ones
who will teach us how to be better
teachers and better people.
The
left
side of the chart is to record your
interaction
with
the children.
The right half is to record the
children's
interactions with each other.
First you must write out the names
of all the children twice,
once
under each "class list" column.
Then
either during free choice or after
school draw a line
from
your name to any child, in the middle
column, with whom you spent
some time that was meaningful.
Write the reason on the line
as
well.
As for the children, do the same
for them.. You can do the
chart for you or the children or both,
depending on what you want
to observe.
You can do the chart every day for
a week, the same
day
every week or whatever you find useful.
You could
observe
many kinds of patterns:
spending more time with girls (or
with boys)
spending more time with the children
who are easy to teach
spending more time with the quiet
(or active) children
spending more time with problems and
fights
spending more time with handicapped
children
spending more
time with children at the beginning
of
the
week than the end (or vice versa)
missing several children all tog-cher
consistantly
You
must
therefore fill the chart out so as
to
get
meaningful
information from it.
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RECORDING AND OBSERVING
CHART No. 3
Week

Q

Date
PERSONA

INTERACTION RECORD
Class List

(Teacher's name)
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Class List

RECORDING AND OBSERVING CHART No. 4
This chart is designed to help you
find out not with whom
you spend your time, but where.
Notice you are listed with the
children.
It is just as important for you to know
where you are
Ls
it is for you to know where they are.
As with the Personal
Interaction Chart, you may find an imbalance.
You may find you
never go into the art area.
Then you can ask yourself why.
You might find the children following
your example or doing the
opposite.
This chart should be filled in every
day of the week.
At the end of the week, you should
review it to determine
whether or not you need to balance out
any experience for a child
or for yourself.
You may discover no one goes into a
certain
area and then be able to ask yourself
why not.
After
you
decide
what to do the following week you can
write the name of the area
or a note in the collumn on the right.
The week following you
can review and see if you met your goals.
You must prepare this chart before the
day starts. List the
children's names and yours down the
left hand side and list the
names of the
areas across the top.
If you have goals
for
children from the previous week note
them also.
For
instance
if
you decide that one child needs to do
more
art,
you
can
circle
his art box.
If you decided that a certain needs
attention
circle the area name or write it in red.
At the end of the day or
during
free choice, check off the areas in
which you find the
children.
If you do this once an hour to start,
it may be
easier.
If this seems too difficult. You can
start
to get used
to free choice by assigning areas to
start with.
You
could use
one chart per day and circle the areas
you want children to play
in. You could then ease them into the
free choice situation. If
you gave each child two areas a day
and
area, you could have a time when every half an hour in each
had to switch
and so
initially control movement and ensure
concentration.
Later
as
the children become more self-disciplined,
you can let them
choose their own areas and relax yourself
because you will feel
more comfortable letting them do this.
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WEEK NO.

Recording and Observing Chart No.4
,,"
WEE NO.

z/

;

/IN

RECORD OF PLAY

FREE CHOICE*

PERSONS NAME

AREAS OF FUTURE CONCENTRATION

I I

8)

,0)
12)

I

14)

I

11.1I

17)

19)

20)

22)I

III

24)

I

I

25)
26)

27)

/ .

I

I

_____

RECORDING AND OBSERVING CHART No.5
Occassionally you will want to remember
interesting features
of children's conversations.
You may want to develop your own
ability to help children talk more
meaningfully, talk more to
each other, answer questions or ask
questions.
One good place
to do this is during snack.
Everyone is sitting down and
relaxed.
The conversation 3hould also be relaxed
and you should
also enjoy it.
Afterwards, or if, you can manage,
during, write
down the unique element of the conversation.
It
might
be the
child's unique insight into something:"Why
does the light on the
wall get brighter in the squares?
"(the child has notice
the
light shining through the window,
but does not yet know the cause
for the brightness or the patterns;
his observation skills are
very good).
You could record the topic: Mother's
being pregnant.
You could record his silence or
his unwillingness to speak to
children, prefering just the teacher.
This chart is designed to
cover one week but again, you can
tailor it to your own needs.
If there
arR certain children who need more
attention with
language, then write their names
in ahead of time so you know
that you will remember to take them
to your table.
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zek No..

RECORDING AND OBSERVING CHART No. 5
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CHARTS FOR EVALUATION
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EVALUATION CHART No.
1
This chart is
designed to record
the
progress of
activities,
special
especially physical or
occupational
behavior changes,
therapy, social
language therapy or
inconsistant),
(if it
it is designed to be used attendance
is
by the teacher with the
child.
The child actually
charts under the guidance
teacher.
The preparation of the
of the
chart is very important.
should
include pictures in each
It
square to represent the
work that will be done,
kind
of
the name of the child
skill.
and the name of the
The
chart can include four
diffe-ent children each
one skill or from one
with
to four skills for one
pract.-'ce is finished
child.
After
the
have the child cross out
the square for that
day
(,-r put a sticker on
it
if
they are
available).
chart near the place
Hang the
where the work is done.
to be
The chart helps you
consistant in your therapy
and motivates the child
well.
When a sheet is filled
to do
the
child can take his part
home to show his parents
of it
so they too know how
the progress of the
child is.
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EVALUATION CHART NO. 1

•,WEEK NO.

TEACHER/CHILD

SKILL PROGRESS
RECORD

TEACHER:

NAME:

SKILL:

SK'LL:

N'ME:
---------------

S

I LL:

NA MlE:

SKILL:
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EVALUATION CHART No. 2
There is nothing new about
this chart.
The child's name is
put
in
the
collumn on the left and
the
skills
listed on
This
top.
chart can be used in a planned
activity
to
prevent
loss
time.
of
if for

instance you want
in terms of identifying colors, to see where the whole class is
you can write all the names
the colors across the top
of
and when the child answers,
check
the correct box.
off
If you present the colors
you wrote them,
it is doubly quick and easy. in the same crder as
You can also
this
use
chart to gather information
from the Lab Activity Record.
The major goal of the chart
is to informally test children
order to give them the most
in
effective group placement
fpr
the
best teaching.
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EVALUATION CHART NO. 2
SKILLS ATTAINMENT RECORD

QS NAME

-

-

-

--

-

-

-_______________

___________________________________

- _"-- - - 

______
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EVALUATION CH-ART No. 3
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The purpose of this chart is the
gathering of information
from the Home Visit Chart and.
then making a decision as to
whether or not the current plan
needs change or should remain the
same.
Each
different
goal is
recorded
under
"Individual
Educational Plan".
The child or the parent iq written
under
"Intended for".
Yes or no is written under "attempted"
with
a
possible explaining word if
it was not attempted.
Under
"Outcome" write what the result
was as
exactly as possible.
Words like "successful" may or may
not be helpful here.
Under "Referals" list all the referals
that were made.
Under "Recommendations" list all
future activities you would like
to do.
Under
"Family Response" briefly and
give your opinion of how the family as objectively as possible
cooperated with you in
home visit process:
did they follow through on programs the
and
referals and watch you as you demonstrated
or answer questions or
give offers of help?
Write only what will help you give
better service to them and to
their child.
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EVALUATION CHART NO. 3
HOME VISIT PROGRESS REPORT
Name.
ToWa]

no. visits_

T-eaching

Age:

yr

s nn,
i

O.

in

"ur

s
"In
s

_

_

_

_

screening
_

_

_

_

PROGRAM GOAL:
MAJOR OEJECT:VES:

1)

2)
3)
Individual Ed.caional Plan

intended for"

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
12)
13)

14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

19)
20)

REFERRALS:
RECOMMENDATIONS:
FAMILY RESPONSE:
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EVALUATION CHART No. 4
The

Child's Evaluation is intended

to summarize what skills
the
child has and at the same time be
a
formal test of skills.
It does not compare the child's
performance with anyone else's or

a developmental standard.
It can be used to compare the
child to
his
own progress or to get a general
idea of the level of
most
children in
your school or village.
It is designed
to
be
checklist
a
that will not take much time
to write out.
The paper
can
be used during the actural testing.
It is best to
have
a
quiet room in which to

do -the test so the child is as relaxed
as
possible, but if that is not
possible, it can be done as
planned activity during free choice,
a
or before school starts or
just after school finishes.
The use of the test is simple:
put a mark on what the child
knows.
In this way the accent is on achievement.
The first
sections in cognitive skills use
abreviations in the sections on
colors
in crder to save space.
In this section begin with the
most difficult skill,
identification (what
is this?")
and then if the child cannot complete
all the answers go back to
recognizing (Where is
?).
Finally if the child still
cannot recognize all the answers,
go to matching and ask him to
put the two the same together.
Of course if from watching the
child or from beginning and doing
three or four, you really feel
that you have exceeded the child's
ability, then go down to a
lower skill expectation.
The

rest of the form is easier understood
by looking at
example.

an

When using this during a parent
conference remember to
stress the things the child does
and that a child is not expected
to do all the things on the test
and that many things are not
included on the test.
Record your comments and parents'
comments as soon as
possible and write a recommendation
for the future while you
still have the conference fresh
in your mind.
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Evaluation Cha-t No. r
CHILD'S EVALUATION'
Name:

Datei

COSNITIVE SKILLS:
MATCHES

RECOGNIZES

COLORS

o pr pk r y blg blk br w

o pr pk r y b g bik br w o pk pr r blk br w g br

NUMBERS

1 23456789lO

2234 67

IDENTIFIES

9

l 23457689 l9

SHAPES
BODY PARTS

eyes, nose, mouth, ears
hair, neck, arms, legs,
crest, belly, back

eYes, nose, mouth, ears,
hair, neck, arms, legs,
chest, Delly, back

eyes, nose, mouth, ears,
hair, neck, arms, chest,
belly, back, legs

puts together a 5-piece unattached puzzle, 9-piece
jigsaw
builds: tower, bridoe, 2r:ckoork, creativelyi example-sequences
ac:ordino to si:e with 0 1 2 3 self-c:rrected mistaxes
draws: straight or circular scr:bbles, circle, sun,
cross, grid,
person
parts, ciagnol.
SELF-HELPSKILLS:
GOES TO TOILET with help, alone
outtons z:ps; starts, pulls
washes hands correctly, with heic
jacket: takes off, puts on, hangs up: assisted, unassisted
shoes: takes oif, puts or, ties cross, oows, finishes
MOTOR SKILLS:
cuts with scisscrs; fringe, line, circle
hola pencil correctly
hops, jumps, skips: one, two legs
claps to rhythm
clisbs up, down stairs, one, two ieet to stair
runs, juaps down on toes

SOCIAL SKILLS

CNVERSTION SKILLS:
speaks insentences
asks questions
asks for what he needs
expresses emotions
answers questions
answers questions from group subject discussed
retells a story tries, well
tells own story
retells what has happened to him

follow directionsi Ist 2nd 3rd tiae
continues a conversation
plays cooperatively next to, simultaneoucly, with
same toys insame activity with others
shows leadership skills
understands concept of lining up, teaa effort, taking
turns
uses polite words with, without help
PREFERRED AREAS OF PLAY:
AREAS TO BE DVELQPD AT PRESENT
TEACHER COKENTSi
PARENTS' COMENTSi
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EVALUATION CHART No. 5
This evaluation of a teacher can be done
by the teacher
herself and if possible by another teacher
in the same class.
The comparison is very interesting.
It can also be done just by
the teacher herself if she works alone.
If someone else is
available to do it, make sure that you still
do it yourself. You
will
feel much more in control of your own situation
and will be
much more accepting of criticism as a result.
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Evaluation Chart No. 5'

TEACHER

PERFORMANCE

APPEARANCE:
USE OF PHYSICAL POSTURING:
TONE OF VOICE:
USE OF MATERIALS IN SPACE:
USE OF MATERIALS IN RELATION
TO GOALS:
ASSIMILATION OF !NSTRUCTION:
DEMONSTRATION OF ASSESSMENT
ABILITY (IN IMPLE:IENTING,
REASSESSING
GOALS DURING THE VISIT ACCORDING
TO THE EXPERIENCED SITUATION)
SPONTANEITY:
RESPONSES TO CHILD:
HOW ACTIVATED:
RESPONSES TO PARENT:
HOW TO ACTIVATED:
RESPONSES TO ENVIRONMENT:
ABILITY TO EMPHASIZE WITH
CHILD:
ABILITY TO EMPHASIZE WITH
PARENTS:
ABILITY TO EMPHASIZE WITH
SITUATION:
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CHARTS FOR INTERACTION WITH PARENTS
The following two charts are used to
get information
during
registration
from all children (no.
1) and with extra detailed
information
for handicapping conditions of any
child .(no. 2).
This
information will
be gathered during
a meeting
that
is
private.
All
information
gathered is for professional use
at
school and not even the way you behave
towards others can
betray
what you have learned from the parents'
trusting you.
The previous evaluation form for children
is also to be used
with parents during a parent conference.
The
Teacher-Child Progress
Record may also be
used with
parents
in a coordinated effort to have parents'
and teachers'
work with the child to get better progress
for the child.
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PARENTS CHART #1
REGISTRATION FORM:
1. Child's full name:

:

L...

Jj

2. Birthdate :,L
"

4J,
Lj. I

i

J

3. Place of birth:
4. Father's name:
5. Mother's name: '.I
6. Names of brothers and sisters and ages:

e L 

KJI
.
L

I

.i
rAj
L. .Ij

1)

'I,

,I....\
-

2)
3)

4)
5)

..

-o

6)
7)

-\

-

8)
9)

'

-

10)
7. Immunization Dates:

",.

1) Polio:
2) Tetanus:
3)*BCG:
4)

I

,y

JLL"I Lz.

DPT

_

%ZL

_

5) MasIes:

6) Rubella:

"',LJi

8 . Allergies:

LL-

9. Developmental History:

.;iI

. A

1) Difficulties in pregnancy
and birth:

J...J

,-_

.

2) First Walked:

.

I.Ji
L.jI,. _.

3) First Talked:

p:(JI

4) When toilet-trair,zd?

?

5) Parental Concerns:

.

J..L L..
,..j.
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LiI

lI oL

..j

PARENTS CHART #2
REGISTRATION FORM

Name of Child:

Ji1Jl (.. I

History of Serious illness, accidents, changes in disabilities:

-""'_JI

,JI

U

Pregnancy:

J.,..Jl

Birth:
First Year:

LLJI

cjiI

Second Year:

4.WI L.JII

Third Year:

=.2JW1 LLJ1I

Fourth Year:

Z.,I jl Z..LJI
W._
I ;_JI

Fifth Year:
Sixth Year:

LL.JI aJI

Seventh Year:

L..JI

Eighth Year:

LJI

ZL.W I ZL.JI

Handicapping Conditions and Cause if Known:
(speech, sight, hearing, physical, emotional,
developmenta]ly retarded, chronic illness/

_:

.L-j

L

I

L.Ij

,
,

,JJ
I.

,

l....i

.

hospitalization)
:

History of family members with handicaps:
Handicaps caused:

..L.JI

Z LvI.I

ZiLI
.Ji_

Jl

Ij

I)

,ke
Oil-?
_..
Y(

&L U

LI.

treatments for:
Medications needed:

U-e
U -4

Medication required during TSEC hours:

,IjJ j.L ,.IJ_l

What:

.i

J1 r-I

. JL
I L.

When:
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES:
Charts
Activity Suggestions
1. Try using the charts.

Discuss pros and cons.
Suggest helpful
Choose those particularly
useful.
2. Bring charts already
in use to class to
share.
to those here.
Compare them
How do the goals and
objectives compare?
changes.

Study Questions
1. How do you feel
about charting? Why?
2. Why is charting
considered professional?
SWhat
is
the
difference
between
subjecti-ve
and
objective
charting? Are both
appropriate? When?
4. Do you have someone
with whom you can
share chart results?
not how could you
If
arrange that?
5. In using the charts,
what skills did you
find you lacked from
your
own education.
How can you make sure
your own children
are given these skills?
6. What skills does
charting require?
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REVIEW OF LEARNING
PERSONAL RESPONSES
When you initially start to teach in a new situation, many
new
feelings arise.
In order to be an effective teacher, you
must identify these feelings before you can work with them.
Below are a series of questions that may help you to define these
feelings for yourself.
Also remember to be aware of your own
body responses.
Do you turn your head away when a certain child
with a disability come. to you?
Do you step back if that child
wants
to touch you and reaches out?
The child will surely feel
your repulsion. What will you do about it?
1) What kinds of classroom or family situations did you learn
about and what was your response to Lhem?
How did you feel
about them?
(Do not tell about them or explain them;
the
emphasis is on you.)
2) What kinds of handicaps did you see and what was your response
to them? How did they make you feel?
3) How would you change your response?
Would you
response? Would you change the situation?
4) How would you encourage this response?
'it?

change

the

How would you increase

Would you encourage the situation?

5) What materials do you feel are difficult to use?
6) What materials do you feel are not useful?
7) What class arrangement is difficult to work with?
Should you
change the schedule, the room, the grouping? Should you try
to get used to it?
8) What parts of the personal meeting did you feel
uncomfortable
with?
Was it the eating habits, touching, facial expression,
body movements, sounds, looking?
9) What parts of the personal meeting did you enjoy?
10) What skills of yours were you excited about?
proud of?
What did you want to change?

nervous about?

11) What other areas of concern do you have?
12) What preparation and follow-up did you like?
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What would you

improve?

What would you keep
the same?
13) What do you recommend
for yourself?
14) What goals do you
want to set for yourself?

REVIEWq OF LEARNING
RESPONSES FROM CHILDREN

O± 4-c

her - '

"One day as
the Disciple was passing
through the Garden,
noticed that the leaves
he
of
certain
plants
holes.
were ragged and full
Then looking more closely
of
he saw there were on
small caterpillars,
them many
dung-colored and covered
which even as he
with hideous hairs,
looked were eating
the leaves of
When he saw this it
the plants.
seemed to him that
they were doing great
harm
to the
Garden
the
the Beloved, so he plucked
plants
and of
crushed
them beneath his heel. them one by one from
Lover came thro,-gh
At that moment the
the Garden and when
he saw what the Disciple
was doing, he wept,
yet he spoke gently
"I know that you
to the Disciple and
have acted through
said,
ignorance and with
heart in doing this,
a
good
yet in doing it you
beauty of the Garden
have greatly hurt
of the Beloved.'
the
The Disciple when he
this was amazed and
heard
very sorrowful.
The lover then showed
Disciple
another plant where
the
he saw caterpillars
enveloping
themselves in cocoons
of sil2:.

'4

There were many cocoons on the stems
watched, one split and from it came of the leaves and even as he
a butterfly with wings like
the rainbow.
Then he perceived how in his ignorance
he had hurt
the Garden of the Beloved." from
The Garden of the Beloved by
Robert Way.
This beautiful story is so much
We
take the caterpillars and give them the story of our work.
what
they
need
to
become
the
butterflies that they all are.
But how do they appear?
Sometimes they look ugly.
Sometimes the things they do make
no
sense to us; they look destructive.
If
you
read
the
entire
story, you find many situations
Disciple learns that what may look like this one in which the
one way is truly another way
inside and that it is the inside
that
is the true value, the
personality inside.
The Disciple learns that each
of our
actions, even the ones that look
destructive contribute to the
growth of something in the Garden of
life.
Sometimes actions are confusing; they
don't always say what
we think they do. Let's look at a
story.
Tom
was sitting in the
kitchen with his two sisters and
a
brother
on
the floor.
The
smells of dinner were all around him
and
he
was
hungry.
It
was
hard for him to wait and sometimes
he would ask when dinner would
be ready.
Tom's mother was very busy.
Sometimes she answered
and sometimes she didn't. She was
trying
to
nurse another sister
and stir the dinner at the same time.
When the children got too
noisy she would tell them to be
quiet.
The children didn't
notice, but each time she told them
to
be
quiet, she said it
louder. The noise was building up
to
one
of
those times, dnd the
baby bit her breast. Her reaction
caused
some
hot soup to splash
her.
She felt as if she were drowning
in a sea of noise and
children and responsibilities.
She felt like such a failure.
She was sure her mother could have
done it better and calmer.
She was afraid her husband would
be
because the children were not fed and tired from work and angry
still noisy. When the soup
burned her skin, she wanted to cry
and
and bumped into Tom who without thinkingrun away. She moved aside
pushed
pushed.
Suddenly Tom felt the hot spoon hit back when he felt
his arm and his
mother scream at him for making her
upset.
She
said he was bad,
but he didn't know why.
He felt
angry and now she was covering her bad. He had made her upset and
hug her and she pushed him away. face and crying. He wanted to
Toni didn't know his mother
really wanted to be hugged, but couldn't
let him because she was
too upset.
Tom was in preschool trying to paint
and the paint kept
dripping. He wanted to paint a pretty
house
with
a family in it,
but the brush was too big and the people
came
out
all blurred and
drips kept ruining the picture.
There
also
was
only
two colors
because no one had make more colors.
He
wanted
to
ask
for more
colors, but had never heard anyone
else
do
it,
so
he
didn't.
Children were making noise and laughing.
Some
children
brushed
by him, and one knocked his arm and
made a bump that he
want in his road.
Another child came by and looked did not
at his
picture and said it looked wrong.
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Tom felt that he was
wrong and bad and he
everything.
hated everyone and
All he had wanted to
do was to make a picture
his mother and
it wouldn't work out
for
the way he wanted
Suddenly he hit the
to.
laughing child with
splashed on
his brush.
the wall and the floor
Paint
and smeared all
child's
face and clothes.
over the
The other child screamed
and stood
helpless. Suddenly the
teacher was there.
What did the teacher
do?
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The teacher had three choices,
CHOICE ONE: The teacher quickly let's look at them.
hugged the child who was hit
and cooed how awful-it was
that he had been hurt and dirtied.The child cried louder and covered
his face.
The teacher looked
at Tom as if to say "shame!"
and finally said,
"Aren't
ashamed?" She took the child
away and helped him to wash his you
and clean up. Later during the
face
day, she avoided Tom and wouldn't
speak to him, but she didn't
±ook angry.
Tom couldn't tell if
the problem was over or riot.
He was "bad" and alone..
CHOICE TWO: The teacher shouted
at Tom demanding he say what
he had done and telling him to
look
at the hurt child.
She
he was selfish and wouldn't
be allowed in the painting area said
all
week.
She said she couldn't believe
he
had
done
such
a
thing.
She shook his shoulder and
shouted into his face.
Tom was
terrified, but did not want to
show he was.
CHOICE THREE:
The teacher came over and looked
quietly at
both children.
She knelt on the floor so she
was
on
eye level
with them and told the other
children to go back to what they
been doing.
had
She asked what had happened.
The hit child started
to whine and said Tom hit him.
She told him to stop whining
because she could not hear what
he was saying. She said he could
talk and then Tom would get
a turn and then they would
what to do.
decide
The hit child said he didn't
do anything and that
Tom hit him. Tom said that all
the children were banging him
and
ruining his picture.
The teacher had a feeling that
the
pictuze
was important,
but she was not sure, so she
decided to try and
see.
Tom said yes, he was making for
his
mother
and it wouldn't
work and he hated it and it was
ugly.
The
teacher
felt that Tom
not only felt those things
about his picture, but also
about
himself.
She
realized he was frustrated.
She asked him if he
was and he said yes.
She asked him if he could
think of
something to do when he felt
frustrated instead of hitting.
remembered she had said he
should talk and say how he felt Tom
or
what he wanted.
She asked the
again. So the other child came children to do what happened
up and looked at the paper.
He
didn't laugh ,
so Tom told him to.
The teacher asked if he had
laughed the first time and he
said he had.
She seemed surprised
and asked him how he thouth
Tom felt about his picture when
laughed. The boy said bad.
he
Tom listened. Then the teacher
told
them to continue only this
time
The boy
laughed and Tom told him to stop. do it another way.
Teacher told Tom to say why he
wanted him to stop, so Tom
said he already hated the picture.
She told him to say how he felt
so
because he couldn't do the picture he said h: felt hurt and angry
the way he wanted and it was
for his mother. The teacher
asked the boy how he felt now
and he
said he was surprised because
he didn't know Tom was hurt.
teacher asked what they should
The
sorry and wanted to help Tom do now. The other boy said he was
make another picture.
Tom said he.
was sorry and said he would
like the other boy to help,
but that
he wanted to do th:., painting.
So they got more paper and started
a new picture.
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Which one of the
teacher?
three teachers would
you want for your
When we know what is
easier to handle.
behind the action then
is much
have an investmentWhen those involved handlethethesituation
situation,
they
sorry for the hit in seeing it i;ork.
The first teacher
child
too
felt
quickly.
herself, she could
It she looked inside
probably
see
that she ovaridentified
The second teacher
was angry and punishing
with
hit child, again
to Tom to protect him.
too
quickly.
the
If she looked inside
would see she probably
herself,
overidentified
she
The third teacher
with the hit child
was
also.
and did not assume objective, she did not know what
happened
that
wrong;
she helped them one or the other child was right
to decide what was
or
helpful.
Re-acting the situation
helpiul and not
brought
had forgotten.
out information both
Both
of solving a problem boys had a second chance and an experience
with
reward.
This is our ideal: understanding and friendship as
the
to always be 100%
the class objectively.
for each child in
Let's look at some
common behaviors and
their underlying causes.
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FORGETFUL: This child can
be coming from a very disorganized
in which there is no
home
rhyme or reason to any
objects use; he will have
incident or any
to
order to be able to practice experien.-e organization in school in
it.
Foxgetting is easy if there
no pattern that you
is
can see.
This
child may also have
learning disability and
a
be
unable to remember certain
information.
kinds of
Test all ways of giving
information:
seeing, feeling, moving
hearing,
and
combinations.
(It is possible for a
child- to remember none
of his times tables
method, but with a calculator,
using any usual
he could immediately show
knows all of them through
that
12.
His disability would prevent he
from expressing what he
him
knew. Information rrifld
come in for him,
but not go out.)

Are,
1ALK.S UITLE
TALKS VERY LITTLE OR NOT
AT ALL: This may happen
situation or with-adultis-and
because
can be a result of having of a new
home, inside too much
been at
and being taken out of
come to the house.
the room if guests
First just be with the
child, then play next
to him and invite him into
your play, then together
play with a
small group.
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STARING/NOT "HEARING": This
may be a mild seizure or it could
that the child is very tired
be
the child is receiving moreon this day or it could mean that
information than he can handle
because either the teacher
children or this child has is giving too much for all the
information coming in is gettinga learning disability and the
it to the brain (this child will scrambled in the nerves taking
usually appear to be smart,
learn slowly;
but
this is not the same as being
retarded). Give the
child informal tests to discover
which kind of information gets
scrambled: visual, auditory,
tactile.
Talk to the child, if he
consistantly does -ot hear and
won't
blink
if you clap your
in front of him, a iggest to
the parents that he see a doctorhands
be tested for seizures.
to
If the
will need to have the child child is not seizuring, then you
sit near you to get more help,
repeating instructions over and
over.
NOT USING PARALYZED HAND: This
hand may hurt or be frustrating
try to use, so the child
to
ignores it.
The child should be
referred to a doctor and
Meanwhile you can encourage a physiotherapist for exercises.
any activity that takes two
hands:
playing catch with a big ball.

NOT LISTENING: Often a child in
a new situation has a hard time
focusing on one thing and tries
to take too
once.
The child may also be deaf or partly many things in at
deaf or deaf in the
ear to which you are speaking.
The child may also be learning
disabled as described in Staring/Not
Listening.
If you feel the
child has difficulty hearing, then
refer him to a doctor for that
purpose.
It could be the ear is just blocked
with wax.
If you
feel that what the child hears
is getting scrambled, then give
him more visual help with directions
and tasks.

00

BREAKING T'S: The child who does
this has either never played
with toys and so behaves like
anyone who has never experienced
the difference between gentle touching
and rough handling or he
is angry and frustrated for some
reason that is greatly important
to him.
He may feel threatened, lack confidence
or have a bad
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opinion of himself.
He maybe feeling hurt
and so want to hurt
back.
First you need to stop
the
destruction
angrily.
firmly, but not
Then encourage him to
express his feelings
painting, running outside
by talking,
or sitting alone with
you.

SHOUTING:

This

child

may

be excited or an-ry and
these
are
acceptable reasons for
such
behavior.
Shouting
long however, there
goes on for too
may be other reasons
for it.
be partially deaf and
The child may
must shout in order
to hear himself.
chlild would also not
This
hear directions if you
were speaking quietly
or were faz away.
The volume of sound at
also be very high so
this child's house may
that the child is used
to
to shouting in order
be heard.
If the latter is the
case, the child may
himself damage by shoLting
cause
so much that he becomes
damage can even be permanent.
hoarse.
This
You should model speaking
with him so he hears
quietly
the difference and begins
voice.
to modulate
The child with a physical
problem should be referred his
mentioned above for a
as
hearing test.
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STUBBORNNESS:
This may be an attempt
to be independent which
means the teacher is probably
too much for this child.
the child has too many
Perhaps
things done for him at
helpless to do anything
home and feels
for himself.
The teacher may have
interrupted a process
without giving adequate
warning and the
child is determined
The child may be feeling
frustrated, threatened,to finish.
used, empty or that he
will fail.
is not enough or
Be patient with him and
do not force him; give
chance to explain what
him a
he needs or to relax before
to him.
trying to talk
Forcing him will usually
make the situation worse.
times holding
the child's hand and
At
firmly leading him to
place you wish him to
the
be helped because the
stubbornness is a
cover for fear.
RETURNING TOYS INCORRECTLY:
This child may have had
done for him-, may have
everything
not been encouraged to
may have come from a disorganized
be so observant,
home. Encourage him to
observant of patterns,
be more
same and different, and
what's
missing.
Remember to cheerfully
remind him.
HITTING AND SWEARING:
The child is angry and
frustrated and uses
these wayst-o release
his feelings.
He has usually seen this
the
only way to release feelings
as
at home and so knows
way.
He does not really understand
no other
in an adult way what hitting
or swearing mean, He
certainly does not understand
others have to hitting
the reactions
and swearing. Encourage
of feeling and needs.
verbal expression
Help the child to discover
what he feels
and wants.
Feel with him.
NOT FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS:
Perhaps the teacher spoke
gave too many directions
too fast or
or gave too difficult
this child, the skill
directions.
For
level
has learning disabilities demanded is beyond him.
Perhaps
he
that scramble the messages
parts of the directions.
so
he
got
It is as if while watching
the news on
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television, you turn
the sound on and off
and so hear only parts
of the broadcast.
Repeat the directions
or two
slowly,
at a time.
simply and one
As much as possible
instance,
if you are giving directions use visual
aids;
for
for counting,
use
your
fingers.

Q)

nfderstood
WIGGLING:

and
This cannot
even usually
behavior
realize he
hasn't.
means
He only
the child
has feels
not
uncomfortable or like
running
away because he feels
child who is partially
stupid.
The
deaf
or
cannot see from far away
being asked to sit and
or
is
listen
too long will act this
way.
child who
Thisis is
way.
not the
The
interested
reason for
or ready
planned
for activities
compulsory lessons.
subject rather
may act than
this
A child who chooses the
to learn from it.
the
material
is willing
A child who has a hgh
energy level and
can
likel
to sit
spend the
downmoving
morning
to listen
quickly toand a intensivelyor
meeting
Encourage active
is eat
children to do active
muchsnack.
more
things except
for the
times when sitting still
is essential.
Repeat directions simply.
and often.
Return to this child
often
to
keep him focused on
task.
Shorten the time the
his
child has to sit.
Remind the child
of the goal and encourage
him with positive support.
ALWAYS CHOOSING ONE
AREA: Perhaps this child's
unbalanced that he
experience is
so
needs a lot of time
on one kind of activity.
For instance an active
child who is not allowed
may need a lot of time
out of the house,
building and pushing
acting in the house
little cars around or
area.
Usually allowing
much of this kind
of activity as possible the child to have as
Introduce other areas
is the best
course.
slowly.
You can teach through
the
things
he loves.
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TANTRUMS (KICKING,SCREAMING, AND SWIGING
ARMS): This child feels
totally out of control. Allow the child
to wear himself out, but
stay nearby only don't let him have eye
contact or look like you
are waiting for him.
Feel with him and stay busy near him,
so
that when you feel he is ready for you
to return, you can. When
he is finished, sometimes taking his hand
is better than talking.
The child is probably trying to keep control
of his own body and
something someone did prevented that,
for
instance taking
something away from him or touching
his picture or doing
something for him that he wants to do "alone!"
WORKING WITH HEAD VERY CLOSE TO THE TOY
OR PAPER: This could just
be the most comfortab-e-5csition for the
child, but it could also
mean that the child is afraid of criticism
from others.
It could
also mean that the child is nearsighted
and
needs
glasses
or that
he has another visual problem and that this
is the way he can see
things best.
See if the child can work
he can't or says he can't see, then he in another position. If
should have his vision
checked.
If he is afraid of criticism, then a
lot of gentle
encouragement and acceptance of any kind
of work will help him to
feel that it is the effort which is the
more important thing, not
a perfect product that an adult would like.

art
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SQUINING: This can be a nervous habit to
feeling threatened or it
can be sensitivity to the sun if it occurs
only outside or in
bright sunlight.
It can also be a sign of nearsightedness,
squinting helps
the image far away to be clearer.
The child
should have his eyes checked.
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FALLING DOWN OFTEN: This
behavior may have many causes:
sport resulting in poor
a sudden
coordination or idea of
space, poor balance due
body
in
to a problem of the middle
chronic
ear such as
infections blocking the
ear with fluid, a
seizure, a poorly formed
momentary
foot
or
joints, poor muscle tone
coordination.
or
A
thorough
examination
growth

by

recommended.

a

physician

is

INCORRECT
PRONOUNCIATION: This
can be a child who has
say that his tongue
so much to
cannot keep up with
his thoughts or it
be a nervous reaction
could
to people overcorrecting
what he says or it
could
be
a result of the family
speaking to the child
talk too much.
in. baby
Make the child feel
comfortable,
don't
be patient and
rush the child or correct
him when he wants to
you want to help him
talk.
If
to speak better,
then make a special
for
it
with
lesson
other children
so
he
gets
practice.
pronunciations
Certain
are expected through
the
age
of
six
could
years.
write
You
down a list of the mispronunciations
speech therapist as
and
consult
a
to whether these are
normal or not.
child
also
If
sounds
the
as
if he is holding his
through
nose
or
his
breathes
mouth then he may have
chronic
congestion
sinuses or a blockage
in
his
in his nose.
He should see a physician
for
treatment.

DROOLING/MOUTH
BREATHITG:
See Incorrect
Pronunciation.
addition,
the child may have weak
In
muscle tone around the
usually if general muscle
mouth,
tone is poor.
In that case, there are
certain exercises that
help.
They can be prescribed
therapist
by a speech
or
occupaticnal
therapist.

Exercises
however if the child
are
useless
is unable to breath
through his nose.
That
problem must be corrected
first.

/
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TURNS EYES AWAY:
This child may be afraid of being
hurt
especially if he doesn't like playing with
others, being touched
or talking.
Encourage him to be involved first with
objects and
later with one person or child.
Let the child lead and do not
force him.
Be sensitive to the child's level of overload.
The
child and family should be referred for
counselling to a child
psycologist, if the child makes not progress
and remains unable
to be social.
POOR MEMORY:
This can be the result of either
lYearning disability or an overload of information retardation, a
has
lived a disorganized existance up till school.for a child who
Be patient,
repeat often and involve as many of the senses
as possible at the
same time in a learning experience, especially
tactile ones.
WHISPERS: The child is often afraid of his
own strength or anger.
In most situations he has had no opportunity
to express it.
The
child may also have never had a chance to
just be, instead he has
been told how to do everything
and everything he does is
corrected, so he is at a loss as to how
to be himself and how to
start anything.
In either case the child needs to be encouraged
to
express himself freely by being given opportunities
to make
choices and by not being told his choices
are wrong or could have
been better.
He needs to be praised for anything
encouraged to finish. Often P.E. is the activity he starts and
this child will
become most free in, so try encouraging that.
STAYS ALONE: Up until four years of age,
most children prefer to
play alone, after that they talk to each
other easily and share
and often form private groups.
Before this it is usual
for
children to play near but not truly with
each other.
The
child
who prefers to stay alone when all the others
are at meeting or
in a small group, may be afraid of groups.
If
the child has had
no opportunity to be with other children
or if his family lives
far away from other hoises or won't allow
him out of the house,
then he might just not be used to being
with others and is not
sure how to be a part of a group.
You will have to teach him.
First let him play alone with you or with
one child who will be
sensitive to him.
Then the two of you can enter a group
together.
Slowly 'he will shift from you to the others
as he
experiences trust of the others.
DISOBEIDENCE:
Disobedience is something we have all experienced
and we need to remember how we felt when
we did it in order to
teach this child a more positive way to
Perhaps he wants independence, more time get what he wants.
to finish his project,
his own way all the time from getting
it at home attention
reassurance that he is wanted in the group,
etc.
The easiest way
to handle this child is avoid arguing with
him.
Try to guess
what he is saying. Try to say it for him
and ask if that is what
he needs.
It could be that something at home is bothering
him
and he doesn't even realize it.
It could be that this child is
feeling the tension in the class more than
anyone else.
It could
be that this child is very sensitive to disorganization
and
feels
threatened by a little disorganization
or a lot of noise or

distractions.
Bel'ieve
way to satisfy the needs in what you are doing and tty to find the
of this child.
If he needs mcre time
finish his work maybe
to
you
forgot
to
warn
minutes, maybe he was
him he only had five
afraid to. ask for more
to be extra active today,
time.
If he needs
try to allow for this
have him run errands
in
your
schedule;
for you, let him play
allow h:.m extra P.V.
with
active
toys,
Be firm but gentle remembering
cannot express what he
that he just
needs in an acceptable
way.
GIVES UP WHEN THINGS
ARE DIFFICULT: This child
pinion of himself a
usually has a poor
what he can do or has
not had opportunities
to discover how creative
he is.
He needs your help to
think of ways
qet him to
to solve the problem
and to learn
patience that taking
from your
time to find solutions
is all right.

PULLING A'WAY:
The child perhaps feels
overprotected and needs
more indepe-ence.
He may be afraid of touching
because
have touched him that way
only to hurt him. Let yourself people
this child and don't push
be near
too fast.
Don't be discouraged that
you feel rejected;
it was not a personal reeto;keh
child's feelings in mind.
PULLING BACK: This child
may be afraid or uncertain
ituatilon o~r-had very little
about a new
contact with adults.
Again take itf
slowly and let the child
let you know %,.hen he is ready
for more.
Try to be a little ahead,
to invi-te him, but don't
push.
Above
all
the important thing is to
be aware of
feelings in the situation,
vhile keeping the child's your own
the most important.
feeling as
Listen to your i4nstincts
not what
other
people think you shou_d
do..
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES: Responses
from Children
Activity Suggestions
1. Read the story from The Garden
of the Beloved and discu.S.
2. Read the story about Tom, discuss
responses to people in the
story.
Next read the possible teacher responses
and discuss
their pros and cons.
3. Ask class to list possible causes
for the behaviors such as
forgetfulness before reading the
section.
4. Give the class the list of these
behaviors and ask them to
number them in order from most annoying
to least.
5. Give each teacher the role of
his most annoying behavior to
act 6 out with a partner for the
class. Discuss how this
behavior is related to our own.
6. Discuss which behaviors are culturally
rejectd, ignored,
preferred, encouraged, discouraged.
Study Questions
1. Why does your most annoying behavior,
remind you of someone?

annoy

you?

Does

it

2. Who are your caterpillars? How
can you change towards them?
3. Which teacher are you most like
one, two or three? How do you
feel about that?
4. Which one of these behaviors do
you feel most sorry for?
Which do you feel is most like
you? Which do you wish to
eliminate from your class? Are you
behavior? Which are you worst at? best at handling which
Compare these answers and
come up with conclusions.
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INFORMAL TESTING OF SKILLS
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Tne activity centered classroom
is the ideal place to test
children informally.
Every day is a chance in every
activity to
informally test several children.
Whenever you play with a child
you should have possible expectations
ready for him, for instance
if the child is playing with
the blocks and is making a tower,
you can ask how many storeys
in the tower.
If the blocks are
colored, you can ask what colors
are
in
the
tower.
You can
suggest that you play a game
that
each
of
you
make
a
tower
the other must copy.
and
If the child agrees, you can test
several
skills: sequencing, matching,
to compare (size, shape, color, one-to-one correspondence, ability
hand coordination, small motor number), social cooperation, eye
strength, or sorting ability.
Let's suppose it: is at the beginning
The child is
five, but has never been to school. of the year.
You would hope he could do
the more difficult things such
as sequencing, but the child
never been to school.
has
The best place is to start with
matching.
Make a simple tower of three
blocks,
shap...
If he copies it exactly, what all the same color and
did you learn. You
he can match one-to-one up to
three, and he can match color.learn
can sort by color and can sequence
He
by one color, that is an
excellent start. His observation
skills are very good. Next try
asking how many blocks are in
the
tower.
Perhaps
doesn't know.
Perhaps he will count incorrectly, he'll say he
but you will
know he has the basic idea of
counting and has memorized several
names.
Perhaps he will count correctly
memorized.
number when you ask how many
there are after he counts, hePerhaps
will
say three and you will know
he can name a set of objects
correctly.
If you make another tower the
same but lying down,
w).ll he say they are the same
size? If he does then you know
can conserve number up ro three,
he
that is, he knows that three
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qbjects are three
make a tower with objects no matter how they are put.
the same number,
If* you
size blocks and
color, shape but
ask
which tower has more
different
points to the one
blocks, and the
with larger blocks,
child
conserve number.
you
know that he cannot
If
he
did
he
would
three blocks no matter
know
what size they are. that three blocks are
of the kind of
This
playing with him.activity you can do to test the is only a sample
child
The wonderful thing
informal tests,
is, that throughby just
the child is aided
these
about what he is
to form his own
doing
questions
after playing with you,
begining to be
his play may
more organized.
someone else; you
He may repeat the
game with
relationship with have taught him a socially constructive
another.
form of
One of the activities
yourself repeatedly
you
encouraging
will
find
is organization.
organizing and reorganizing
It
is
through
that
learned.
It is also by modelingdiscoveries are made and methods
and experiencing
that methods
are learned.
sharing
a common
If game
you with
had
told
each the
children
game',
other
and called
some children who
to cooperate
it 'copying
by
have had the experience
have attempted the
elsetyhere might
game, but no one
else could have put
together
what you meant.
The next important
task for you is to
just learned.
record what you
If
you
have
have
mentally prepared
test there is
information can already a format in your mind for the informal
into which the
When you
recall will not be be put.
so difficult, if go to write it down later,
you played.
The experience assists you can remember back to how
that is encountered
recall.
Random information
without experience
is the most difficult
remember.
to
You can use several
of the
preference.
depending
The most important thinocharts
your
lose the information.
is to record it on
and not
Here are some methods
that are particularly
useful to use in
informal testing:
- Have the

child copy what
- Ask the child
questions you do
- Suggest
an addition toabout what h6 is doing
the way of playing
closer
that brings you
to
your
Suggest a different
goal
way of playing that
to your goal
brings the child
closer
Invite children to
play your game which
- Ask the child to
is designed to test
teach you how to
- Have the child
do
what
he is doing
teach another child
how to do something
- Have the child summarize
what he j'st did
- Have the child repeat
what he just did
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INFORMAL TESTING OF SKILLS
MAKING REFERRALS
How do you know if a child
is really handicapped
do you decide if he
or not? How
needs
to
be
tested or not? First
instinct; if you feel
go by
there is something different
is not helpful,
about him that
spend some time with him
to test him informally.
Let's look at examples.
(Keep in mind expectations
of children in your area
certain ages. Knowing
for
the developmental expectations
is
important;
for a child
They are like a measuring
stick.
know what is "normal",
If you do not
how can you tell if a
child has a greater
need than others?)
These are suggested activities
that will help you observe
specific skills.
more
Review your child development
you know whether or
expectations so
not performance is as
it should be or not.
MOVEMENT: Walking heel
to toe frontwards and
still on one foot,
backwards, standing
sitting with no support
transitions smooth from
and not moving,
sitting to standing,
catching and throwing
and vice versa,
a ball, walking up
painting, cutting with
and
down stairs,
scissors, drawing, eating,
drinking
from a
cup without a handle.
EYE-HAND COORDINATION:
Eating with a spoon,
drinking
without a handle, throwing
and catching a ball (small),from a cup
shapes
and lines, tracing shapes
copying
with a finger, building
with
small blocks
COMMUNICATION: While
the child is concentrating,
with a bell or say "shshsh"
make a noise
from behind him just to
left of his head to
the right and
see if he turns to the
sound,
about a set of objects
talk to him
that
alphabet, record conversationrequires saying all the sounds of the
about a subject he likes
kind of sentences and
to see the
words he uses, observe
the use of hands to
get what he wants.
SOCIAL BEHAVIOR:
Observation of:
play with
adults, kind of eye
contact given, ability others, play with
to get needs met,
expression of feelings,
sharing behavior.
SEIZURE:
Observe and record any
sudden change in and/or
strange behavior that
very
is not appropriate for
the
child's play.
context
of
the
Time it.
Is it the same everytime?
begins to stare, talk
If the child
to
him make a loud clap in
face to notice if he
front of his
startles or answers you.
sleepiness and ask parents
Observe unusual
if the child has had adequate
sleep.
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LEARNING DISABILITY:
because the child seemsNotice any behavior that seems strange
you see from others who to understand and yet cannot do the
work
understand, for instance
copy figures at all,
the child cannot
but
draws,
direction.
Notice any irregularor draws many things reversed in
memory, for instance
cannot remember what
a child
you
just
said,
but remembers many
things. Every other
day
the
every day. Notice changing child remembers information, butother
not
of pencil from one hand
a shift in the preferred
to
the
other,
eye, hand and foot;
a paper tube up to
does the child hold
his left eye,
a telephone to his
throw a ball with his
right
clue to this child right hand, but hop on his left foot? ear,
is
The
that he always looks
often unable to act intelligent
intelligent and is
on paper, to do what
should or to communicate
he knows he
what he knows.
These are the tasks
that may help you see
behavior that somehow
clearer
makes
you
uneasy. Record the behavior the
time so you can decide
over
if it is serious enough
referral.
if a referral is necessary
to make a
mind, to know there
even
is no problem, then just to give peace of
parents. Stress the
positive aspects of the ask to speak to the
by objectively reporting
child. Follow these
what you have seen and
if they have seen the
ask the parents
same thing.
They may or may not have
it.
Be aware that acceptance
seen
for the parents, especially of a problem may be very difficult
if they have noticed
for others if they have
a problem and
not.
You should be familiar
services available
with the
to parents in a situation
attention may he needed
in
which
medical
or specialists'
therapy given.
Only then can you support opinions asked and
search for assist ince
(Remember); the burden the parent in the
parent;
falls mainly to the
they may or may not
be ready to take it
feelings about the child
on.
Your
and the referral process
important.
are now very
If the parents can experience
child even throughout
your care for their
this process
you have done some excellent
teaching.
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES:

Informal Testing of Skills

Activity Suggestions
1.

Try
out
the
tower experience described and
share
results
together.
If you use all the same age child, you
can see the
wide range of abilities of children even
though they have the
-same age; age is not always the best
measure of ability.

2.

Try the methods suggested as particularly
useful for informal
testing and compare results.

Stud

Questions

1.

Keep in mind the positive:
is he not doing)?

2.

How

3.

Does
the child change hands frequently or
use only one
when people would normally use two?

what is the child doing (not what

is the child positioned,
tilting, changing positions?

sitting,

standing,

leaning,

4.

Does 1-he child have any unusual habits
or movements?

5.

What

sequence of movements does h&

use;

hand

does he change

his

mind?
6.

What does he say when he works?
Is it descriptive, more than
usual, less than usual, resistant?

7.

Does the child back off easily and do
you,
him more freedom?

8.

9.

therefore,

Do you allow the child to make mistakes
without reacting
order to see if he will correct them
on his own?
Do

you spend too much time writing and not
enough

or being with?
10.

allow

in

absorving

If
the child gives up,
ask yourself why.
Did you ask
too
many .questions?
Did you
feel
impatient?
Did
you
feel
disappointed with w:hat he did?
Do you slowly lean forward or
edge towards him as if 'pushing' him
to do what he cannot?

11. Do you have a format in mind before you start?
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SEEING PATTERNS
IN CHARTS
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The reason for charts
is
to
prepare,
situations
set up, and reevaluate
in your learning
environment
one by o
Let's take
and see how we could
reevaluate a situation each chart
It is not enough
from them.
to record;Ue
must then look for
ChartS we have used
patterns
in the
to see how effective
child
our teaching is,
has progressed
how
how
a
the environment is
for goals.
providing
support

ROOM ARRANGEMENT CHART:

Once the room

is arranged, if their
is
one
area
or
a doorway or piece
crowded,
of
equipment
unused,
that
seems
poorly respected
chances
difficult
are
you should reevaluate
to
live
with,
the situation.
problem area.
Observe
To check an unused
the
area,
every half hour,
look
at
the area and make
quickly
dots
for children
where
there.
children
Put
dots
next or the
Use Xs the next time
any symbol. are.
Then you can see throughoutand crosses the
the morning how
many children used
it and how.
Now try a different
arrangement.
LESSON PLAN CHART:
used.
Add a note if itPutwasa check next to every lesson
effectiv~e or not and
see how often
then that you

you actually use the
check to
chart as planned.
not, try to reason out
If
you are
why. Are you unprepared,
nervous, lazy?
LAB ACTIVITY: After
you have finished a
groups.
lesson, look
Do all the children in
the same group succeed at your
the same level or should
at about
you rearrange groups.
PLANNED ACTIVITY:
From the record of
reactions, you'write
the
children's
your
evaluation.
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This is purely observation

patterns that will be
seen.
attend to the whole class

Compare the lists of children
who
list and see if some children
never

come, and find out why.
OUT-OF-SCHOOL VISIT:
Do your comments always
frustrations,
show the same
such as "the children won't
stay in line"? If so
how can you change this?
TEACHING HOME VISIT:
are the same people always Look at the different areas and notice
present or absent;
do some come and
go?
Notice whether the environment
stays the same or changes.
Notice the condition of
materials left, consistantly
for? Notice materials
well cared
brought and materials
desired;
actually bring what you
do you
say you would like to?
Do
you
follow
up
your own recommendations?
TEACHER OBSERVATION RECORD:
Look at the notes which
hopefully objective, do
are
they mention any repeating
something obviously missing?
behavior? Is
Does the way of doing
appear in a strange way.
something
Are
your
notes usually boring to
If so you probably are
read?
leaving out details. They
opinion.
could also only
Read them to someone else
or imagine you are someone
else, do you keep wanting
to ask, "How do you know?"
PERSONAL INTERACTION CHART:
Notice, do you always play
the same children? specific
with
children,
boys, girls, younger ones,
older ones, smarter ones,
helpless ones? Do certain
with only other children?
children play
Is that good or is it
hindrance to learning
becoming a
if you always rviss certain
draw a different color
children then
line to them before schoold
to remind
yourself to play with them.
RECORD OF PLAY IN FREE
CHOICE:
Do you always spend time
the same areas or do you
in
never go into one area?
comfortable with all the
Why? Do you feel
subjects, do you keep
one place more
organized that another
or more clean or pretty?
of children's chosen areas.
Look down the row
Count the number of times
was used (how many checks
each area
in
art
for all the children).
the totals for all the
areas.
Are they fairly equal or Compare
areas never used and
are some
others always, why? Look
consideration" collumn,
at the
"future
does one thing keep coming
children? Do one child
up
for
all
the
always have the same thing
him? Are you making sure
recommended for
he gets to that area?
Does something
need to happen to interest
him in that area?
SNACK CONVERSATION RECORD:
Are you excited
have discussed? Does
it really give you a mentalto read what you
image of what
the children are like?
make them more nervous Does your conversation help or does it
to talk? Do the same children
with you?
always sit
Should they, for therapy
or should they mix with
others? Do you always
choose the same children
this because you like them
to sit
or for an educational reason? with? Is
always write less on certain
Do you
days?
Why is that? What can
you do
to change that?
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TEACHER/CHILD PROGRESS
CHART:
follow through
Look at the'chart;
every day with the
do you
therapy?
always more difficult
Is there one day
than
the
others?
in the child's ability
Why? Do you see
a change
from reading your
you know he has,
notes?
If you don't but
the,
probably
your notes are less
should be.
Write more and be
than they
accurate and use
details, say ho
things were done
more.
SKILLS ATTAINMENT
RECORD:
Glancing at this
two things;
the progress or
should tell you
lack of in a
effectiveness of
child
your teaching. Are
and the
all the children
area? Why are they?
weak in one
Is one child always
weak in one area;
why?
HOME
VISIT PROGRESS
REPORT:
educational
Do the ski!2s
plan
in
your
objectives of the give a real chance to fulfill the
visit;
goal
do
and
some
and
lessons intended
not others? Are
for the child onlY?
all
the
intended to involve
If so, why? A home
the
visit
parents
is
also.
attempted, why?
Are many of your
Is it because you
plans
nor
don't judge time
that you socialize
too much?
Is it
Is it that the child's well?
slower than you
progress is
thought it would
encouraging?
Are your
If they are discouraging, be?
outcomes
high? Have you kept
are
your
expectations too
track of the referrals
made and has anything
come from them? have you done
anything about the recommendations
you made
previously?
CHILD'S EVALUATION::
If you use this more
use different color
than once a ye:ar,
pens
to check the
progress is obvious
items, then immIjiate
to you.
If the child has
some areas and not
made
others,
why
is that? Is it better prcgress in
now?
What do you need
that way for
to work on?
to be developed or
Have you followed
up on areas
did you forget? Did
get used in the program?
the suggestions by
parents
Do
you
feel the lag in one
enough to ask the
area is great
parents to refer
the child for a medical
uo or to make some
check
informal tests yourself?
TEACHER PERFORMANCE:
Do you like the portrait
yourself?
.id you
you read of
follow the
recommendations
you made for
yourself? If not,
why not?
REGISTRATION FORM:
In the Developmental
notice all the areas
seem
to be what you would History do you
child at his age
expect
or
for this
advanced
or delayed? Should
referral to a specialist?
you
recommend
Should you alter
a
the needs of this
your program to
child? In the History
meet
there anything that
of Serious
Illness, is
give only a general you should pay attention to? The
parent
description of the
might
questions to get
problem, how can
the full picture?
you
How will this information ask
you in the classroom?
help
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES: Seeing Patterns in Charts
Activity Suggestions
1. Follow the suggestions in the section.
2. Try one new chart at a time.
When you feel comfortable
it, try the next. See if you can do two at once.

with

Study Questions
1. If charting is difficult is it because it
is so new to you? Is
it because you prefer to be intuitive rather
than organized?
(Both are possible in the same person!)
2. How does the charting affect your ability
to observe?
3. How does the charting affect your ability
to remember what you
see?
4. How does the charting affect your motivation
to plan lessons,
make new goals?
5. How does charting affect your desire to
things yourself?
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MOTHERS' MEETINGS
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To
have
mothers as partners in
your efforts to teach
children
is your most important
the
ingredient for success.
truly love working with
if
you
their parents.
Without the agreement
the parents in what you
of
are doing,
nothing
you do will rival the
influence of the parents

service of the family,
is his family.

on their children.
You are working in
the child within his world,
and his work

What

are your reasons for deciding
to have
mothers
meetings?
To give each other the
opportunity tf, talk about
what
happens at school and at home.
To give mothers the chance
to talk to each other about
their
child's development.
To demonstrate what happens
To teach tne mothers about during school hours.
To involve mothers in makingchild development.
To learn more about the role materials for school and home.
of the mother in relation
to
the
To child.
let the mothers experience
the environment in the school
so they feel comfortable sending
their children to it and so
they can talk about it better
at
home.
To take suggestions from the
mothers.
To model give the experience
of how you are with the
children
To have the mothers try the
same activities as the children
to better understand the child's
point of view.
To set up a working relationship
with the mothers
children who need the same
therapy at home as at school. of
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The organization for the meeting should
be arranged so that
what you want to have happen will happen.
If
you want discussion
time, make sure you leave enough time
to give each mother at
least one opportunity to speak. Make sure
the arrangement of the
room gives them enough room and materials
to work with if you
want them to make something.
Try to arrange the structure of
activities as you would with the children,
so they learn about
two things at once:
how to make a toy and how to work in a
Lab
Activity.
When during a conference you then say the
child needs
to have a greater trust in his own independence,
the mother will
really understand what you mean.
When mothers come to school,
make sure a lot of the work of the children
is their for them to
see
and that each child has one piece up.
The mothers should
feel welcomed and interested in what
is happening in their
school; it is their school too! Have the
meetings frequent enough
so that the relationship between you
and the parents is not
awkward every time you meet.
If the meetings are too far apart,
this will happen, once a month is good
amount of time.
You can
plan all the visits
(for the year so that they follow
a
sequence,) and leave time for spontaneous
subjects
that
come
up.
Sometimes it is good to share fun activities
together, Mothers'
Day
for instance.
These are especially good times to show
the
parents what the children have learned
by having the children
move to music, sing a song, show what they
have drawn, assist you
in a teaching section, for instance by
holding up pictures they
have drawn of foods that make a good lunch,
if you are talking
about balanced lunches.
If you have the children help you or do
something, work this into your regular
program so that the
children stay calm, so the parents really
see what the children
know,
and finally so that the children's
routine is not
disturbed.
Here are some sample topics for the meetings:
Making mittens from cloth
making playdough
making a poster of nutritious foods
expressing ideas about what each of the
toys teach
preparing your child for school,
the doctor's visit,
dentist's visit, a new baby
correct use of medicines
respect for our body through its care
learning the children's songs

the

The parents can sit together or be divided
into small groups
before coming together to share what they
did.
They can *even
prepare something to do for the children.
They can be encouraged
to teach each other, to plan together to
give children's birthday
parties, to discuss going on day trips
as a helper or spending a
day to observe the school.
Mothers are willing to participate
with joy if they feel that the school
is a good hom Lway from
home.
If you know what you want for their children,
then they
will be trusting of you.
You have a lot to give each other, to
take advantage of it,
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES:

Mothers' Meetings

Activity Suggestions
1.

Answer the question,
why mothers' meetings?,
then compare it to
the section answers.

2.

Discuss past meetings
of this kind and the
results.
Observe
and report on a meeting
of this kind.
What are the
different possibilities
for the program
Ask
the class to plan
such a meeting and
report back to
class on it, even
the
better videotape it.

3.

4.

Studv
1.

2.

as a group and

uestions

What is the difference
in your relationship
to parents
one meeting, several
meetings?
What

is

the reaction of the
children before and

meeting?

after

after

the

3.

How do you prepare
the children for the
meeting and help them
to integrate it after?

4.

What might be some
common expectations
of children about
this
meeting?

5.

What might be some
common expectations
of the mothers of
this
kind of meeting?

6.

What

7.

meeting?
What are your surprise
expectations about this
meeting?

8.

might

be the reaction of fathers
and siblings to

this

How can you follow this
meeting with the next
one and improve
on it?

9.

How do you feel after
the meeting? Do you have
a colleague to
share these feelings with?
10. Were you able to notice
the mothers who needed
because they had core
fears? Did you give them more attention
that attention
yourself or by asking
11. Did
you
notice
support
groups,

repairing

toys,

another mother to
do so?
mothers who could
be
organizers
to
begin
such
as for planning
birthdays
parties,
assisting on

field

school?
12. Did

you

understand

trips,

assisting

each child more from
watching

mother interacted
with others?
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SHOWING CHILDREN'S WORK
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What is a display of children's work?
Why should the work the children be put on the
walls so they
and others can see it?
How can you put children's work on the walls
so they and
others can see it?
How can you put children's work on the walls
so it is
attractive, useful and organized?
What work should go up on the wall?
Who decides which work goes up on the wall?
A display is a collection of products of children's
play
that is organized to communicate something to
others, usually
other children, and parents.
The reasons for this are several.
Putting up the fruits of your labor requires one
to take a lot of
information and organize it to speak to others.
While this
process goes on, the child learns how to organize
this knowledge
within himself.
It truly becomes his, not something he has to
think about anymore, but part of his body and
soul.
If you the
teacher are organizing it, you take many
elements in your
environment, the class, and knit them into
one unified whole.
The children will sense that they are a whole,
a unit. You will
hold this within yourself as part of your being
now. You will be
more sensitive to each child's contribution
to the class as a
person; you will begin to identify the personality
of this year's
class.
What does this group of children have to
offer the
village? Each class has a character of its
own.
One
may be
better
at acting, another at arithmetic,
another at self
discipline, another at expressing emotions,
another at fighting
for its identity. Each class will emerge as it
works together on
the daily routines, on special
projects, while having fun
together and while talKing with each other.
Each class will
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learn from itself
by seeing what it
can do.
proud to see what
Each child will
Each child will he can do and how he fits into
the whole.
want this, not
just
"talented"
ones.

Each child

the "smart" ones

or

be
the

is smart and talented
We disco er the way
in his own
and help him to develop
it.
The most effective
display is the interesting
has
been carefully
one, one that
planned
carefully.
Displays are best prepared, organized and placed
leve2
put at eye level so
of the child is
if the eye
one meter then
should

way.

the middle of the
be one meter high.
display
If displays are
their eye
only for parents
level
is
2
and half meters
and
display should
then the middle
be 2 and half meters
of
the
should
high.
all have a purpose,
The materials used
anything which is
will look careless
done without care
Care shows in the
and the rhythm cf to others.
choice of colors
Lines must match
regular and even,placement.
up,
sizes must be
the
parts of the display
Your eye must follow
must be balanced.
a path through the
in one area.
display and not
Sections if needed
get stuck
should be neatly
divided.
What goes into
a display could
drawings of shapes,
be
paintings, weaving,
collections
of work in other
also be a picture
works.
to show all the
It could
having made one
parts of a season,
part.
each
It
child
could
tell a story, each
used the piece
you drew as they
child
having
placing his piece
acted it out and
then each child
best tell the story. on the special place on the wall
that would
It could be
the body.
Take feet for instance,a display of ideas, say about
What are they good
how do we feel about
for? Each child
feet?
the
could trace his
teacher write his
own
foot
piece
and
about feet inside
could
then be placed in
it.
All
the
feet
an
orderly, pattern
board could be
on the wall.
for introducing
The
the children to
each child's name
each other with
and pasted on the written under a magazine picture
paper and told a
he
story about because has cut out
this tells
others about him.

You could have
a totally teacher
intention of teaching
designed board with
the
and titles to explain. about a subject.
It would have pictures
It
could
to health with
be done as a metaphor:
various shops on
the road
groups.
the road selling
It could be sentences
different food
on a background
sentences from
parent conferences
of colors,
names
that showed praise
of parents of course).
(without
It could show an
such as categories
educational goal
and
could
be used as an activity
children or for
the children to do
with the
used to introduce
by themselves.
a
it
difficult
concept such as mapping could be
children by your
using
to the
yarn
and pins to draw the
each child would
village.
have to draw his
Then
house and
and place it in
its place on the
map.
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put his name on

it

You could have an entirely children's organized
could decide if their picture showed their best work board. They
it up by themselves. The rule -ould be that a pictureand then put
could only
stay up a week to give everyone a chance to use the
board.
In
this case the teacher could title the board: The Children's
Board
so all would know who had done the work.
There could also be a totally parents' board.
could draw what he does while his child is in school Each parent
and it would
be put there.
It could be an information sharing board to share
ideas found out about referrals, health, good television
programs
to watch, to collect ideas for mothers' meetings.
It could be a
fathers' board one month or photis of parents at their
age.
It could be photos of the :rip outside of school children's
that the
parents helped with.
The possibilities are so many and so interesting!
Don't be
afraid if you have never done one before.
In the beginning it
feels awkward but the more you do, the easier it is
and the more
confidence you have.
If you set up a timetable for yourself, a
new display every week, month, season it helps to push
you to try
more.
If you pick themes for the year it helps to feel secure
too.
You can always expand on the wall display by putting
a table
below say with touch and describe how it feels or
objects
we
found on our walk, what are they? The display could
be
entirely
on a table to show the village made with playdough
from nature walks, to show comparisons in oojects,and objects
to match
objects to their traced outline on the table, to
touch,
feel,
look and wonder at objects, to show the books all the
children
made with stories the teacher recorded and wrote down
for them.
It could be all the letters they know with objects
that
start
with that letter's same sound. For parents it could
be a display
of test materials and forms to show the parents the
kind of thing
their child will experience (or has experienced).
It could be
dishes of different seeds growing and pictures of their
progress.
It could be a collection of local rocks with a rock
book
in which
they could be found and identified and labelled.
Using your
imagination to come up with different ideas is exciting!
Using
the display as a finishing touch to the work you have
done can be
satisfying and encouraging for you to try something
new, or to
just enjoy what you have already done.
You worked hard and you
deserve to sit back and enjoy it for a little while..
.before you
move on.
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES:

Showing Children's
Work

Activity Suggestions
1. Discuss separately
bulletin boards
for teaching, for
what has been done
showing
or learned,
for
do,
sharing what children
for
sharing resources
can
for parents,
about what is going
for telling
on in school.
parents
How
how you do them?
do these all differ
Are they teacher
in
designed and executed?
2. Discuss use
of space,
color, materials
coordinated with
to create a unified
goals
whole.
3. Ask
teachers to design
several different
different purposes.
kinds of boards
Have them choose
for
one
to actually make
then discuss with
and
the whole class.
4. Have
groups
or
pairs
design
a
board;
the
results
are
different.
5. Create a bulletin
board for the work
the class is doing.

Studv Questions
I. How
do the children
board?
2. How
often

3.
4.
5.
6.

react to the different
kinds of

bulletin

do you change
them?
Do you notice
when no one
looking at your
is
board anymore?
How do you feel
about creating
something like
this?
How do parents
react to the bulletin
board?
List some ways
to use the bulletin
board once it is
up.
How would
children
feel
if you
always
put
only certain
children's work

up and not theirs?
7. How would the parents
of those children
feel?
8. How do children
feel when they are
compared to other
and found to be
children
less good? How would
your bulletin board
possibly create
that situation.
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SHARING IDEAS WITH OTHER TEACHERS
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In order to be truly professional we all need to be
challenged to keep growing all the time.
The children ask us to
do
this just because they are unique
and demand
unique
approaches.
The parents help us to grow because they too are
unique with unique needs that we must learn how to fulfill.
The
needs of the community demand things of us as well.
How do we
meet these challenges. Our fellow teachers are the ones who know
us best.
They know our pitfalls and appreciate our strrengths.
They will
be excited to hear about how you did something they
hadn't thought of and you will be relieved that someone else has
shared your frustration in a similar situation.
Colleagues, fellow teachers, need each other. We need each
other to share, to challenge, to teach each other, to stay
motivated, to realize how much work we really have done, to
remember what it means to cooperate, to develop our full
potential, just as we hope to develop the potential of our
children.
They can't do it alone and neither can we.
We need
discussion time together perhaps a monthly meeting of the
preschool teachers in an area.
We need learning time and
teaching each other time, perhaps through an area inservice
-training day in which teachers present different projects in
displays, -teach others new methods they have developed. A group
of teachers could invite a speaker in,
say a university
professor whose doctorate is in child development, a social
worker who can speak about working with difficult families, a
health
ker who can teach first aid, a handicapped adult who
could Shars his experiences with others, parent who has learned
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from his child.
The possibilities
are many* and that's
because we need to
be reintroduced to
good
new things as well
as talk about what many things and learn many
our
we are doing.
ideas and form
To collect
a group identity,
newsletters are
workshop
ideal.
days and
something to contribute. Everyone feels she belongs
and has
The newsletter can
questions,
share ideas
be
to
collect
that worked or
overcome.
problems that were
It could be used-to
in the area,
to draw attention publicize the work of the schools
of our
local government
agencies, to inform handicapped services from
with children's
parents,
section.
Whatever the group to amuse children
be what it was
would decide would
for.
Who knows it could
eventually
professional magazine
become a
in your area!
Teachers,
especially
those
schoolhouse can get
who work in
very
one-room
easily
isolated. Isolation a
of a lot of needless
is
the
frustration
cause
isolating
circumstances prevent and stale teaching.
Don't
let
you
Start with the
teacher in the next from getting what you need.
village.
calk.
See if she would
Get together and
be interested in helping
teachers to share
you get other
ideas and feelings.
in an
Perhaps all the
area could work
teachers
present ideas together. together in pairs during the month
and
Again
the possibilities
unique as you are.
are many and as
Stay
creative
and enjoy your profession;
out of your village
and talk to other
get
even start an
teachers.
Maybe you could
area
resource
library of books
yourselves and one
and toys for
for parents and children.
up an area workshop
Maybe
you could set
that all of you could
tools to make toys,
share to save money
games, and furniture
on
your needs are,
or eqiiipment. Whatever
they can be met with
strength
lrough numbers of
dedicated teachers
like you.
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES: Sharing ideas with Other Teachers
Activity Suggestions
1. Create a newsletter about what the class is learning.
2. Create a poster to advertise what the class is doing.
3. Create
you.

a poster to invite other professionals to

4. Create a schedule for an area seminar as if it
happening.

share
were

with
really

5. Create a year's schedule for area meetings, exhibitions,
outings, field trips.
6. Plan to visit each others' schools and talk about them
afterwards.
7. Arrange to invite a speaker to come in to talk.
8. Have each teacher arrange an inservice after the class decides
the topics most needed.
Study Questions
1. What are the blocks to communication between teachers now?
2. How does being the only teacher in a class create blocks to
reaching out to others as well as receiving others?
3. How many professionals have you shared with constructively in
the past year?
4. How many courses have you taken since you started working?
Courses
are a good way to meet other teachers,
stay
professionally 'current and share everyday experiences in a
constructive framework.
5. How do you feel after a seminar or inservice meeting?
6. If you are far from another school, how can you arrange to get
time to share professionally?
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CONCLUSION: "END OF
SCHOOL PARTY"
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As John walked to
school, he felt the
inside him.
excitment
A friend
walked together the called out to him, so he stopped growing
and they
rest of the way to
talked on the way
school.
Usually
to school.
they
Today of course they
the end of school parry.
talked
about
Both of their mothers
the mothers were coming.
were
Each
of them had a bag of co.ning, all
they had made with
cookies that
their mothers
presentation.
John told his friend for the party after the
that next year he would
going to a big school.
be
His friend said he
different big school.
would have to go to
The
a
same
place
every wk.
that gave him the
He could keep doing
therapy
exercises every day
learn about counting
and
how to be a carpenter and letters.
He said later he could still
or a metal worker.
learn
reason, they both
All of a sudden for
started to sing the
no
to the mothers.
song that they would
Suddenly they were
sing
at the school gate.
went inside. Their
They
wcre excited about teacher greeteJ them warmly and asked
the
if
party.
they
They both said they
their mothers were
were
coming.
and
that
Each
got his nametag pinned
hands with Miss Rose
on, shook
John stopped suddenly and raced each other into the playground.
to
show
his friend the picture
that he had drawn on
the
wall
outside. "Look! See! of his body
with a buckle and
I have a belt
shoes
and five fingers on
everything: eyes,
each hand and two of
nose,
ears and I made
colors: red, and blue
for blue jeans." His my clothes the real
about his drawing of
his body and John lQoked friend als.o told him
friend explained everything
and listened as
he had done.
friend had given himself
John noticed that his
his
green eyes, but looking
eyes, he saw they
at
his
friend's
were
brown.
He asked why he had
wrong color and his
chosen
friend said that he
wanted green eyes and the
not
brown.

John suggested they go to the slide to
faster. As they ran to the slide, John felt see who could go down
strong and his lungs
were full of fresh air'and life was sunny like
the day.
When
they had both slid down, John's friend was
suddenly
running
forward to the sand box. Each took a container
it.
John asked his friend if he thought his hadand tried to fill
more sand in it
or John's.
His
friend
didn't
know
they held them close
together, but that didn't help becausesothe
containers were two
different sizes.
John thought that they should "measure" them
but wasn't sure how.
His friend said they
container first with his, and mark where it should fill a third
they dumped it out pair in John's and mark came to. Then after
They did that and it worked; one container where it came to.
was bigger than the
other.
Suddenly they heard the sound of the bell to
go inside.
Quickly they emptied all the containers and
stacked
them
into the
box.
Then they both ran to the door and waited to
go
into
the
class for the meeting.
Miss Rose talked about the weather and
that this was the last day and they all clapped.
Then they sang
the school song and any other song they asked
for;
they sang
almost all of them.
Finally- they had free choice and John had
already decided he wanted to use the blackboard
to copy' the
letters that were taped up there to copy. He
raised his hand and
got his choice.
John copied every letter and then got Miss
Rose to tell him
if they were right.
Then as she suggested, he copied them again
on paper.
First he put down his own
and then the letters.
Then he remembered the posters she had name
shown them and went to the
other side of the art corner to get some magazines.
He found
pictures that began with the same sound as
his letter, cut them
out and pasted them on the paper.
He ran to show Miss Rose and
she was so happy for him.
He showed some children in the art
area too and they tried to guess which letter
each picture went
with.
Finally he laid it out to dry. Now Miss Rose
said it was
time to clean up for the party and that
since
everyone
was
excited, they had to be extra careful to
clean well and stay
quiet.
John knew his job was in the building
there and carefully stacked the blocks in their area so he went
places;
When he
finished, he sat down in the meeting area to
wait
for
the
others.
Miss Rose asked him to help in the art area,
so he helped to wash
the paint brush.
After they had all gone to the bathroom,
for the parents. John was good carrying chairsthey set up outside
because he was so
big and strong. He liked this job. Soon all
was
Rose sat everyone down and told them that after in place. Miss
the party they
could take down what was theirs from the
displays
and not to
forget their art files.
She wished them good luck with all they
were going to do and her smile was so warm
that John was sure
everything would go we'.l.
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John sang
smile and talk toas loud as he could while watching
his mother
about numbers with the mother next to he::.
he
acted
out a story
other
children and finally
the mothers.
gave
out
Everyone
juice to
was happy and talking
ran around and
and some children
a few babies cried.
preschool and so happy
John was proud
of
to have his mother
skipped out and
there. As they left his
shock Miss Rose's
he
asked him to visit
hand and thanked
sometime and he promised
her.
She
would bring her something
he would. He said
he
he made in his carpentry
class.
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INTEGRATION EXERCISES: End of School
Activity Suggestions
1.

Share
year.

2.
3.

Share creative ways that you could end the school year.
Discuss the feelings of teachers, parents, children
at
end of the year.

4.

Create an end of the year schedule.

5.

Create an end of the year booklet to show what the
have learned.

6.

Create a vacation booklet for the children to use
after
school is over.
Describe how John and his family, friends and teacher
might
feel from the last day pH;-ty.

7.
8.

descriptions

of

how teachers have ended

the

school

the

children

Discuss reactions to the story.

Study Questions
1.

What will happen to John after school?

2.

Wnat is striking about John's feelings towards school.

3.

How do you feel towards John?

4.

How do you feel at the end of school?

5.

What do you think about an all-year-round school?

6.

What are your feelings about school in general?- Do
reflect your ideals of how school should be or do they these
need
work?

7.

What
kinds
of activities
make
integrating experiences for children?

8.

What kind of experiences prepare the children to
their own education during the summer?

9.

exciting,

enjoyable,
carry

on

How do you prepare the children coming in to school
in the
fall before school ends in the spring?
10. How do you p7rprare yourself to get new energy over
the summer
in order to start the year in an enthusiastic way?
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APPENDIX: BASIC MATERIALS
YOU CAN MAKE
Playdough
Paint Thickener
Paste for Paper
Board Games and Cards
You Cut and Paste
Beautiful Junk
Found objects in Nature
Games from Handwork
Games from Wood
Paper Substitutes
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Appendix
PLAYDOUGH
3 cups of flour
3 cups of salt
2 tablespoons of cream of tartar (lemon salt)
5 tablespoons of oil
drops of food coloring if desired
drops of clove oil if desired
Put all the ingredients in a pot and stir them over medium heat
on a stove or fire. Keep stirring until the dough gets thick and
makes itself into one ball, coming away from the sides of the
pot. Remove the pot from the heat. Take out the dough and knead
it like bread for five minutes. To store it, put it in a plastic
bag and into a refrigerator.
It will keep six months in the
refrigerator.
PAINT THICKENER
colored tempera paints (not toxic)
2 serving spoons of cornstarch (cornflour)
1 liter of water
put all but one cup of the water into a pot and boil it. Add the
cornstarch into the one cup of water and stir.
(Keep stirring as
you pour it into the water.)
When the water boils, add the
cornstarch and water. Stir until the mixture is like thick soup.
Pour it into little containers and add paint to it:
one teaspoon
to half a cup.
PAPER PASTE
Add flour to water to make a thick soupy liquid.
paint thickener recipe.
BOARD GAMES AND CARDS
paper
glue
cardboard
contact paper
ink markers or crayons
scissors
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OR

use

the

Decide on the
subject
gather your materials. and the goal and the
organization
There are
and
lotto, puzzle,
basic game
board game, cards, several
forms:
Hints for using
dominoes. Each
materials are:
is pictured.
be glued so the
put glue over the
paper doesn't ripple
whole surface to
than the cardboard
as much.
Cut paper bigger
so you can fold
edge.
it over to prevent
Do the same with
tearing the
contact paper.
contact paper
Pull away about
and line it up
12 cm of
and carefully pull
as you smooth the
opened side.
the
backing
off
If you do the whole
or a large area,
piece at once
the contact paper
is
much more likely
to
wrinkle.
BEAUTIFUL JUNK
Don't throw away
use them for card any more containers for anything!
holders,
Wash them and
game pieces, collage
and many other things.
material
for art
Save
old tires, useless
limbs or
boards or tree
cartons
or crates.
FOUND OBJECTS IN
NATURE
So many things
outside are useable
seeds,
in school:
flowers, grass,
rocks,
sticks,
lizards, insects,
you find outside
bird's eggs. Anything
should
be
makers,
admired z, a natural saved and used to help as
object,
felt, smelled and counting
to mean something
arranged
to those interested.
GAMES FROM HANDWORK
One good way
to learn those
memorized,
numbers and letters, difficult things
that must b6
this in needlework
is to make a chart.
or
You can do
by sewing material
You can tell
to show these
a story in pictures.
symbols.
shapes,
You can show
animals
and babies or
colors
and
interesting
whatever you
for all.
feel would
You could eveii
be
make the board
game out of cloth
for a board
or stitched or
woven yarn.
GAMES FROM WOOD
Games from wood
are the most durable.
from wood is ideal
Of course a set
if wood can be
of blocks
be made from
had.
All the things
cardboard can
that can
also
difference is
in the possibilities be made from wood.
The
different constitution
are varied because
of wood.
of
the
screws with wood,
Because you can
use
many other game.,
and
besides board gamesnails
made. Here are
can be
some examples:
PAPER SUBSTITUES
If you cannot buy
paper, there are
use old newspapers,
other ways to get
it.
papers used to
market, factory
wrap objects bought You can
scraps, business
in the
computers. This
scraps from copy
is
machines
Of
course
and
takes
Lo
help or coordinate
work
the finding and and parents can be asked
saving of paper
for your
Draschool.
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